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1
Introduction and motivation

Diamond and graphite are two well known crystalline configurations of carbon.
Both allotropes have unique properties. The transparent, electrically insulat-
ing diamond is an excellent thermal conductor and an extremely hard material,
hence used as abrasive. In contrast, the opaque graphite is an electrical con-
ductor, thermally insulating and used as lubricant. Recently synthesised new
allotropes of carbon, e.g., fullerenes, carbon nanotubes, and graphene, have
again outstanding chemical and physical properties and potentially lead to new
applications [80].

The introductory example of diamond and graphite suggests, that the meta-
stable phase (diamond) is a material essentially different from the thermody-
namically stable configuration (graphite) at room temperature and room pres-
sure (RTP). But diamond is a rare case where one experiences a bulk metastable
allotrope. The situation is different for, say Co, for which there is only one bulk
configuration at RTP, namely hexagonal closed packed (HCP) Co. At tem-
peratures above 696 K, face-centred cubic (FCC) Co is the stable phase [43].
Crystalline forms of Co other than HCP were however stabilised at RTP by
means of epitaxial growth, e.g., body-centred cubic (BCC) Co [182]. All three
mentioned configurations of Co exhibit ferromagnetic (FM) order, but mag-
netic properties like the spin moment depend on the crystal structure. Bulk
BCC Co does not exist in the known region of the pressure-temperature phase
diagram [43,256].

The example of BCC Co demonstrates, that epitaxial growth can stabilise
non-equilibrium structures at RTP. In heteroepitaxy, overlayer and substrate
material are not identical [61]. Hence, lattice parameters and possibly the crys-
tal structure of film and substrate material are distinct. In case of coherent or
pseudomorphic epitaxy, the overlayer adapts the in-plane lattice parameters of
the substrate, i.e., the overlayer is strained to match the lattice parameters par-
allel to the substrate surface (in-plane directions). Simultaneously, a relaxation
of the film dimension perpendicular to the substrate-film interface occurs (out-
of-plane direction). Thus, coherent epitaxy provides a method to put phases
under strain, and it can stabilise a metastable state of the film material, if the
substrate lattice matches this metastable structure. The energy of a metastable
or a strained state is higher than in the equilibrium state, which limits the
thickness of pseudomorphic films. Strain in epitaxial film growth is a mean
to influence material properties in, e.g., semiconductors, multiferroic materials,
and ferromagnets. Tunable properties of FM elements, alloys and multilayers
are, for example, orbital and spin magnetic moments, the Curie temperature,
and the magnetic anisotropy [17,26,29].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Films in the body-centred tetragonal (BCT) structure are typically obtained
by pseudomorphic epitaxy on a planar quadratic lattice, e.g., on the {001}
surfaces of a cubic lattice [4] (the tetragonal axis of the film is oriented perpen-
dicular to the substrate-film interface). The substrate determines in-plane and
out-of-plane lattice parameters of films with BCT geometry. A symmetry prop-
erty of the BCT structure states, that it is identical to the BCC structure or the
FCC structure for definite ratios of the tetragonal lattice parameters. The geo-
metric concept of the Bain transformation describes a transformation between
the FCC structure and the BCC structure via intermediate BCT structures [9].
The sum of all states along a Bain transformation is then called a Bain path.
A particular Bain path is the epitaxial Bain path (EBP). All states of the EBP
are modelled by epitaxial constraints: coherency to the substrate and relaxation
of the overlayer in the out-of-plane direction [4]. Thus, the EBP singles out all
BCT structures (including higher symmetric cubic ones), that (in principle) can
be stabilised by pseudomorphic epitaxy on a suitable substrate. The knowledge
of the EBP therefore allows to study properties of the overlayer as function of
the substrate lattice parameter.

Interest in magnetic materials in BCT structures has been induced by, e.g., an
increase of the magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy in response to a symmetry
reduction from cubic to tetragonal for the strained FCC and BCC phases of Ni
and Fe, respectively [26], or by a stabilisation of cubic non-equilibrium structures
of the magnetic elements and a characterisation of their magnetic structure (cf.
aforementioned example Co). Alloys in a tetragonal structure, e.g., ordered
FePt [27] and FeCo [28], possess a high uniaxial magnetocrystalline anisotropy
energy for certain compositions and axial ratios, and are potential new materials
for high density recording materials in hard disks.

Density functional theory (DFT) is an established and transferable method to
describe the electronic structure of condensed matter in the ground state (GS).
It allows for the computation of, e.g., structural and mechanical properties, mag-
netic order, and phase transitions under pressure. Since we apply total energy
calculations based on DFT in this thesis, a brief introduction into the theory is
given in the next chapter. In Chapter 3, we elaborately discuss the concept of
the Bain path, in particular the EBP and three other commonly studied Bain
paths. A symmetry argument for BCT Bravais lattices states, that cubic config-
urations on the EBP are stationary points in total energy [133]. This argument
guarantees the existence of (at least) two minima in energy along the EBP, un-
less the energy for one of the cubic structures is a horizontal inflection point.
The minima may correspond to metastable states of the respective element.
Earlier computations of the EBP for various alkali and transition metals (TMs)
indicated that usually two minima occur on the EBP, e.g., see Ref. 133. We
study the EBP for all TMs, as well as selected alkaline earth metals and selected
lanthanides in the fourth chapter of this thesis. We focus on the existence of
metastable tetragonal states, magnetic order along the EBP, and analyse trends
and regularities of EBPs in TMs. In the fifth Chapter, we investigate the EBP
of uranium motivated by recent progress in the epitaxial stabilisation of a non-
equilibrium HCP structure of uranium. This work is summarised in Chapter 6.

❦
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2
Non-relativistic density functional theory

If not stated otherwise, we use atomic units throughout this Chapter. A calli-
graphic symbol denotes the abstract Hilbert space operator, Ĥ, an italic symbol
denotes the Hamiltonian operator in Schrödinger representation, Ĥ, and a letter
without hat signifies the functional, H.

The physical model under consideration is a solid state as a non-relativistic,
interacting ion-electron system. The interaction of all charged particles is via
mutual Coulomb forces. Due to its complexity, the problem is not exactly
solvable apart from simple cases. As a first step, the electronic sub-system,
containing kinetic part and pairwise interaction between electrons as well as the
Coulomb interaction with the nuclei, can be tackled separately under certain
prerequisites elucidated below. In the framework of DFT,1 the electronic GS
of the many particle problem is reduced to effective single particle equations,
which have to be solved self-consistently at the end. Primal contributions to
the DFT came from Hohenberg, Kohn, and Sham [85, 107]. Important for the
mathematical foundation of the DFT were the seminal papers by Lieb and Levy
[117, 122]. Perturbations arising from, e.g., a probing external magnetic field,
which couples to spin and orbital moments, are not considered here. The spin
of electrons is included in the theory, spin-orbit coupling is part the relativistic
DFT. In the following, we outline important aspects of DFT which are taken
from textbooks [44,53,168].

The full ion-electron Hamiltonian may be sketched according to different con-
tributions,

Ĥ = Ĥnuclei + Ĥelectrons + Ĥnuclei-electrons, (2.1)

whereat the notation already suggests the splitting of purely nuclear and elec-
tronic contributions into Ĥnuclei and Ĥelectrons, respectively. Both operators
contain kinetic and interacting parts. The third term on the right hand side of
Eq. (2.1) comprises the interaction between the two different particle species.
The adiabatic approximation allows to separate the ionic motion from Ĥ. The
other term is an adiabatic Hamiltonian parametrically dependent on nuclear
positions. One part of the adiabatic Hamiltonian is given by the constant inter-
nuclear interactions (fixed nuclear positions). The remaining electronic part,

Ĥel = Ĥelectrons + Ĥnuclei-electrons, (2.2)

1When we speak of DFT we exclude early versions, e.g., Thomas-Fermi theory.
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CHAPTER 2. NON-RELATIVISTIC DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

can be solved independently (the parametric nuclear positions in Ĥel are not
explicitly indicated). For solids, the internuclear Coulomb energy must be added
to Eq. (2.2) in order to get a finite energy per volume in the thermodynamic
limes. We skip this term in the following short presentation. The adiabatic
approximation can be done due to the small ratio of electron mass to nucleus
mass, typically being 10−3 . . . 10−5. In simple words, the coupling strength
between non-degenerate (electronic) eigenstates of a molecule or solid depends
on the ratio of electron mass to nucleus mass; the coupling would even vanish
if this ratio approaches zero. With this small ratio, electrons do not undergo a
transition to another state. The electron state follows the nuclear displacement
progressively [22]. In particular, the electrons remain in their GS at all times.2

Formally, we are looking for solutions of the time-independent Schrödinger
equation

Ĥel|Ψ〉 = |Ψ〉E, 〈Ψ|Ψ〉 = 1, (2.3)

E being the eigenvalue (energy) and |Ψ〉 the many particle quantum state.
Considering the huge number of interacting nuclei, electrons, and similarly a
huge number of degrees of freedom in a typical solid state, the exact solution
of the previous equation is impossible to obtain. Alternatively, an equivalent
variational problem may be applied [168],

δ
{

〈Ψ|Ĥel|Ψ〉 − E〈Ψ|Ψ〉
}

= 0. (2.4)

E serves as Lagrange multiplier to ensure normalisation of |Ψ〉. Allowable ap-
proximations on |Ψ〉, say |Ψ̃〉, will give energies Ẽ, Ẽ ≥ EGS, EGS being the
eigenenergy of the true GS, |ΨGS〉.

At this point we are left with the following type of Schrödinger Hamiltonian:

Ĥel[v,M ] = −1
2

M
∑

i=1

∇2
i +

M
∑

i=1

vs
i
s′
i
(ri) +

1
2

M
∑

i6=j

w(|ri − rj |)

≡ T̂ + Û + Ŵ , (2.5)

with kinetic part, T̂ , external potential part, Û , and interaction part, Ŵ , for an
integer number M of electrons at positions ri. w is the Coulomb potential. The
external potential, v, is restricted to cover collinear spin order in this work. Its
spin matrix therefore has the following form:

vss′(r) = v(r)δss′ . (2.6)

Generally, an admissible potential v comes from the space of p integrable func-
tions, Lp. Additionally, we demand v to have a N particle GS. We define first
the set VN , 1 ≤ p < +∞,

VN def
=
{

v
∣

∣

∣v ∈ ⊕Lp for some p‘s, and Ĥel[v] has a GS
}

.

2There are cases when the adiabatic approximation is unfeasible, like strong electron-
phonon coupling, or two molecular energy surfaces, which energetically approach for certain
nuclear configuration.
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For spin-independent v ∈ VN the Hohenberg-Kohn lemma holds [85]:

v is a unique function of the GS density n.

We now state the functional spaces of admissible potentials v and of densities
n. The position space is a Torus T 3 (a box with periodic boundary conditions
and finite volume) instead of the Euclidian space R3, i.e., the domain (of the
position space) of v and n is T 3. This choice ensures the reflexivity property
for functional spaces of densities and potentials, and excludes scattering states,
where part of the electrons are not bound by v in R3. Then it can be shown,

that v ∈ X∗ def
= L3/2(T 3) ⊆ VN and n ∈ X def

= L3(T 3). Variations over v and n
are always understood as variations over v ∈ X∗ and n ∈ X, respectively. For
spin matrices (Eqs. (2.6), and Eq. (2.12) below) each component belongs to the
respective space.

Before we state an expression for the GS energy, we need to introduce en-
semble states first. Such are combinations of Fock states, |ΨMK 〉, given by the
density matrix γ̂ with

γ̂ =
∑

K,M

|ΨMK 〉 pMK 〈ΨMK |, 0 ≤ pMK ,
∑

K,M

pMK = 1, (2.7)

and pMK are probabilities. The |ΨMK 〉 are eigenstates of the particle number
operator, N̂ , with integer particle number, M ,

N̂ |ΨMK 〉 = |ΨMK 〉M. (2.8)

Expectation values of, e.g., the Hamilton operator in Eq. (2.5) and the particle
number operator, N̂ , of the ensemble are defined via the trace (tr) ([Ĥel, N̂ ] = 0),

〈Ĥel〉γ̂ = tr (Ĥelγ̂)

=
∑

K,M

pMK 〈ΨMK |Ĥel[v,M ]|ΨMK 〉 (2.9)

〈N̂〉γ̂ = tr (N̂ γ̂)

(2.8)
=

∑

K,M

pMKM. (2.10)

The particle number, N , of an ensemble state (2.7) is a real number. For later
use we define the expectation value of the external potential,

tr (Û γ̂) =
∑

ss′

∫

d3r vss′(r)ns′s(r)
def
= (v|n) , (2.11)

with the spin density matrix, nss′ , which is given by the expectation value of
the density operator n̂,

nss′(r) = tr (n̂γ̂). (2.12)

5



CHAPTER 2. NON-RELATIVISTIC DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

Both matrices, vss′ and nss′ , are hermitian. We define the GS energy by

E[v,N ] = inf
γ̂

{

tr (Ĥelγ̂)
∣

∣

∣
tr (N̂ γ̂) = N)

}

(2.13)

= inf
{pMK ,ΨMK }







∑

K,M

pMK 〈ΨMK |Ĥel|ΨMK 〉
∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

K,M

pMKM = N







.

The previous equality was derived with the help of the above defined expectation
values of ensemble states. The infimum in (2.13) exists if w in (2.5) is repulsive
for fixed v (w ≥ 0). Further, we denote three important properties of E[v,N ]
(z ∈ R, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1):

1. E[v,N ] is convex in N for fixed v:

E[v, zN1 + (1− z)N2] ≤ zE[v,N1] + (1− z)E[v,N2] (2.14)

2. E[v,N ] is concave in v for fixed N :

E[zv1 + (1− z)v2, N ] ≥ zE[v1, N ] + (1− z)E[v2, N ] (2.15)

3. E[v,N ] is gauge covariant with respect to a constant c:

E[v + c,N ] = E[v,N ] + cN. (2.16)

The following passage makes use of duality theory. To begin with, we consider
the Legendre transform G̃[v, µ] of E[v,N ],

G̃[v, µ] = sup
N
{µN − E[v,N ]} (2.17)

(2.16)
= sup

N
{−E[v − µ,N ]} (2.18)

= G̃[v − µ, 0]
def
= G[v − µ], (2.19)

and obtain,

G[v] = sup
N
{−E[v,N ]} (2.20)

= − inf
N
{E[v,N ]} . (2.21)

G is convex in v and a functional of one variable due to the gauge property. µ
is the chemical potential at T = 0 K. From Eqs. (2.17) and (2.19) we identify
the Legendre transform of G,

E[v,N ] = sup
µ
{Nµ−G[v − µ]} . (2.22)

N and µ are dual variables, and E and G are a pair of dual functionals. v and
−n form another pair of dual variables, and G[v] and H̃[−n] form another pair
of dual functionals,

H[n]
def
= H̃[−n] = sup

v
{(−n|v)−G[v]} (2.23)

G[v] = − inf
n
{H[n]− (n|v)} . (2.24)
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Relating H to E with the help of Eqs. (2.21) and (2.22) leads to

E[v,N ] = sup
µ

{

Nµ+ inf
n
{H[n] + (v − µ|n)}

}

(2.25)

= inf
n

{

H[n] + sup
µ
{(N − (1|n))µ}

}

. (2.26)

The previous equality is obtained from a special investigation since in general
only sup inf ≤ inf sup holds. The next relation is obtained by noting, that an
infimum over n implies that the supremum over µ is finite and hence (1|n) = N .
We obtain the Hohenberg-Kohn variational principle:

E[v,N ] = inf
n
{H[n] + (v|n)| (1|n) = N} . (2.27)

The Hohenberg-Kohn functional, H, is convex in n and often called universal
functional, because it is independent of N and of v. However, it is not known
and must be modelled.

In the following we briefly derive the Kohn-Sham equations [107]. For the
spin density matrix, we employ the ansatz,

nss′(r) =
∑

i

φi(rs)niφ∗i (rs
′), 0 ≤ ni ≤ 1, (2.28)

with orthonormal Kohn-Sham orbitals, φi, occupation numbers, ni, and the
particle number, N =

∑

i ni = (1|n). H[n] is decomposed into

H[n] = K[n] + EH[n] + EXC[n]. (2.29)

K[n] is defined as the kinetic energy functional for non-interacting reference
systems,

K[n] = inf
{φi,ni}

{

∑

i

ni
∑

s

∫

d3r φ∗i (rs)
(

−∇
2

2

)

φi(rs)

∣

∣

∣

∣

(φi|φj) = δij , 0 ≤ ni ≤ 1,
∑

i

∑

s

ni|φi(r, s)|2 = n(r)
}

, (2.30)

with pre-defined density. The Hartree energy, EH[n], is the classical interaction
of a density with itself,

EH[n] =
1
2

∫∫

d3r d3r′
n(r)n(r′)
|r− r′| . (2.31)

The exchange-correlation (XC) energy, EXC, is defined by Eq. (2.29), however
unknown, and again subject to modelling. Assuming functional derivatives to
exist, we vary n through φ∗i in Eq. (2.27) with the help of Relations (2.29)
and (2.11), including the side conditions of K[n] and E[v,N ], and obtain the
Kohn-Sham equations for the φi with an effective potential, veff,

(

−∇
2

2
+ veff

)

φi = φiǫi, veff
def
= v + vH + vXC. (2.32)
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CHAPTER 2. NON-RELATIVISTIC DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

The Hartree potential, vH, is straightforwardly derived from the Hartree energy,
EH, in contrast to the exchange-correlation potential, vXC, which is just defined
as

vXC,ss′
def
=

δEXC[n]
δns′s

. (2.33)

For the minimising density, the electronic energy (total energy) is given by

E[v,N ] =
∑

i

niǫi − EH[n]−
∑

ss′

∫

d3r nss′vXC,s′s + EXC[n], (2.34)

where the first term on the right hand side sums over Kohn-Sham energies, ǫi,
whose occupation follows the Aufbau principle.

What is left, is to introduce approximations for the exchange and correlation
energy. The local (spin) density approximation (L(S)DA) assumes the exchange
and correlation energy per particle to be local in the density,

EXC[n] ≈ ELDA
XC [n] =

∫

d3r n(r)ǫXC(n(r), ζ(r)). (2.35)

ǫXC is the exchange and correlation energy per particle of the homogeneous elec-
tron liquid, taken at the system’s ‘real’ total density, n, and spin polarisation,
ζ, at each r. The degree of spin polarisation gives the normalised difference
between both spin components of the density in the collinear situation. ǫXC has
to be parameterised and there several parameterisations available. We use the
version of Perdew and Wang (PW92) [174] in this work. Generalised gradient ap-
proximations (GGA) are non-local functionals of the density, since they include
the density gradient. We employ the parameterisation after Perdew, Burke, and
Ernzerhof (PBE96) [172]. A less stringent assumption on the functional deriva-
tive of EXC results in the possibility of nonlocal and orbital dependent exchange
and correlation potentials like in LSDA+U or in self-interaction corrected (SIC)
functionals [54].

❦
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3
The Bain path

3.1 Introduction

In the general discussion of Bain paths, it is certainly a good starting point to
clarify the origin of the term ’Bain’ first. The eponym was the north American
metallurgist Edgar C. Bain, who pioneered the fundamental principles of alloy
steels [10]. In an earlier paper [9], he investigated the martensitic transforma-
tion. More precisely, Bain suggested a mechanism of how the high temperature
FCC phase of iron can be transformed into the low temperature BCC phase of
iron ‘with atomic shifts requiring minimum motion’. This transformation can
be achieved relying on the BCT structure. In Fig. 3.1 we sketch the FCC and
the BCC lattice and delineate the BCT lattice therein. Let us denote the lattice
parameters of the BCT unit cell with a and c. a is the lattice parameter of the
quadratic basal plane. c specifies the lattice parameter perpendicular to the
basal plane, and parallel to the C4 axis. The correspondence between FCC and
BCT structures is achieved if the axial ratio, c/a, of the BCT lattice equals

√
2.

Likewise, the correspondence between BCC and BCT structures is achieved if
c/a = 1. A change of c/a from 1 to

√
2 transforms a lattice with BCC structure

into a lattice with FCC structure via intermediate BCT structures [9]. Since
the three cubic axes are equivalent, there are three possibilities correspond-
ing to three orthogonal directions to transform BCC into FCC (or vice versa).
This is Bain’s geometrical description of the allotropic transformation of iron
via intermediate BCT structures. For convenience, we choose the [001]-axis as

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bCbC
bC

bC
bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

(a) FCC lattice

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

bC

(b) BCC lattice

Figure 3.1: Delineation of the BCT lattice (thick lines) in the (a) FCC lattice (thin
lines, two unit cells), and in the (b) BCC lattice. BCT and BCC lattice are
on top of each other.
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CHAPTER 3. THE BAIN PATH

tetragonal transformation axis.

At this point we give a few remarks, that intend to sharpen the use of the
term Bain transformation in this work. The Bain transformation relies on sym-
metry matches of the underlying lattices (cf. Sec. 3.2) and a certain transforma-
tion instruction via intermediate tetragonal structures, that has to be specified.
Moreover, there is no conceptual limitation to confine the axial ratio c/a along
the transformation to the limits 1 and

√
2. In spite of its historical origin from

the martensitic transformation, we use the term Bain transformation (and later
Bain path) for the just described geometrical construction without any assump-
tions for the boundaries of c/a.

3.2 Conceptional details

The relation between FCC or BCC lattices and BCT lattices, that we described
in the preceding section, implies relations between their crystallographic space
groups. Those can be analysed by group-subgroup relations. More precisely, the
maximal non-isomorphic subgroups can be considered (or vice versa the mini-
mal non-isomorphic supergroups) [74]. The FCC lattice has space group type
Fm3̄m, BCC has Im3̄m. For the case considered here, both cubic space groups
have the common maximal non-isomorphic t-subgroup I4/mmm (of index 3),
which is the space group type of the BCT lattice. This is the group theoretical
argument of why there is a structural relation of the BCT lattices on the one
hand and FCC or BCC lattices on the other hand.

There are infinitely many Bain transformations, since there are infinitely
many ways to transform an FCC structure into a BCC structure, if, besides c/a,
a or c, and hence the volume, are allowed to vary independently, see Fig. 3.2
for a diagrammatic explanation. The tetragonal phase space (parameter space)
of BCT lattices is spanned by its lattice parameters a and c. Every line in the
phase space, that connects the straight lines of FCC and BCC, represents a Bain
transformation. The line (or the path) in the phase space corresponding to this
transformation is called Bain path. Per definition, the Bain path includes only
tetragonal geometries. Any arbitrary point in the parameter space is denoted
by (a, c).

Among all possible Bain paths, we discuss four in more detail in the fol-
lowing. These four types are the commonly studied ones in the literature (cf.
Section 4.3). They essentially model different underlying physical processes or
applications and differ in the actual transformation instruction. The discussion
below serves to point out important similarities among the four Bain transfor-
mations. These similarities permit the reader in some cases to transfer results
from one Bain path to another. It simplifies the separation of relevant litera-
ture from less relevant literature for the discussion of the epitaxial Bain path,
which is the main topic of this work. Further, it allows to adjudicate on the
relevance of approximations to the epitaxial Bain path, which are normally as-
sociated with constant volume. Last but not least, the contact to experiments
is established.

The discussion of a specific Bain transformation is often accompanied by the
definition of a certain state of stress or a certain state of strain, that translates
to a definite deformation of the tetragonal unit cell as a result of the applied
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FCC

BCC

a

c

V = const.

Figure 3.2: The lattice parameters a and c span the phase phase of BCT lattices. The
FCC and the BCC structures are indicated by dashed straight lines in this
plane. Every line in that plane, that connects FCC and BCC, represents a
Bain transformation (in the wider sense as discussed in the text). The line,
that follows a tetragonal deformation with constant unit cell volume, V , is
explicitly indicated and discussed in the text.

stress(es) or strain(s). Any deformation of the lattice is considered a homoge-
neous one, so that a BCT lattice always remains a BCT lattice. That is, an
atom at a centre of symmetry remains one if the lattice is subject to external
strains, and no internal strains occur [22]. The coordinate system is naturally
oriented such, that the normal components of the stress tensor, σii, i = {x, y, z},
are oriented parallel to the tetragonal axes of the BCT lattice, i.e., σxx ‖ [100]
and σyy ‖ [010] acting in-plane, σzz ‖ [001] acting out-of-plane [113].

If the deformation is assumed to be isothermal, reversible, and at T = 0 K,
quantitative information about the state of stress can be gained from derivatives
of the total energy E with respect to components of the strain tensor, ǫij ,
i, j = {x, y, z}, or with respect to the lattice parameters a and c [113,163]. The
total energy is described by DFT calculations following Eq. (2.34). The solution
of the Kohn-Sham equations for any BCT structure with lattice parameters a
and c is called a state with total energy E(a, c). Accordingly, the total energy
per unit volume, V , is given by

dE
V

=
∑

i,j

σijdǫij , σij =
1
V

∂E

∂ǫij
, (i, j = {x, y, z}) . (3.1)

With the definition of infinitesimal normal strains,

ǫxx =
δa

a
, ǫzz =

δc

c
, (3.2)

we obtain for the stresses σxx and σzz

σxx =
a

V

∂E

∂a
, σzz =

c

V

∂E

∂c
. (3.3)
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In the following we will need the directional derivative of E(a, c) with refer-
ence to the just introduced phase space. The derivative is defined [77] as the
derivative of E(a, c) along a vector, v,

∇vE(a, c)
def
= ∇E(a, c) · v =

∂E(a, c)
∂a

va +
∂E(a, c)
∂c

vc, (3.4)

with any unit vector v = (va, vc)T = vaea + vcec, whereat ea and ec are the
Cartesian unit vectors that span the tetragonal phase space.

In what follows we introduce four Bain paths. We assume E(a, c) is known
(or can be accessed) in a reasonable part of the parameter space. On physically
motivated grounds, we assume E to increase sufficiently far away from some
equilibrium configuration (without loss of generality, there might be an area
of some metastable configurations close to the equilibrium). That is, there is
an increase in E for decreasing parameters a or c due to repulsive forces away
from equilibrium, as well as an increase of E in the limit of large interatomic
distances for approaching an unbound state [38].

The uniaxial Bain path (UBP) is composed by the set of points in the
tetragonal plane {(ac, c)} ⊂ {(a, c)}, for which we define

UBP
def
=
{

(ac, c)
∣

∣

∣E (ac, c) = min
a
E(a, c)

}

. (3.5)

Since c is the independent lattice parameter, all quantities along the UBP are

given as function of c, e.g., the total energy along the UBP is EUBP(c)
def
=

E(ac, c). The following definition of the UBP is usually found in the literature
[143,240]: for arbitrary c,

∂E(a, c)
∂a

∣

∣

∣

∣

ac

=

(

∇
v=(1,0)TE(a, c)

∣

∣

ac

)

= 0. (3.6)

The two definitions are only equivalent for ranges of c, where E(a, c) has only
one minimum ac 6= {0,∞} and no saddle point. A vanishing derivative in
Eq. (3.6) of course exists for local and global minima and maxima, and saddle
points of E(a, c) determining a set of Bain paths, while Definition (3.5) finds the
global minimum. The UBP models the physical situation of uniaxial loading,
σzz 6= 0, which will change the lattice parameter c away from its equilibrium
value. At the same time—since there are no external stresses in the directions
perpendicular to the applied load—a relaxation of the lattice parameters will
take place along these directions due to the perturbation. For the corresponding
stresses, it holds σxx(σzz) = σyy(σzz) = 0. Hence, non-zero strain components
are ǫxx, ǫyy = ǫxx, and ǫzz.

There exists a special case, when additionally to ∂E/∂a the other partial
derivative in Eq. (3.4), ∂E/∂c, vanishes. These special points in the phase
space are stationary points in total energy. Due to the request, that for each
c, there is an ac so that E(ac, c) is the minimum of E(a, c) over all a, the type
of stationary point of ∂E(c)/∂c|c0 = 0 at c0 determines whether the special
point is a minimum along the UBP = a minimum of EUBP(c) at c0, (hence a
minimum of E(a, c) at (ac, c0)) or a maximum or saddle point along the UBP =
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a maximum or saddle point of EUBP(c) at c0, (hence a saddle point in E(a, c)
at (ac, c0)). For such special points, σii = 0 (cf. Eq. (3.3)). A minimum in
total energy in the tetragonal phase space is referred to as tetragonal minimum.
The UBP according to the Definition (3.5) cannot go through local maxima in
energy in the tetragonal phase space.

The epitaxial Bain path (EBP) is composed by the set of points in the
tetragonal plane {(a, ca)} ⊂ {(a, c)}, for which we define

EBP
def
=
{

(a, ca)
∣

∣

∣E (a, ca) = min
c
E(a, c)

}

. (3.7)

The independent variable is a. Quantities along the EBP are therefore only

dependent on a, e.g., the total energy EEBP(a)
def
= E(a, ca). The following

definition is usually found in the literature [133]: for arbitrary a,

∂E(a, c)
∂c

∣

∣

∣

∣

ca

=

(

∇
v=(0,1)TE(a, c)

∣

∣

ca

)

= 0. (3.8)

The two definitions are again only equivalent for ranges of a, where E(a, c) has
only one minimum ca 6= {0,∞} and no saddle point. Equation (3.8) is fulfilled
for all maxima, minima, and horizontal inflection points of E(a, c) determining
a set of Bain paths, while Definition (3.7) finds the global minimum. The
difference between the EBP and the UBP are the applied stresses. The EBP
models a bidirectionally isotropic state of stress in the basal plane, σxx = σyy,
with uniaxial relaxation in the perpendicular direction, σzz = 0, while the UBP
models an uniaxial state of stress in the out-of-plane direction with relaxation
in two perpendicular directions, σxx = σyy = 0. Non-zero strain components
are ǫxx, ǫyy = ǫxx, and ǫzz in both cases.

Similar to the UBP, there are special points, a0, on the EBP, where all normal
stresses vanish, σii = 0. If EEBP(a0) resides at a minimum, then the EBP locates
a tetragonal minimum at (a0, ca). If EEBP(a) at a0 is a maximum or a horizontal
inflection point, then the EBP locates a saddle point in E(a, c) at (a0, ca). The
EBP according to the definition in Eq. (3.7) does not go through local maxima
in total energy in the tetragonal phase space.

Chapters 4 and 5 elaborately deal with EBPs in various metals. At this point
we only give important references. To the best of our knowledge, the idea of
the EBP was formulated by Alippi et al. [4] for the first time. A comprehensive
discussion of the EBP was given by Marcus et al. [133].

The cancelling slope Bain path (CSBP) is obtained by fixing the axial
ratio in a first step. For this fixed ratio, the unit cell volume (V ) is varied to
minimise the total energy. This procedure is repeated for several c/a ratios.
The tetragonal parameter space may as well be spanned by c/a and V , so that
an arbitrary point in that space has the coordinates (c/a, V ). The CSBP is then
composed by the set of points {(c/a, Vc/a)} ⊂ {(c/a, V )}, for which we define

CSBP
def
=
{

(c/a, Vc/a)
∣

∣

∣
E
(

c/a, Vc/a
)

= min
V

E(c/a, V )
}

. (3.9)
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CHAPTER 3. THE BAIN PATH

The independent variable is c/a, so that, e.g., the total energy along the CSBP

is ECSBP(c/a)
def
= E(c/a, Vc/a). If a stationary point of ECSBP(c/a) is a min-

imum, then the CSBP locates a tetragonal minimum. If ECSBP(c/a) resides
at a maximum or saddle point, then the CSBP locates a saddle point in the
tetragonal phase space.

We compute dE(a, c)/dV for a constant c/a ratio and assume a = a(c/a, V )
and c = c(c/a, V ). From the volume per atom, V = a2c/2, we readily get

a =
(

2V
a

c

)
1
3

, c =
(

2V
( c

a

)2
)

1
3

.

The derivative at Vc/a has to vanish,

dE(a, c)
dV

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vc/a

=
∂E

∂a

d a
dV

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vc/a

+
∂E

∂c

d c
dV

∣

∣

∣

∣

Vc/a

=
1
3

(

2
V 2
c/a

a

c

)
1
3 (

∂E

∂a
+
∂E

∂c

c

a

)

= 0. (3.10)

Both slopes in the previous equation, if non-zero, must have opposite signs, and
the modulus of ∂E/∂c must be a factor (c/a)−1 smaller than the modulus of
∂E/∂a, so that both summands cancel each other. The term CSBP is derived
from the latter equation: both terms (∼ slopes) in parentheses have to cancel
each other to fulfil the equation.

The CSBP is conceptionally different from the former two, because in general
it does not model any realistic physical situation to the best knowledge of the
author. The knowledge of this Bain path itself is therefore of little importance.
A possible advantage remains though, since the CSBP also locates stationary
points, whenever both partial derivatives in Eq. (3.10) vanish simultaneously.
This is the case for minima, maxima, and saddle points. Equation (3.10) deter-
mines a set of Bain paths, while Definition (3.9) finds the global minimum.

The constant volume Bain path (CVBP) traverses the Bain transforma-
tion at constant unit cell volume. The constant volume is usually taken to be
the (theoretical or experimental) equilibrium volume of either the BCC or the
FCC structure. In what follows, we choose a as independent variable. For the
predefined structure (subscript 0) with atomic volume, V0 = a2

0c0/2, the CVBP
has the analytic form

c(a) =
2V0

a2
or ǫc(ǫa) =

−ǫa(ǫa + 2)
(ǫa + 1)2

, (3.11)

when we define a strain, ǫx, x = {a, c},

ǫx =
x− x0

x0
.

The function c(a) is a cubic hyperbola in the phase space in Fig. 3.2 on Page 11.
Due to its analytic form, the complexity of actual electronic structure calculation
is considerably smaller for the CVBP than for the three other Bain paths, since
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3.2. CONCEPTIONAL DETAILS

for the CVBP the dependent lattice parameter can be calculated straightfor-
wardly following Eq. (3.11). In the other cases, the dependent lattice parameter
is to be searched for with the help of additional conditions on the total energy.
Of course, if one compares the CVBP with, e.g., the EBP, the quality of the con-
stant volume approximation to the EBP depends on the volume change along
the EBP.

a

c

ea

ec

EBP

CSBP

UBPCVBP

EBP
CSBP

UBP

E = const.

a0

c0
b

Figure 3.3: Illustrative picture of a contour diagram of the total energy, E(a, c), as
function of the phase space variables a and c after Eq. (3.12). The minimum
in total energy is located at (a0, c0) (blue solid dot), grey circles indicate lines
of constant energy. The UBP, EBP, CSBP, and CVBP are the four solid black
lines which go through (a0, c0). UBP and EBP are vertical and horizontal
lines, respectively, due to the assumed functional dependence of E(a, c). The
’rose’ in the upper right part is to remind the reader on the cardinal direction
along which the minimum search for the respective Bain path was done.

We will summarise the last paragraphs by an illustration given in Fig. 3.3.
We model a minimum in the total energy around the point (a0, c0) by

E(a, c)− E0 = (a− a0)2 + (c− c0)2, E0 = E(a0, c0). (3.12)

The UBP, EBP, CSBP, and the CVBP (at V0) were constructed and plotted in
Fig. 3.3. Even for this model minimum, the figure clearly distinguishes among
the four Bain paths. A realistic plot of E(a, c) and the Bain paths is shown in
Fig. 3.4 for Cr. The three tetragonal structures, for which E(a, c) is stationary,
approximately have the same volume, i.e., they are in a good approximation
lined up along a path of constant volume (we plotted the CVBP at the theo-
retical equilibrium volume in Fig. 3.4). The UBP, the EBP, and the CSBP go
through the two minima and the saddle point.

The elaborate discussion of the four different Bain paths leads us to two
important conclusions:

1. For the global tetragonal minimum in the phase space, UBP, EBP, and
CSBP coincide in general, because they scan the complete parameter
space. Results of those calculations at that particular point are trans-
ferable among each other.
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CHAPTER 3. THE BAIN PATH

2. For other possible stationary points in the phase space, UBP, EBP, and
CSBP may coincide but need not. Although the three Bain paths scan the
complete parameter space, they need not to coincide because the minimum
search is along different directions (for the UBP over a, for the EBP over
c, for the CSBP over V ). See the example in Fig. 3.5, for which the UBP
runs through the local and the global minimum as well as the saddle point
of E(a, c), but the EBP goes only through the global minimum.

3.3 Symmetry argument

Milstein et al. studied the energetics of Bain transformations along the UBP
[143]. The authors argued that this path exhibits the minimum barrier energy
between the BCC and the FCC configuration of Na, ‘when the crystal passes
through a special unstressed tetragonal state, that lies on a local energy max-
imum’ on the UBP. It was originally assumed that BCC and FCC structures
coincide with minima of E(a, c) [9]. Several total-energy calculations showed,
that cubic structures can reside at the maximum position on the UBP as well as
on the EBP, e.g., Refs. 4,38,131 and Fig. 3.4. This finding also proved the exis-
tence of minima with tetragonal symmetry. Alippi et al. reported, that the UBP
and the EBP of V go through the same unstressed state, which coincides with
the smallest barrier energy between the two minima of E(a, c). Marcus et al.
then defined a Bain path as the path in the tetragonal plane, that goes through
two tetragonal minima, be the corresponding structures cubic or not [133]. This
definition was convenient, because more and more total-energy calculations pre-
dicted the existence of two tetragonal minima for each element (an overview of
references is given in Sec. 4.3). The atomic volumes of both tetragonal min-
ima were regularly found to differ by few percent, which means the minima can
approximately be lined up along a path of constant volume in the tetragonal
parameter space. We notice, that the definition of Marcus is not strict. For ex-
ample, assume a pathological case with two unequally deep minima in the phase
space, which are located at (a1, c1) and (a2, c2), and assume a1 = a2. By the
definition of the EBP, only the minimum with lower total energy is accounted
for, say (a1, c1), but the UBP runs through both minima. Figure 3.5 illustrates
a case with two unequally deep minima of E(a, c), but with a1 6= a2. In that
particular energy landscape, the EBP does not run through both minima, but
the UBP does. According to Marcus’ definition, the CVBP is not a Bain path,
because the minima in the tetragonal plane do not necessarily possess the same
volume.

In the following, we deal with the symmetry argument for cubic structures.
The question of symmetry related extrema was discussed in Ref. 133 in the
framework of the EBP. It was stated, that the EBP must have an extremum in
total energy at structures with cubic symmetry. We repeat in short form the
original argument given in Ref. 133, which uses the Definition (3.8):

Part a Denote the three lattice parameters of an orthorhombic struc-
ture with a, b, and c. This orthorhombic structure has tetragonal
symmetry if exactly two lattice parameters are equal, and cubic sym-
metry if all three lattice parameters are equal. Denote the lattice
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3.3. SYMMETRY ARGUMENT
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Figure 3.4: Contour plot of the total energy in the tetragonal parameter space, E(a, c),
for Cr, as obtained by DFT within this work (detailed discussion in Sec. 4.5.7).
E(a, c) has two minima (blue solid dots) and one saddle point (blue cross).
The contour levels (grey solid lines) are in arbitrary units. The coordinates
(in Å) of the global minimum (BCC) and of the local minimum (BCT) are
(2.79, 2.79) and (2.31, 4.18), respectively. There is a saddle point (FCC) at
(2.51, 3.56). EBP, UBP, and CSBP run through all three stationary points.
The volume of the CVBP is fixed to that of the global minimum state.
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b

b

X

Figure 3.5: Illustrative picture of E(a, c) with two minima (blue solid dots) and one
saddle point (blue cross). The global minimum has the larger c and the smaller
a. The contour levels (grey solid lines) are in arbitrary units. The EBP only
runs through the global minimum, while the UBP goes through both minima
and the saddle point.
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CHAPTER 3. THE BAIN PATH

parameters for cubic symmetry (FCC or BCC) with a0 = b0 = c0.
Let this cubic structure be a point on the EBP. Since ∂E/∂c|c0 = 0
by construction for any point of the EBP (Eq. (3.8)), the other
derivatives ∂E/∂a|a0

= ∂E/∂b|b0 = 0 vanish by symmetry of the
cubic axes. Hence, the derivative of E along the EBP at the cubic
structure vanishes.1

Part b It is further concluded, that there are at least three extrema
on the EBP, since the BCT structure includes two structures with
cubic symmetry. A third extremum is required to get a minimum -
maximum - minimum sequence in the total energy along the EBP,
since the energy along the EBP rises for small and large c/a beyond
the position of the minima.

An EBP with three extrema is by far the most frequent case, although there
are exceptions with three minima (five extrema), see discussion in Sec. 4.6.2. A
special case, not considered in part b, would be a single minimum - saddle point
sequence.

We argue, that cubic structures need not be on the EBP. In order to be a state
of the EBP, the definition in Eq. (3.7) must be complied with. This requirement
need not be true for cubic structures. Assume a cubic structure whose energy is
minimal in the parameter space of cubic lattices. This structure can be unstable
with respect to a certain tetragonal deformation, i.e., the total energy decreases
for a variation of the out-of-plane lattice parameter c away from c0 (a0 = b0

assumed fixed). Hence E = E(c0) resides at a maximum position or saddle
point. This cubic structure is therefore not a point on the EBP, because it does
not fulfil the construction.

That is, part a of the above argument is true with the premise: ’Let this
cubic structure be a point on the EBP’. It is, however, not relevant for part
b. The conclusion in part b of the above argument is only true if both cubic
structures are points on the EBP. We show in Chapter 4, that there are few
elements, for which either the BCC structure or the FCC structure is not on
the EBP, because the respective structure is unstable with respect to a certain
tetragonal deformation. This instability is expressed by the elastic constant
czzzz (czzzz = cxxxx for cubic symmetry), which is proportional to the curva-
ture ∂2E(c)/∂c2 at c0 (see discussion in Sec. A.1 on Page 137 et seqq.). We
model an energy landscape in the tetragonal parameter space with an unstable
cubic point, coordinates (a0, c0), a0 = c0, in Fig. 3.6. This point is not on
the EBP because ∂2E(c)/∂c2|c0 < 0; as an additional consequence, the EBP is
discontinuous. We hearken back to Fig. 3.6 in Sec. 4.5.4, when we discuss the
EBP of La, for which E(a, c) from Fig. 3.6 is applicable. Note that the case of
Cr (Fig. 3.4) is different: there, the saddle point (at BCC) belongs to the EBP.

The following discrimination holds: if czzzz(c0) > 0 and c0 is the global
minimum of E(c) at fixed a0 (if czzzz(c0) < 0) for any arbitrary cubic structure,
then the EBP goes (does not go) trough the point (a0, c0). Our finding is at
variance with Ref. 133, which assumed that both cubic structures would be
included in the EBP per se (part b of the symmetry argument).

1Presuming E is differentiable, the directional derivative is zero along any vector since all
partial derivatives are zero [77].
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a′ a
0

c0

Figure 3.6: Illustrative picture of E(a, c) with two minima (blue solid dots) and a
saddle point at (a0, c0) (blue cross). The EBP is the black solid line, which is
discontinuous at a′. The global minimum has the larger c and the smaller a.
The contour levels (grey solid lines) are in arbitrary units (the contour lines
are however such, that there is one contour line centred around the global
minimum which represents the same energy as one contour line centred around
the local minimum, and both lines coincide at a′). The EBP runs through both
minima, but there is a discontinuous transition from the area around the global
minimum to the area around the local minimum. The discontinuity at a′ is
indicated by a dotted line, and need not be at the coordinate of the saddle
point. Since ∂2E(c)/∂c2|c0 < 0 (a0 fixed), the saddle point of E(a, c) in this
model cannot be on the EBP.

States with cubic symmetry on the EBP can in principle correspond to a
maximum, a minimum, or a saddle point in total energy. A saddle point has
not been reported so far, although there exist elements with small energy barrier
between a minimum and the adjacent maximum of the EBP, e.g., copper [95].

We finally consider atomic neighbourhood relations of BCT lattices. In
Fig. 3.7 we plot the distance among nearest and next nearest neighboring atoms,
and atoms further apart of BCT lattices as a function of the axial ratio c/a.
All interatomic distances, d, were rescaled by the lattice parameter a, so that
the actual distances depend on c/a only. For example, consider the distance of
two atoms, one has the coordinates (0 0 0) and another one is located at (1 1 1).
The coordinates are given in units of the lattice parameters (a a c) of the BCT
lattice (Cartesian unit vectors coincide with tetragonal axes). The distance d
and the reduced distance d/a are then

d =
(

2a2 + c2
)

1
2

and

d

a
=
(

2 +
( c

a

)2
)

1
2

,
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Figure 3.7: Reduced interatomic distance, d/a, as a function of the axial ratio c/a for
selected pairs of atoms. The origin (position of the first atom) is located at
(0 0 0). The position of the respective second atom is given by the coordinates
as stated in the legend (all coordinates in terms of the lattice parameters).
Solid vertical lines indicate structures with a high coordination number. Cross-
over points of certain lines leading to such structures are denoted by solid blue
dots. The number of atoms whose reduced distance corresponds to a certain
line is specified by the number next to it.

respectively. Certain c/a ratios bring along a high coordination number. The
so-called BCT10 structure for c/a =

√

2/3 ≈ 0.816 has ten nearest neighbours
at exactly the same distance [257]. BCC has eight nearest and six next nearest
neighbours, FCC has twelve nearest neighbours. That high number of nearest
and next nearest neighbours originates from symmetry and can be reconstructed
from crossing points of the lines in Fig. 3.7. Such crossing points also exist for
atoms further away.

3.4 Symmetry argument: magnetic order

We assume the absence of spin-orbit coupling and confine the discussion to
collinear magnetic order. First of all we introduce the types of magnetic order
considered in this work. We note that the same types are conventionally studied
in the literature due to their computational feasibility, see Table 4.1 on Page 31
for an overview of references, which included magnetic order in the calculation
of the EBP.

The considered magnetic order types are FM, and two anti-ferromagnetic
(AFM) configurations compatible with the BCT lattice. AFM order types with
in-plane enlarged unit cells are not considered, hence our AFM structures are in-
plane FM. The symmetry argument from the previous section holds for FM order
as well, because the external potential and the spin density preserve the full
symmetry of the lattice. The situation is different for an AFM configuration: the
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Figure 3.8: Possible types of AFM order on FCC and BCC lattices. The symbols •
and ◦ refer to ↑ (’up’) and ↓ (’down’) magnetic moments, respectively. The
BCT lattice (thick lines) is delineated in the cubic lattices (thin lines). BCT
and BCC lattice are on top of each other.

first considered order is single layer AFM (moment sequence ↑↓↑↓ on successive
(001) planes; ↑ ’up’ and ↓ ’down’) and referred to as AF1. Since up and down
moments per unit cell sum up to a zero net magnetic moment, there is only one
degree of freedom, which is the modulus of the magnetic moment per site. The
second commonly assumed order has a double layer moment sequence (↑↑↓↓
on successive (001) planes) and is called AF2 [185] or likewise AFMD (AFM
double layer) [258] order in the literature. We will stick to the term AF2 in this
work. Denote the moment sequence m1 m2 m3 m4. Then it holds m1 = m2 =
−m3 = −m4 (

∑

imi = 0). Again, the modulus of the magnetic moment is the
only degree of freedom. We have for AF1 in terms of the reciprocal q-vector,
q1 = (0, 0, 1)T (2π/ccub), whereat ccub is the lattice parameter of the BCC or
the FCC conventional unit cell, respectively. Accordingly, AF2 has a q-vector
q2 = (0, 0, 1/2)T (2π/ccub).

The following considerations were done with the help of the International
Tables for Crystallography [74] and Findsym [218]. A BCC lattice has Im3̄m
symmetry. AF1 order on a BCC lattice leads to two interpenetrating simple cu-
bic lattices with Pm3̄m symmetry, see Fig. 3.8b. Hence, the symmetry theorem
is valid for AF1 order on a BCC lattice. In response to a tetragonal distortion,
Im3̄m symmetry reduces to I4/mmm symmetry (BCT), Pm3̄m symmetry re-
duces to P4/mmm symmetry (simple tetragonal), see Fig. 3.8a. AF1 order
on an FCC lattice leads to two interpenetrating simple tetragonal lattices with
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c/a =
√

2, but cubic symmetry is not retained. Hence, the symmetry theo-
rem does not apply to AF1 order on an FCC lattice. AF2 order on BCC or
FCC lattices has P4/nmm symmetry and cubic symmetry is never retained, see
Figs. 3.8c and 3.8d.

3.5 Applications of Bain paths (examples)

Calculations of the UBP were recently discussed in connection with structural
transformations in nanowires of late TMs with FCC structure [42, 64, 72]. The
length of the wire is much larger then its dimensions in the transversal directions.
Tensile stresses on exposed surfaces of the wire lead to an intrinsic uniaxial state
of stress with net compression along the wire axis. The intrinsic uniaxial stress
can drive a structural transformation, if the surface stresses are strong enough
and the wire narrow enough. This transformation was studied by molecular
dynamics simulations in gold nanowires [42]. Induced by surface stresses alone,
a gold wire with FCC structure transformed to a stable BCT structure. For a
{001} oriented wire, the uniaxial intrinsic state of stress along [001] corresponds
to the one of the UBP, when the [100] and the [010] axes can relax freely. The
transformed BCT structure, and the critical stress to drive the transformation
from FCC to BCT was estimated from the UBP. Above the critical stress, the
wire relaxes spontaneously to BCT [72].

The mechanical strength of several BCC TMs (V, Fe, Nb, Mo, Ta, and W)
in response to uniaxial tensile loading along the [001] axis was estimated with
the help of their UBP [36, 128, 156, 240]. The UBP of those elements has an
energy minimum at the BCC structure, and possesses an adjacent maximum at
a BCT structure with c/a > 1. The position of the steepest slope of the total
energy along the UBP between the two stationary points coincides with the
position of maximum stress (Eq. (3.3)). This point defines the ideal mechanical
strength in response to uniaxial loading. This description is a description for
ideal single crystals without any defects [88]. The calculations also revealed,
that for Nb and V the state of maximum stress cannot be achieved, because the
lattice becomes unstable towards an orthorhombic distortion before [128,156].

The magneto-elastic anisotropy energy density, F (M̂, ǫ), is one constituent
in the phenomenological theory of magnetic anisotropy [18,23]. F accounts for
the interaction of magnetic anisotropy (represented by the normalised direction
of magnetisation, M̂ = (αx, αy, αz)) and the elastic deformation of a lattice
(represented by the strain tensor, ǫ). The lowest order, non-vanishing term of
F in terms of M̂ and ǫ is linear in ǫij ,

F (M̂, ǫ) =
∑

ijkl

Bijklǫijαkαl i, j, k, l = {x, y, z}.

The coefficients, Bijkl, are the magneto-elastic constants and depend on the
material. For cubic systems in response to a tetragonal deformation, F is given
by [18,23]

F (M̂, ǫ) = Bxxxx
(

ǫxx(α2
x + α2

y) + ǫzzα
2
z

)

+

+Bxxyy
[

ǫxx(1 + α2
z) + ǫzz(α2

x + α2
y)
]

.
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3.5. APPLICATIONS OF BAIN PATHS (EXAMPLES)

The EBP relates ǫxx to ǫzz for tetragonal structures. ǫxx is determined by the
lattice mismatch of substrate and film. Hence, volume magneto-elastic con-
tributions to the anisotropy energy of strained films can be estimated, if the
parameters B are known [23]. On the basis of the EBP (in a linear elastic
approximation for ǫzz, Eq. (3.14)) and the previous relation for F , Ref. 23 pre-
dicted the critical spin-reorientation thickness in strained Fe and Ni films.

The EBP can be helpful to interpret the structure of pseudomorphically grown
films. Possible related question are, whether a BCT film of a certain material is
strained from its FCC phase or strained from its BCC phase—if this material has
both phases —, and what are the strains in the film. This is typically done with
the so-called strain analysis based on a (presumed) linear elastic behaviour of
the overlayer material [13,121], i.e., the ratio of out-of-plane strain and in-plane
strain is given by

ǫzz
ǫxx

= − 2ν
1− ν (3.13)

= − 2cxxyy
cxxxx

. (3.14)

The Poisson ratio, ν, and the elastic constants, cijkl, i, j, k, l = {x, y, z}, are
material specific and different for different phases of the same material. The
strain ratio of the bulk structure of the film, i.e., the left hand side of Eq. (3.13),
is experimentally determined by means of, e.g., quantitative low energy electron
diffraction (LEED) analysis, see Sec. 4.5.1 for details. If the elastic constants
of cubic phases are known, the right hand side of Eq. (3.14) with the elastic
constants of the ’correct’ unstrained phase should match the measured strain
ratio, and the film is then a strained form of the ’correct’ phase. If the elastic
constants are not known, e.g., if the film is a strained form of a metastable cubic
phase, the lattice parameter and structure may be deduced from Eq. (3.13) for
reasonable assumptions of ν, i.e., 0 < ν < 0.5 for most materials. Unreasonable
choices for the equilibrium structure then lie outside this interval [13]. The
EBP relates a to c, hence ǫxx to ǫzz, beyond the limits of linear elasticity, which
fails to be valid for lattice mismatches larger than, e.g., few percent for Co and
Cu [4]. The structure of the bulk part of a BCT film can be placed on the EBP,
i.e., the phase, of which the film is a strained form, can in that way be identified.

❦
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4
Transition metals, selected alkaline earth

metals and lanthanides

4.1 Introduction and motivation

This chapter addresses the EBPs of elements from the periodic table, which
belong to the second to twelfth group and to the fourth to sixth period. The
place in the third group and the sixth period is disputed between La and Lu
[139]. We consider both elements in this thesis, see Fig. 4.1. The majority of
the selected elements are from the d-block, which comprises the groups three to
twelve but not La [139]. The atomic d-shell is successively filled across a d-block
series.1 Transition elements (transition metals) are d-block elements apart from
Zn, Cd, Hg, and Lu according to the IUPAC definition [139].2 The former
three elements are referred to as post-transition elements and Lu is counted to
the lanthanides. Besides (proper and post) TMs and the two lanthanides, we
investigate the alkaline earth metals Ca, Sr, and Ba.

The selection of (or limitation to) the aforementioned elements is partly moti-
vated by a general interest in epitaxial growth of TM elements, particularly the
FM elements Fe, Co, and Ni [138]. This implies a large experimental database
to compare with. The concept of the EBP has been proven to be fruitful, for
example, to identify stress-free tetragonal states for a number of elements, see
Sec. 4.3. While there is a specific interest in particular elements and particular
properties, such as the magnetic structure of Fe, Co, and Ni in non-equilibrium
structures, many properties of TMs are determined by the occupation of the
d-band. A strinking effect are similarities such as trends in cohesive energies,
bulk moduli, and crystal structures as function of the d-band filling. E.g., the
sequence of equilibrium crystal structures, HCP→ BCC→ HCP→ FCC, across
the non-magnetic (NM) TM series is striking (Fig. 4.1). There are as well dif-
ferences in the electronic structure, which for example determine the absence or
presence of bulk magnetism. In turn, a finite spin-polarisation can dictate the
lattice geometry [212].

1s2d1 configuration for third group elements, s2d10 configuration for twelfth group ele-
ments. There are irregularities in the filling, e.g., the eleventh group has s1d10.

2International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC): a transition element is an
element ‘whose atom has an incomplete d-sub-shell or which can give rise to cations with an
incomplete d-sub-shell’.
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Figure 4.1: Part of the periodic table of elements between the second and twelfth
group (numbers on top) and between the fourth and sixth period (numbers
on the left hand side). These are the elements considered in this chapter. For
every element, we state its atomic number, as well as the experimental crystal
structure at lowest temperatures. La and Lu are both counted to the third
group. Data were taken from Refs. 43, 256. DHCP = double HCP, CUB =
cubic.

The current chapter serves two major interests: a particular interest in element-
specific EBPs with attention to magnetic order, as well as a general interest in
EBPs with focus on similarities and dissimilarities among the TM series.

4.2 Trends in transition metal series: insights from
empirical models

TMs are characterised by a narrow valence d-band that hybridises with a broader
valence nearly-free-electron sp-band [63,178]. The nearly parabolic trend in the
cohesive energy across the TM series, peaked at the refractory metals, is a
well known feature of all TM series (although there are modifications due to
magnetism in the 3d series), and was shown to be a feature of d-band con-
tributions [5, 63, 66, 178, 204]. The mentioned trend in the crystal structure
sequence can be understood in a band picture [179, 221]. Other trends in TMs
were discussed in the literature, such as the volume dependence [75, 154], the
electronic density of states (DOS) [68], the bulk modulus [152], and elastic con-
stants [211,251].

Empirical models offer a simple way to understand and interpret trends in
TM series. Hereafter we focus on the cohesive energy and the crystal structure
of the NM series. In the framework of empirical tight binding (TB) theory, the
bond energy, Ebond, in terms of the band DOS, D(ǫ), is obtained by [178,179]

Ebond =
∫ EF

(ǫ− Ed)D(ǫ) dǫ, (4.1)

whereat Ed is the centre of gravity. The Friedel model of the d-band assumes
a rectangular DOS of width W and height 10/W , whose bond energy for a
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number of valence d-electrons, Nd, 0 ≤ Nd ≤ 10, is [178,221]

EFR
bond = −W

20
Nd(10−Nd) (4.2)

Nd =
10
W

(

EF − Ed +
W

2

)

.

The lower integration limit is the band bottom, Ed−W/2, the upper integration
limit is the Fermi energy, EF, which is related to Nd by the previous relation.
EFR

bond(Nd) on the basis of a rectangular DOS resembles a parabolic function
of the number of d-electrons. EFR

bond is largest for half band filling (Nd = 5).
The approximation of a rectangular DOS discards any realistic structure of the
DOS.

A minimum model to describe equilibrium volumes and binding energies at
equilibrium requires at least a repulsive term, Erep, in addition to Ebond. The
binding energy, Ebind, is then the sum of both terms [178,179],

Ebind = Erep + Ebond. (4.3)

The term Erep is assumed to be a sum of central pair potentials. The bond
energy may be approximated with the Friedel model.

In what follows, we consider a TB lattice Hamiltonian with one TM atomic
species, Ĥ. We assume a complete set of atomic d-orbitals, α, on each atomic
site, i, |iα〉 [179]. More precisely, the two-centre, orthogonal TB approximation
is used, that is, neglect of three-centre integrals, neglect of overlap integrals
between different sites, and neglect of (on-site) crystal field integrals of type
〈iα|vj |iα〉, vj is the atomic potential at j 6= i. In the Friedel model, the bond
energy is proportional to the bandwidth (Eq. (4.2)). Pettifor related the band-
width of a rectangular DOS to bond integrals via the second moment of the
local DOS [179]. This is illustrated in the following. The local DOS is the site
and orbital projected DOS, Diα(ǫ). The pth moment, µ(p)

iα , of the local DOS is
defined as [179,221]

µ
(p)
iα =

∫

(ǫ− Ed)pDiα(ǫ) dǫ. (4.4)

Cyrot-Lackmann and Ducastelle showed [39,45], that the moments of the local
DOS of an atom at site i are related to its local environment,

µ
(p)
iα = 〈iα|Ĥp|iα〉

=
∑

iα,j1β1,j2β2,
...,jp−1βp−1

j1β1 6=iα
j2β2 6=j1β1 6=iα

...

Hiα,j1β1
Hj1β1,j2β2

· · ·Hjp−1βp−1,iα. (4.5)

The Hamilton matrix elements, Hiα,jβ , are identified with hopping parameters,
〈iα|vi|jβ〉, so that the pth moment of the local DOS is given by the sum of
all closed hopping path of length p starting (and ending) at atom i. Note that
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Ed = Hiα,iα. The second moment of a local rectangular DOS (so-called mean
square width), evaluated with the help of Eq. (4.4), is (Diα = 1/W )

µ
(2)
i =

∑

α

µ
(2)
iα =

10
12
W 2.

Hiα,jβ is diagonal in the Slater-Koster bond integrals, ddσ, ddπ, and ddδ, if the
z-axis is chosen along the position vector from site i to site j [205]. Assuming
a lattice with κ nearest neighbours, evaluation of Eq. (4.5) yields [179]

µ
(2)
i = 10κh2,

where

h2 =
1
5

(ddσ + 2ddπ + 2ddδ) .

Combining both expressions for µ(2)
i , we obtain W =

√
12κ|h|. Hence, the

bandwidth W as well as the bond energy in Eq. (4.2) vary with the square root of
the number of nearest neighbours κ.3 The bandwidth is also proportional to |h|,
and |h| decreases with increasing interatomic distance [179]. In order to describe
the binding energy in Eq. (4.3), reasonable functions for the distance dependence
of h and the aforementioned repulsive pair potentials must be chosen. These
functions are not parameter-free. Reference 179 fitted the parameters to an
assumed d-bandwidth of 10 eV for an element in the middle of the series (Mo),
and the experimentally observed variation of the Wigner-Seitz radius across the
series. In doing so, Pettifor was able to reproduce quantitative trends across the
4d-TM series, e.g., the cohesive energy and the bulk modulus. The description
is erroneous for noble metals due to neglect of sp − d hybridisation [179, 221].
The rectangular d-band model in the approximation of the second moment
features structure independent binding energies, because binding energies are κ
independent at equilibrium [178,221]. Hence, the binding energy differences are
identical zero among, say, BCC, FCC, and HCP lattices.

Energy differences between typical crystal structures in TMs for the same
number of valence electrons (structural energy differences) were attributed to
higher order moments of the band DOS, i.e., in terms of closed paths with more
than two steps in the local environment of atom i [39, 45]. In other words,
features of the crystal structure are resembled in the band DOS, which itself
determines the relative stability of a crystal structures with respect to another.
Accordingly, the structural stability of the BCC structure for approximately
half band-filling is determined by the smallness of µ(4)/(µ(2))2 [179, 221]. The
bimodal character of the BCC DOS for half band filling brings along an accord-
ing to amount higher bond energy compared to a unimodal DOS. Structural
energy differences between FCC and HCP are primarily determined by differ-
ences in µ(5) and µ(6). Following Refs. 75,179, marked minima in the HCP DOS
at d-band fillings of four and eight electrons per atom determine the stability of
HCP against FCC at these points. Structural energy differences on the basis of
the band DOS are given by an integration [221],

δE =
∫ EF

(ǫ− EF)δD(ǫ) dǫ, (4.6)

3The relation W ∝ √κ is as well used to qualitatively interpret the reduction of the
bandwidth at surfaces due to the reduced coordination number [220].
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Figure 4.2: Structural energy differences obtained from the first moment of the canon-
ical d DOS of FCC, BCC, and HCP structures as function of the d-electron
occupation. Structural energy differences are in arbitrary units, and given
relative to FCC. A negative difference indicates higher stability than FCC.
Figure taken from Ref. 204.

whereat δǫ and δD(ǫ) are the differences in the bond energy and the model
band DOS of two distinct structures, respectively (same band filling implic-
itly assumed). A model DOS can be constructed from the moment theorem
(Eq. (4.5)) [45]. Indeed, the observed crystal structure trend across the NM
TM series (HCP→ BCC→ HCP→ FCC) was reproduced within the d-orbital
only model and the moment theorem, apart from the noble metals where sp−d
hybridisation is required to yield a stable FCC lattice [177,179].

Another model approach is canonical band theory within the KKR method
(named after Korringa, Kohn, and Rostoker) in the atomic sphere approxima-
tion (ASA) [5, 204]. The KKR-ASA formalism includes energy independent
structure constants, S, and energy dependent potential functions. The struc-
ture constants depend solely on the crystal structure. The potential functions
are defined inside the atomic sphere and contain information on the atomic
species and atomic volume. Neglecting the hybridisation with s and p-bands, a
so-called canonical band structure for d-bands can be calculated within KKR-
ASA [5, 204]. Canonical bands depend only on the crystal structure. From
canonical bands, one can obtain the canonical DOS and canonical structural
energy differences similar to Eq. (4.6). In Fig. 4.2 we depict structural energy
differences from canonical band theory for NM TMs. The energy differences
resemble the stability of BCC near the middle of the series, as well as the
stability of HCP in the beginning of the series and for a d-occupation approxi-
mately 6 states/atom. The BCC structure is incorrectly found to occur at the
end of the series, which is among other things due to the neglect of hybridisa-
tion effects [5, 204]. Furthermore, the d-occupation ranges of stable structures
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are wrongly described, for example the HCP stability for a d-occupation of
8 states/atom.

So far, we mentioned only three different crystal structures in the discussion
of the TM series (BCC, FCC, and HCP), which was mainly motivated by their
abundance among the crystal structures of TM elements (cf. Fig. 4.1). Clearly,
the previous thoughts can be done in regard to other crystal structures. In
doing so, canonical theory failed to predict the correct crystal structures in the
d-occupation range from 1.6 to 2.6 states/atom [204].

We finally establish important macro-trends for the three TM series [19]. The
number of nodes in the radial part of the wave function and simultaneously the
extension of the wave function increases from the 3d to 4d to 5d-orbitals. The
hopping matrix element in a TB picture (h) increases with the extension of the
wave function for constant interatomic distance, hence h3d < h4d < h5d, and
the band width increases with an increasing hopping matrix element, W ∼ h.
The DOS in this simple picture scales inversely with the band width, D ∼ 1/W .
The important macro-trends for the 3d, 4d, and 5d TM series are:

W3d < W4d < W5d,

D3d > D4d > D5d,

I3d < I4d < I5d.

The last line states a global trend for the exchange integral (Stoner parameter),
I, found by Ref. 89. There is also a micro-trend within one d-series: the d-wave
functions at the beginning of a series are more extended than at the end of a
series due to an incomplete screening of the Coulomb potential of the nucleus
by the d-electrons. The band width at the beginning of a series is therefore
broader than at the end of a series.

To conclude, simple models can provide insight into trends in TM series such
as cohesive energies and structural energy differences. Furthermore, they may
be used in the interpretation of results obtained from more accurate one-electron
theory, which extended the limits of canonical theory [58,165,169,204].

4.3 Literature survey

This section gives an overview of references that addressed the calculation of
EBPs, UBPs, CSBPs, and CVBPs for the elements depicted in Fig. 4.1 on
Page 26. Only DFT electronic structure calculations are considered, irrespec-
tive of the method used to solve the Kohn-Sham-equations and irrespective of
the XC potential. Results from empirical potential calculations of any kind are
not considered here, although empirically constructed potentials qualitatively
reproduce DFT results of the Bain transformation, for instance for Fe [155],
Ca [6], and Cu, Ag, and Au [232]. Such empirical potentials are fitted to exper-
imental values (which are constricted to phases accessible in experiments) and
DFT results. We compile the references to all 34 elements in Table 4.1. The
focus is on the EBP in this thesis. As pointed out in Sec. 3.2, data for tetragonal
minima can be transferred among EBP, UBP, and CSBP under certain assump-
tions. This increases the amount of theoretical data we can compare our results
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Table 4.1: Survey of literature that dealt with the computation of EBPs, UBPs, CS-
BPs, and CVBPs. Investigated magnetic order for EBPs is explicitly listed.

element CVBP CSBP UBP EBP magnetic order (EBP)

20 Ca [183,206] [140]

21 Sc

22 Ti [206] [131–133]

23 V [38]† [206] [140,160] [4] [4, 131, 133, 225]

24 Cr [38]† [160]

25 Mn [38]† [184] [70] [133] NM, FM, AF1, AF2 [70]

AFM‡ [70], AF1 [133]

26 Fe [38,109]† [62, 170,171,227,240]¶ [240]† [133, 185] NM, FM, AF1 [133,185]

[62,134,150,170,171,184,242] AF2 [185]

27 Co [124,150,258] [60,258]¶ [4] [4, 133, 258] NM [133], FM [4,133,258]

AF1, AF2 [258]

28 Ni [38]† [258]¶ [150] [72] [258] FM, AF1, AF2 [258]

29 Cu [236,243,244] [92]¶ [140] [4, 72] [4, 95, 133]

30 Zn [133]

38 Sr [206] [140] [131, 133]

39 Y

40 Zr [93]

41 Nb [38]† [244] [140,160]

42 Mo [38]† [244] [140,160]

43 Tc

44 Ru [38]† [247]

45 Rh [38]† [140]

46 Pd [140] [96, 133, 197]

47 Ag [140] [72]

48 Cd

56 Ba [140]

57 La [251]†

71 Lu

72 Hf [2, 251]†

73 Ta [38,251]† [244] [160]

74 W [38,251]† [241,244] [140,160]

75 Re [38,251]†

76 Os [38,251]†

77 Ir [38,251]† [241] [140]

78 Pt [251]† [72]

79 Au [251]† [140] [64,72]

80 Hg [149]

† results for 1 ≤ c/a ≤
√

2 only
‡ (2× 2) AFM order in the (001) plane
¶ total energy contour plot in the tetragonal phase space
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to. We also tabulate references to CVBP calculations for the sake of complete-
ness. The CVBP list is not exhaustive. Results from CVBP calculations can
in general not be used for a quantitative comparison to the EBP, because the
volume per atom changes along the EBP. One often can derive qualitative in-
formation on the general structure of the EBP by the calculation of the CVBP.
In particular, statements on the number of extrema and their (approximate) lo-
cation in the tetragonal phase space can be gained. The preference of a possible
magnetic order over another can be tested for with the CVBP.

Some references only comprehended the Bain path within the limits 1 ≤
c/a ≤

√
2. In these cases, there is no information on potential stationary points

outside this interval. Such references are distinguished in Table 4.1.

The references in Table 4.1 are augmented with informations on the magnetic
order, that was incorporated in the calculation of the EBPs. This concerns the
elements Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni. The considered order types are FM, AF1, and
AF2, which were defined in Sec. 3.4. All other calculations assumed no magnetic
order.

The main interest has been in elements from the fourth period, see Table 4.1.
Especially the elements V, Ti, and Cu, and the magnetic elements Fe, Co, and
Ni were frequently investigated. The EBP has been computed for most elements
of the fourth period. In contrast, there are few or no data published for the
elements of the fifth and sixth periods.

4.4 Computational aspects

This section addresses all computational aspects. We briefly introduce the em-
ployed band structure code, explain our settings, and elaborately discuss the
convergence of important numerical parameters. We end by describing the pro-
cedure of how we obtained the EBPs.

4.4.1 Band structure code and settings

All band structure calculations were performed with the full-potential local
orbital program package Fplo, version 7.00 − 28 [104]. This code is an all-
electron and full-potential code. The basis functions in Fplo are overlapping
atom-centred local orbitals. We use the acronym FP-LCLO (full-potential lin-
ear combination of local orbitals). In the scalar-relativistic notation, the local
orbitals, ψsnL, read [55]

ψsnL(r−R − s)
def
= fsnl (|r−R − s|)YL (r−R − s) , (4.7)

with numerical radial part, f , and analytic angular part, Y . A local orbital
is centred at site s in the elementary cell defined by the lattice vector R. L
is a multi-index of the usual non-relativistic atom-like quantum numbers, L =
{l,m}. n denotes the principal quantum number. The radial functions (f) are
derived from full-relativistic local orbitals [55]. The basis set splits into core
and valence orbitals. Core orbitals, as well as the non-relativistic and the full-
relativistic basis sets are not further discussed here, but can be found in Refs. 55,
103, 104. There can be several sets of valence orbitals. The first set of valence
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orbitals are the chemical valence orbitals, which are substantially occupied. The
second and further sets of valence orbitals are the lowest unoccupied atomic
shells and are used to complete the basis. Examples are given in the next section.
Fplo7 uses a predefined and adjusted basis. We investigated the applicability
of the default basis for the EBP. Characteristic energy differences of the Bain
path, for example the BCC–FCC energy difference, EBCC − EFCC, should not
depend on the basis set, once the basis is converged. Our results show, that
these characteristic energy differences are not converged for all elements using
the default basis. We report more elaborately on the completeness of the basis
in the next section.

Brillouin zone integration mesh Few other numerical settings have to be
converged to ensure stability of quantities of interest with respect to these nu-
merical parameters. The most important one is the Brillouin zone integration
mesh (k-mesh). The quantities of interest are primarily lattice parameters, to-
tal energies (and based on the latter, accurate total energy differences), and
magnetic moments. The convergence test for the k-mesh was done in the less
symmetric BCT crystal structure (space group I4/mmm) compared with cubic
symmetry. The lattice parameters of the tetragonal unit cell are again a and
c as previously defined. The procedure is to a large extend identical to the
calculation of the EBP, hence we stick to the same notation. For an arbitrarily
chosen a, we calculated the energy minimum over all c’s according to Eq. (3.7)
on Page 13. The minimum is found at ca by a polynomial fit of fourth order
to a set of energies E(a, c). The set of energies was computed for sampling
points in a narrow range of approximately 0.2 Å around ca. We monitored the
change of ca and of E(a, ca) with the number of k-points. The k-integration
mesh was considered converged, if the modulus of the change in total energy
at the minimum with respect to a doubling of the k-points in each Cartesian
direction accounted for less than 10µHartree/atom. Elements from the second
group have the lowest structural energy differences, typically in the order of
0.1 . . . 1 mHartree/atom. Our convergence criterion ensures the stability of such
small energy differences with respect to the k-points.

An isotropic k-mesh requires Nxax ≈ Nyay ≈ Nzaz, due to the inverse re-
lation of length in position and reciprocal space (k-space). ai and Ni are the
lattice parameter and the number of k-points in one of the three Cartesian direc-
tions, x, y, or z, respectively. For the conventional unit cell of the BCT lattice
we have a ≡ ax = ay, c ≡ az, so Naa ≈ Ncc ≈ const. The ratio of the lattice
parameters c and a changes in some range along the EBP, the largest c/a ratio
being roughly three times the smallest ratio in the region of interest. To ensure
an isotropic mesh for all BCT structures along the EBP, the number of k-points
must be adjusted for each geometry. Due to symmetry properties of the centred
tetragonal space group (I4/mmm), Fplo requires an equal k-point number in

each Cartesian direction, Na
!
=Nc. Hence, an isotropic k-integration mesh can-

not be realised for all tetragonal structures of the Bain path. We overcome this
shortcoming by choosing a relatively dense mesh of not less than 24 × 24 × 24
k-points (24 k-points in each Cartesian direction). In what follows, we abbre-
viate an N ×N ×N Brillouin zone integration mesh with N3. This number of
k-points is sufficient to stabilise the total energy (E(a, ca)) of most of the con-
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sidered systems at a level of smaller than 10µHartree/atom against an increase
to 483. The only exceptions are Ni, Cu, Ru, Ir, and Pt, which require a mesh
of 483 k-points. The lattice parameter for which E takes the minimum, ca, is
converged to a value smaller than |2×10−3 Å| for the chosen number of k-points.

In the singular case of Ba we used a denser point mesh for the two-centre
and three-centre integrals. This point grid is referred to as ‘3D-grid’. With the
default 3D-grid, we were not able to make a clear statement about an energy
difference between two adjacent, virtually degenerate stationary points on the
EBP of Ba, see the detailed discussion in Sec. 4.5.3. The enhanced, denser 3D-
grid has 200 radial grid points compared to 80 of the default settings. For its
angular part, we used a higher order Lebedev grid with more grid points than
default. Using the enhanced 3D-grid, we were able to distinguish these two adja-
cent stationary states into a maximum and a minimum. The associated relative
energy shift between the two stationary points, that allowed the distinction in
the first place, is 10µHartree/atom. This shift is small and not significant for
the other elements, because the energy scale of their structural energy differ-
ences is larger, typically 0.1 . . . 10 mHartree/atom. The default 3D-grid is hence
sufficient for all elements but Ba. The electronic DOS is a sensitive quantity to
the k-mesh. A well converged integration mesh prevents erroneous spikes and
variations in the DOS due to an insufficient grid. We calculated every DOS
preventively with (at least) 483 k-points.

To summarise the previous paragraphs, a convergence of the k-mesh and the
enhanced 3D-grid for Ba ensures the stability of the total energy, the DOS, and
the lattice parameters. All EBPs were calculated with the number of k-points
as stated above.

Relativity and XC potential The EBPs for elements of the fourth period
(Ca–Zn) and of the fifth period (Sr–Cd) were computed in the scalar-relativistic
mode. All other elements (Ba–Hg, Lu) are entirely treated full-relativistically in
the four component implementation of Fplo [55]. Earlier works [55,164] studied
the differences between scalar-relativistic and full-relativistic calculations for the
elements Cu, Ag, and Au using an older version of Fplo. Accordingly, the
theoretical FCC equilibrium lattice parameter of the heavy element Au differs
by at most 0.5 % between the scalar-relativistic mode and the full-relativistic
mode (spin-orbit coupling related change in the lattice constant). The effect
on structural properties is smaller for elements with smaller spin-orbit coupling
(examples Cu and Ag). In contrast, the bulk modulus of FCC Au is 4 to
9 % larger with spin-orbit coupling than without (the exact value depends on
the choice of the basis set). This effect associated with spin-orbit coupling is
again considerable smaller for the lighter elements Cu and Ag [164]. Spin-orbit
coupling lifts degeneracies in the band structure and introduces new feature in
the DOS, which are again most significant for the heavy element Au, but may
alter parts of the Fermi surface, as for example reported for Pd [25]. We used the
LSDA for the XC potential in the parameterisation of Perdew and Wang [174].
Note that no GGA functional is implemented in Fplo7.
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Magnetic order The possibility of a finite spin polarisation was taken into
consideration for the elements Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni throughout this thesis, due to
the presence of magnetic order in their GSs. We can in principle not exclude a
magnetic instability for some states of the EBP for the other elements, although
a new magnetic state may be unexpected. Thus, the possibility of magnetic
order on the EBP was checked for each element for special points on the EBP.
Special points are points that exhibit a high DOS in the NM state.

We considered FM, AF1, and AF2 orders. Both AFM arrangements were
introduced in Sec. 3.4. We employed two methodical approaches: the fixed spin
moment (FSM) method and calculations with initial spin split (ISS). The FSM
method [41, 198, 250], as implemented in Fplo, constrains the spin moment
per primitive unit cell. The total energy, E(ms), can be studied as function of
the spin moment, ms, in that way. The entire E(ms) curve is of interest, for
example, for Invar alloys [49,145], magnetocaloric and metamagnetic materials
[129, 198]. The FSM method helps to resolve convergence problems related
to several, possibly degenerate, energy minima with different spin moment, or
generally, if the total energy versus spin moment landscape is flat. Of course,
it requires more self-consistent calculations to map E as function of ms (and to
find the minimum of E(ms)) than without the fixed moment constraint. The
FSM method is not available in the full-relativistic mode. Calculations with ISS
do not fix the spin moment during the self-consistency cycle. A finite spin-split
is initially created in the input density prior the first iteration cycle. An ISS is
available for scalar-relativistic and full-relativistic calculations, and ISSs can be
invoked for each Wyckoff position individually. We performed scalar-relativistic
AFM calculations with FSM and ISS simultaneously: we set the spin-moment
of the whole unit cell to zero (by FSM), and applied a Wyckoff position specific
spin split in the spin-up and spin-down density modelling an AFM arrangement.

Magnetic moments were obtained with the same number of k-points as the
total energy and lattice parameters, if not stated otherwise.

4.4.2 Convergence of basis set

Special attention was attributed to the completeness of the basis. Fplo7
and higher versions use a predefined and adjusted basis set for each element.
Each basis set was optimised to meet requirements of three physically dis-
tinct situations: a homonuclear dimer at equilibrium, a closed packed struc-
ture at equilibrium, and a closed packed structure under very high pressure
(300 GPa) [103,189]. The tetragonal structures of the EBP are more open than
the closed packed structure the basis was optimised for. The lattice parame-
ter ratio c/a changes along the EBP in a wide range. Accordingly change the
number of nearest and next nearest neighbours, as well as interatomic distances
(bond length) and enclosed angles (see Fig. 3.7 on Page 20). We checked the
applicability of the default valence basis for the EBP. Lattice parameters for
the tetragonal structures of the EBP and for the GS crystal structure in general
turned out to be converged using the default basis set. This is in line with the
change of the Fe dimer bond length as function of the valence basis [103]. There-
fore we focused on the total energy along the EBP. More precisely, we studied
total energy differences, ∆E, between two stationary points of the energy along
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the EBP for different basis set,4 for example ∆E = EBCC − EFCC.

We performed the basis check for the CVBP instead of the EBP, because we
were interested in the convergence of the total energy only. The procedure was
firstly to evaluate the CVBP with the default basis set and consecutively with
an extended basis set. The increase of the number of basis states (basis orbitals)
followed a rigid procedure, that we outline in the following.
The radial part of the basis orbitals, fsnl, is the numerical solution of the radial
Schrödinger equation with the radially symmetric potential V (r),

V (r) = V0 + V [Qnl] + Vconf.

V0 is the potential of the free atom, V [Qnl] is an nl-dependent ionic potential of
ionicity Qnl to account for charge fluctuations, and Vconf is a confining potential
to compress tails of orbitals at large distance r [103]. The latter term has an
effect on all sets of valence states. V [Qnl] affects only the second and third
set of valence orbitals. The extended basis was constructed by adding another
set of valence orbitals to the existing sets of valence orbitals. Note that a
maximum number of three sets of valence orbitals with the same l are destined.
More precisely, if we denote the default valence basis orbitals with the highest
principal quantum numbers (n) for each angular quantum number (l) by n1l1,
n2l2, . . ., we added another set of basis orbitals with quantum numbers (n1+1)l1,
(n2+1)l2, . . . Each new orbital, (ni+1)li, was assigned the parameterQ(ni+1)li =
Qnili + 2 when the default orbital nili had the value Qnili . We adjusted the
parameter Qnl for each additional basis state. We illustrate the procedure using
the example of Ti. The default valence basis consists of 4s (with Q4s = 0) and
5s (Q5s = 3.5), 3d (Q3d = 0) and 4d (Q4d = 4.7), and 4p (Q4p = 1) states.
The extended basis comprises a third set of s and d-valance states, 6s and 5d,
and a second set of p-states, 5p, with Q-parameters Q6s = 5.5, Q5d = 6.7, and
Q5p = 3. In short hand notation, the default valence basis consists of double s
(4s5s) and double d (3d4d) orbital sets, and a single 4p orbital set. The extended
basis set is then triple s (4s5s6s), triple d (3d4d5d), and double p (4p5p).

For elements with BCC GS structure, we calculated the CVBP at the theoret-
ical BCC equilibrium volume. We used the theoretical FCC equilibrium volume
for all other elements. The numerical settings were identical to those described
in the previous subsection. The Brillouin zone integration mesh was converged
using the default basis set. The basis set is considered to be complete, if the
relative change of the energy difference between any two extrema of the CVBP
is less than 0.1, i.e.,

max
j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∆Eext
j −∆Edef

j

∆Edef
j

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

< 0.1, (4.8)

whereat ∆Eext
j and ∆Edef

j are the total energy differences between a pair j of
two extrema along the CVBP for the extended and default basis, respectively.
If the basis set turned out to be incomplete in the spirit of the aforementioned
criterion, we increased the number of valence and polarisation basis states ac-
cordingly and repeated the test.

4The procedure was recommended by the author of Fplo, Klaus Koepernik.
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Table 4.2: Valence basis setup for default and extended settings. The extended basis
was used only for elements tabulated here. The notation is written shortened:
S = single, D = double, T = triple basis. Explicitly, Snl means orbital set nl,
Dnl means orbital sets nl and (n + 1)l, and Tnl stands for three orbital sets
with quantum numbers nl, (n+ 1)l and (n+ 2)l.

element default extended

Ca D4sS4pD3d T4sD4pT3d
Ti D4sS4pD3d T4sD4pT3d
Mn D4sS4pD3d T4sD4pT3d
Sr D5sS5pD4d T5sD5pT4d
Zr D5sS5pD4d T5sD5pT4d
Pd D5sS5pD4d T5sD5pT4d
Ba D6sS6pS5d T6sD6pD5d
La D6sS6pD5dS4f T6sD6pT5dD4f
Lu D6sS6pD5dD4f T6sD6pT5dT4f
Au D6sS6pD5d T6sD6pT5d

Results An extended basis was employed for ten elements. Their default and
extended basis are listed in Table 4.2.5 Zr is the only element, for which the
shape of the CVBP is significantly altered by the extended basis (Fig. 4.3b). In
contrast, elements like Ti just exhibit a change in the structural energy differ-
ences in the order of few 0.1 mHartree/atom (Fig. 4.3a). This is the typical shift
in total energy associated with the change from the default basis to the extended
basis for each element. The relevant energy scale of structural energy differ-
ences is decisive whether the extended basis has a noticeable effect (in terms of
Eq. (4.8)). Typical structural energy differences are ≈ 0.1 . . . 1 mHartree/atom
for elements of the Ca and Zn groups, while ≈ 5 . . . 50 mHartree/atom for refrac-
tory metals. It is hence not surprising, that the extended basis is needed only for
those elements, whose structural energy differences are not significantly larger
than the total energy difference associated with the change from the default
basis to the extended basis.

4.4.3 Brief remark on ground states

In the process of obtaining the EBPs, we also calculated the GSs of all selected
elements. We applied the same numerical settings as described in the two pre-
ceding subsections. The convergence test of the Brillouin zone integration mesh
was repeated because different crystal structures occurred. We used a Brillouin
zone integration mesh of 123 k-points for Mn, due to its large and complex unit
cell. The space groups for the various lattices are [74,237]:

5We make use of the spectroscopic notation for the quantum numbers of local orbitals
[192], although full-relativistic calculations imply four-component basis orbitals with atomic
quantum numbers in relativistic notation.
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Figure 4.3: Total energy along the CVBP at the theoretical FCC equilibrium volume
for Ti (left hand side) and Zr (right hand side) using the default and the
extended basis setup. The minimum energy value for each curve, E0, was
substracted from the calculated total energies.

FCC Fm3̄m
BCC Im3̄m
BCT I4/mmm

(D)HCP P63/mmc

CUB (Mn) I 4̄3m.

Lattice parameters were optimised in all cases. The indicated space group for
Mn describes the paramagnetic cubic structure at ambient conditions [83], see
also discussion in Sec. 4.5.8 on Page 71. Three out of four Wyckoff positions
for Mn are not fixed by symmetry. We used the experimental data from Villars
and Calvert for simplicity [237].

Total energy calculations in the LSDA are known to give the incorrect GSs
of Cr and Fe. BCC Cr is found to be NM instead of having an incommensurate
AFM GS [37,71], and an NM HCP phase of Fe is found to be more stable than
the experimental FM BCC phase of Fe [150, 231]. The LSDA also gives HCP
Mn lower in total energy than both BCC and FCC Mn [169,204,259].

4.4.4 Epitaxial Bain path calculational procedure

To obtain the EBP of an element, we have to find the set of points (a, ca), which
define the EBP according to its definition in Eq. (3.7) on Page 13. The principle
procedure therefor was elaborately described by us in Ref. 197, Chapter 3, and
is not repeated here to the full extend. The procedure is also similar to what
we did in Sec. 4.4.1 to check the convergence of the Brillouin zone integration
mesh.

We initially chose an equidistant grid for a with a step size of 0.05 Å between
two neighbouring points. This grid was arbitrarily refined if needed, for ex-
ample at interesting (unexpected) kinks, steps, shoulders or stationary points
associated with the EBP or the total energy along the EBP. The initial grid for
c was kept coarse to narrow down the approximate position of ca. Typically, we
ended up with a distance of 0.03 – 0.05 Å between two neighbouring points for
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c. This distance is comparable with the distance between two sampling points
that we employed to check the convergence of the Brillouin zone integration
mesh. The position of ca was obtained by a polynomial fit of fourth order to
the set of energies E(c), a fixed.

If FSM calculations are applied, the total energy must also be minimised with
respect to the spin moment, ms. Denote the total energy as function of a, c, and
ms with E = E(a, c,ms). We firstly minimised E with respect to ms with fixed
a and c, and afterwards minimised E with respect to c for fixed a in accordance
with the definition of the EBP:

Ems
(a, c)

def
= E(a, c,ms,(a,c)) = min

ms

E(a, c,ms)

EEBP,ms
(a)

def
= Ems

(a, ca) = min
c
Ems

(a, c).

The second line in analogous to Definition (3.7). The energy as function of
the spin moment was calculated in steps of 0.1µB/atom. The total energy as
function of the spin moment (by means of FSM) for fixed lattice is denoted by
E = E(ms).

Calculations with an ISS were started with two different spin splits to check
whether both calculations converge into the same self-consistent magnetic mo-
ment, namely a low spin split of 0.1µB/atom and a large one with 2.0µB/atom.

4.5 Epitaxial Bain path of transition metals, se-
lected alkaline earth metals and lanthanides

We present and discuss the results of our calculations in this section. Elements
belonging to the same group in the periodic table are dealt with together. The
main results for each group are summarised on a double page consisting of
tabulated values and four figures. Since the structure of these tables and fig-
ures is identical for each group, we give general comments on them in the two
subsequent subsections.

4.5.1 General overview and remarks on tables

Each table summarises our calculated results, and it comprises published theo-
retical and experimental data which we compare our data to.

Ground state (GS) We give the theoretical, optimised lattice parameter, a,
in the experimental GS crystal structure. For elements, whose crystal struc-
ture is (D)HCP or BCT, we also give the optimised lattice parameter ratio,
c/a. The total energy in the GS is referred to as E0. The presence of magnetic
order in the GS is indicated. We compare our computed values with the exper-
imentally determined lattice parameters and ratios. Experimental data (lattice
parameter(s), GS crystal structure, phase diagram) are taken from standard
references [43,237,256].
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We compare our calculated values to other computed values published in the
literature, if available. We made a point of choosing references that employed all-
electron, FP implementations of the DFT scheme and the L(S)DA XC potential,
preferably in the parameterisation of PW92. Full-relativistic calculations for
elements of the sixth period (Ba–Hg, Lu) are preferred, otherwise results of
scalar-relativistic calculations are tabulated. Scalar-relativistically calculated
GSs of elements in the sixth period are labelled with a dagger, ‘†’. A large set
of elements was recently published by Ref. 226, using the FP-LAPW (linearised
augmented plane wave) code WIEN2K [16] and PW92.

Characteristics of Bain paths (stationary points) The tables list im-
portant characteristics for each EBP. Such are the type and the coordinates of
each stationary point (abbreviated to SP in tables) in total energy along the
EBP, as well as its energy difference to the GS, E −E0. The lattice parameter
and the axial ratio of BCT lattices are also denoted by a and c/a, respectively.
According to our considerations in Sec. 3.2, stationary points of the EBP are
stationary points in the energy landscape E(a, c): a minimum (MIN) in energy
along the EBP corresponds to a minimum in energy in the tetragonal parameter
space. A maximum (MAX) in energy along the EBP corresponds to a saddle
point in E(a, c). EBP, CSBP, and UBP go through the same global energy
minimum of E(a, c), possibly through other local minima and saddle points.
We use this property common to EBP, CSBP, and UBP to increase the number
of references which we compare our results to. We extract lattice parameters,
energy differences, and possible magnetic states of stationary points from the
references. Publications often contain sparse numerical data and favour figures
instead. If possible, we also extract data from figures in references. In order
to give a transparent picture, we distinguish among different implementations
to solve the DFT scheme and different XC functionals. Band structure calcula-
tions with GGA XC functionals are taken into consideration. GGA results are
typeset in italics. Scalar-relativistically calculated stationary points of elements
in the sixth period are again labelled with a dagger. The presence of magnetic
order for stationary points is explicitly mentioned.

In some references, energies are not stated with respect to the GS, but rather
with respect to the global energy minimum of the EBP, especially if the GS
structure is neither FCC nor BCC. In order to enter such ’incomplete’ data
into our tables anyway, we assign a constant, C, to the unpublished (unknown)
energy difference between the global energy minimum of the EBP and the GS,
EMIN − E0 ≡ C. We give an example for Ti: Refs. 131, 132 did not state
the energy difference between the minimum at c/a = 1.40 and the HCP GS
(Table 4.7 on Page 58). Hence we assigned it to C, EMIN−E0 ≡ C. The energy
difference between the maximum at c/a = 1.05 and the GS, EMAX−E0, is then
EMAX − EMIN + C = 1.30 mHartree/atom + C.

The indicated numerical precision should be commented. Lattice parameters
for GS structures are given with three digits, because the structural parameters
were accurately optimised in the respective crystal structure. Stationary points
of the EBP were determined from spline-fitted curves E(a) and E(c/a) (two
adjacent sampling points were at most 0.05 Å apart). We did not a priori as-
sume that cubic structures coincide with stationary points in energy along the
EBP (cf. symmetry argument in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4). Instead, we determined c/a
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for each stationary point with two digits precision for every element. A varia-
tion from ideal ratios (

√
2 for FCC, 1 for BCC) could be related to numerical

accuracy. Note that our approach is in contrast to some publications which a
priori assume that cubic structures always coincide with stationary points. We
distinguish data from such references by stating the c/a ratio as ’

√
2’ and ’1’

for FCC and BCC, respectively, i.e., without two digits precision.

Without wishing to anticipate outcomes of further research in this section,
there are EBPs, which are discontinuous in c(a). A discontinuous EBP is due to
the existence of a saddle point or local maximum in E(a, c), see Fig. 3.6 for an
illustration. We elaborately discuss this case in Sec. 4.5.4 using the example of
La. Elements with a discontinuous EBP are La, V, Nb, Fe, Ru, Os, and Ir. For
those elements but Ru, there are two lattice parameters c, that fulfil Eq. (3.7)
for the same a, and EEBP(a) is maximum. Hence, we list two c-parameters in
the table. In the case of Ru, the EBP is discontinuous, but the discontinuity
does not coincide with a maximum of EEBP(a). Hence, we list one c-parameter
for Ru.

Data from epitaxial growth We added references to experiments for each
element, if such data were available. Experiments concern the heteroepitax-
ial growth of overlayers in a BCT structure. The overlayer must be coherent
(pseudomorphic) to the substrate. The overlayer is coherent to the substrate, if
the overlayer adopts the lattice parameter(s) of the substrate within the crystal
plane parallel to the substrate surface [121]. This is equivalent to a (1 × 1)
ordered overlayer on a {001} crystal plane of any BCC or FCC substrate [84].
We state the substrate material and the substrate interface plane, the in-plane
lattice parameter and the axial ratio c/a of the overlayer, and the film thickness
in the tables. If available, the precision is given as well. These data deserve a
few remarks.
A frequently used technique to investigate the structure of thin films is LEED
[84, 253]. Typical electron energies in LEED are in the range of 20 − 200 eV.
Electrons in this energy range probe about four to five atomic layers deep into
the material, while the coherence length in LEED is a few hundred Ångströms
across the surface [121, 253]. Hence, quantitative statements in LEED are for
surface regions of a few hundred Ångströms across. A LEED analysis reveals
whether a film grows coherently or incoherently on the substrate. In the relevant
case of coherence, the in-plane lattice parameter of the film is simply deduced
from the one of the substrate. Information about the out-of-plane lattice param-
eter of the film are indirectly provided by an analysis of the energy dependence
of the intensities of the diffraction spots (so-called I(V ) curves) [84,253]. Exper-
imental I(V ) curves are compared to theoretical ones in order to derive inter-
atomic distances. The theoretical I(V ) curves are calculated based on a model
structure of the surface region, which is refined until good agreement between
experimental and theoretical LEED intensity curves is achieved (the so-called
R-factor quantifies the degree of agreement). It is important to note, that the
model structure of the surface region takes into account the relaxation of the
first few atomic layers beneath the surface with respect to a bulk value, dbulk

(relaxation perpendicular to the surface). Typically, a full-dynamical LEED
calculation for a semi-infinite film accounts for the distance between the surface
layer and the first subsurface layer, d12, as well as for the distance between the
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first subsurface layer and the second subsurface layer, d23, see our experimental
Refs. 40, 90, 93, 101, 102, 118, 119, 121, 125, 126, 186, 224, 225. The out-of-plane
distance between all other layers is then considered to be identical to dbulk,
which is another parameter in the LEED calculations. Few references include a
fourth interlayer distance [31,196], d34, – the distance between the third and the
fourth layer beneath the surface of the film. In both above references, the differ-
ence between d34 and dbulk is smaller than the precision of the experiment. The
agreement between theory and experiment in LEED is in general good for metal
surfaces, so that atomic positions are given within a tenth of an Ångström or
better [84]. We neglected surface reconstruction in the short discussion above.
According to Ref. 84, most metal surfaces do not reconstruct.

The geometry of the bulk part of an epitaxially grown film with BCT struc-
ture, as determined from the LEED analysis, i.e., dbulk, can be placed on the
EBP to identify the (metastable) phase of which the film is a strained form [4].

The lattice parameter ratio of BCT overlayers, as listed in the tables, is in
all cases the value 2 · dbulk divided by the in-plane lattice parameter. The film
thickness is also stated and given in monolayers (MLs). If the thickness is re-
ported in units of Ångström, this value is converted to the number of ML with
the help of dbulk. This conversion is approximative because of interlayer relax-
ation at the interface and at the surface. We only included those experimental
references that reported on a number of pseudomorphically grown ML larger
than nine. The number of ML, as taken from the references and stated in the
tables, can specify two different things. It is either the maximum number of
pseudomorphic ML before the film becomes incoherent. Or it is the maximum
number of pseudomorphically grown ML, but the film need not to become in-
coherent for larger thicknesses. We do not distinguish both cases in the tables.
Experiments for superlattices were not accounted for.

4.5.2 General remarks on figure overviews

On an individual page, we present four figures for each group of elements from
the periodic table. Each figure depicts graphs for three elements. Lu is counted
to the third group, these figures thus comprise four elements. The four figures
show for each element along the EBP:

(a) c(a)/a: the EBP in the tetragonal phase space

(b) (E − EMIN)(c/a): the total energy along the EBP with respect to EMIN,
which is the lowest calculated total energy of all states of the EBP

(c) D(EF)(c/a): the DOS at the Fermi energy, EF, along the EBP; D(EF) is
calculated in the non-spinpolarised mode

(d) (V/V0)(c/a): the volume along the EBP divided by V0, which is the the-
oretical equilibrium volume in the experimental GS structure.

Since the above quantities are always plotted along the EBP, we skip the sub-
script ’EBP’ which we previously introduced in Sec. 3.2 during the discussion of
the EBP. Quantities along the EBP are, however, plotted either as function of
the (independent) variable a, e.g., c(a) or E(a), or as function of the axial ratio
c/a, e.g., E(c/a) or D(EF)(c/a). Figures (b) to (d) are plotted as function of
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c/a, because this eases the study of similarities and dissimilarities among the
elements in one group. It also increases the clearness in every figure. The values
in figures (b) to (d) can be transformed from a function of c/a to a function of a
with the help of (a). In all figures, brown hatched lines indicate high symmetry
or special neighbourhood structures (BCT10, BCC, FCC). These lines are not
continuously labelled, however uniquely defined by their c/a ratio. In general,
an EBP is obtained in a spin-polarised mode allowing for magnetic order and
lattice relaxation due to the presence of magnetism. We then calculated the
quantity D(EF) along that EBP in the non-spin-polarised mode.

We use a unified shape and colour code to represent calculated and exper-
imental data in figure overviews. Calculated data of elements of the fourth
period are black coloured squares, data of elements of the fifth period are red
coloured circles, and elements of the sixth period are blue coloured up triangles.
Lu, as the fourth element in the third group, is depicted by green coloured left
triangles. NM states are represented by open symbols, FM states by filled sym-
bols in the respective colour and shape. Experiments (with possible error bars)
are pictures by crosses in the element specific colour. The generic legend using
the example of the third group with four elements would be

qu
an

ti
ty

element
Sc Y La Lu

NM rS bC uT uT

FM rS bC uT uT

EXP X X X X

Structural experimental data from epitaxy experiments (previous subsection)
are indicated in the phase space diagrams c(a)/a. LSDA tends to underestimate
lattice parameters in metallic systems due to its overbinding effect [105]. We
determined the mean relative error (MRE) and the mean absolute relative error
(MARE) for lattice constants in PW92. Let aLSDA and aEXP be the actual
value and the target value, respectively. With n running over a set of elements,
the MRE and the MARE for lattice parameters are defined by

MRE =
1
n

∑
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The MARE of the lattice parameter for all elements with BCC and FCC GS is
2.1 %. Since all lattice parameters are underestimated, the MRE is −2.1 %. The
MARE of the in-plane lattice parameter for elements with HCP GS is 2.2 %;
the same quantity for the out-of plane lattice parameter is slightly larger, 2.9 %.
Again, all lattice parameters are underestimated. The MARE for c/a of HCP
elements is 1.0 %, the MRE is −0.7 %. This means, lattice parameter ratios for
HCP elements are more accurately computed than lattice parameters. This is
most likely due to the isotropic arrangement of interatomic bonds in HCP lat-
tices, which are approximately equally underestimated. BCT lattices are more
open than HCP structures, and interatomic bonds are distributed less isotropic
in BCT than in HCP. Hence, we do not expect cancellation of LSDA overbinding
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effects in the c/a ratio to be as good in BCT structure as in HCP structures.
If there is, however, (partial) cancellation in c/a, experimentally determined
lattice parameters for BCT structures are best compared to theoretical ones by
taking the ratio c/a instead of comparing the lattice parameters themselves [55].

A comparative study of the LSDA overbinding for 18 elements with FCC and
BCC crystal structure was done by Tran et al. [226], who reported an MRE
of −2.2 % for PW92 using the FP-LAPW implementation (WIEN2K) of the
DFT scheme. This MRE agrees with our value, obtained on a slightly different
ensemble of systems.

4.5.3 Group 2 elements: Ca, Sr, and Ba

The alkaline earth metals Ca and Sr occur at RTP and lower temperatures
in the FCC structure, Ba in the BCC configuration. Ca as well as Sr have
BCC allotropes [43, 256]. The phase diagram of Ba exhibits no further cubic
or tetragonal phases. Phase transitions in Sr (to BCC) and Ba (to HCP) at
low temperatures are induced already at few GPa. The d-electron occupation
number at T = 0 K, as calculated in an earlier work by Skriver, is small, however
increases from Ca (0.6/atom) over Sr to Ba (0.8/atom) [203]. We confirm this
trend (Fig. 4.38). Reference 203 also reported on the s − d electron transfer
under pressure for all three elements, which was suspected to trigger the FCC
to BCC phase transformation for Ca and Sr, likewise the BCC to HCP phase
transition in Ba.

Incorrect ground state of Sr Instead of FCC, we obtained a BCC GS for Sr.
The second lowest state in total energy has tetragonal symmetry with c/a = 1.39
(Fig. 4.5b). The energy difference between the latter state and the BCC GS
is 0.051 mHartree/atom. This energy difference is stable with respect to an
increase of the valence basis set, and with respect to the number of Brillouin
zone integration points: for 963 k-points, we also obtained 0.051 mHartree/atom.
We could further rule out the numerical settings of the default 3D-grid as source
of error by running an additional check with the enhanced 3D-grid. The position
of the minimum at c/a = 1.39, which is close to the ratio of the FCC geometry,
is affected by neither of the numerical changes.

In order to narrow down the source of error for the incorrectly predicted GS of
Sr, we studied Sr as calculated in the literature. Several references [131,133,206],
employing LDA and volume relaxation, also obtained a BCC GS for Sr. Ref-
erence 206 reported a value of 0.025 mHartree/atom for the FCC-BCC energy
difference, ∆E = EFCC−EBCC (FP-LAPW [16] (WIEN95), LDA by Hedin and
Lundqvist [76]). This is in contrast to an older work [203], which correctly found
an FCC GS for Sr, however using the experimentally determined equilibrium
volume of Sr (linear muffin tin orbital (LMTO) method, LDA by Hedin and
Lundqvist). Sliwko et al. further studied the volume dependence of ∆E [206].
According to their results, ∆E < 0 at the experimentally determined equilib-
rium volume, i.e., FCC is the GS, and ∆E > 0 for considerably smaller volumes
than the experimental one (in particular at the theoretical LDA equilibrium vol-
ume), i.e., BCC is the GS. Note that the theoretical atomic equilibrium volume
of FCC Sr in PW92 is underestimated by 13 % compared to the experimental
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Figure 4.4: (a) Total DOS of FCC Sr close to EF for different numbers of k-points,
as indicated in the legend. For 243 k-points, the DOS exhibits a clear gap
of width 0.06 eV, which is significantly smaller with 483 k-points. For 963 k-
points, a dip with a finite number of states remains at the Fermi energy. The
curve for 243 k-points was shifted by 0.03 eV to have EF in the middle of the
gap. (b) Band structure of FCC Sr.

value (obtained with numbers from Table 4.3). Other FP band structure calcu-
lations including volume relaxation with different parameterisations of the GGA
XC potential consistently confirmed the experimentally found FCC structure for
Sr [98,140,181]. In summary, we argue by the examples given, that PW92 most
likely gives the wrong GS of Sr. The mentioned total energy calculations indi-
cate, that |∆E| is in general small, i.e., less than 0.1 mHartree/atom in LDA
and few 0.1 mHartree/atom in GGA.

Sensitivity of the DOS of FCC Sr to the k-mesh A second point of
interest concerns the DOS of FCC Sr at the theoretical equilibrium volume. The
DOS in the region of the Fermi level is strongly k-point dependent, see Fig. 4.4a.
The DOS exhibits a gap at EF, when it is calculated with an integration mesh of
243 k-points. Significantly higher number of k-points must be used to converge
the DOS of FCC Sr. Eventually the gap reduces to a dip in the single particle
DOS at the Fermi energy. Because of this sensitivity, we generally computed
the DOS of Sr with 963 k-points. Figure 4.4b depicts the band structure of
FCC Sr, which reveals two bands between the high symmetry points L and W
crossing each other close to the Fermi level. This crossing is treated as a gap if
the k-mesh is too sparse. Note that the FCC lattice parameter of Sr remains
virtually unchanged for k-points beyond 243. The ’erroneous’ gap in the FCC
DOS of Sr can also be found in the Handbook of band structures [167]. The
depicted DOS in this book was obtained with approximately 123 k-points.

Discussion of EBPs The complete results for the EBPs of Ca, Sr and Ba are
presented in Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.5. c/a = 1 (BCC) is the position of one sym-
metry dictated minimum for all three elements. The second minimum of E(a)
coincides with the FCC configuration for Ba. The EBPs of Ca and Sr have their
second energy minimum at c/a = 1.39 close to

√
2 (FCC). The deviation from
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Table 4.3: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Ca, Sr, and Ba in comparison to compu-
tations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] system [ML] a [Å] c/a

Ca

GS FCC 5.336 − 0 5.333 − 0 [226]αa bulk 5.588 − [237]

SP
MIN 3.79 1.39 −0.004

√
2 0 [140]γa

MAX 4.09 1.10 0.281 1 0.824 [140]γa

MIN 4.21 1.00 0.233 0.91 0.737 [140]γa

Sr

GS FCC 5.790 − 0 5.758 − 0 [226]αa bulk 6.076 − [237]

SP

MIN 4.12 1.39 −0.005 4.07 1.42 C [131]αc√
2 0 [140]γa

MAX 4.32 1.20 0.129 4.29 1.21 0.143 + C [131]αc

1 0.365 [140]γa

MIN 4.57 1.00 −0.056 4.56 1.00 −0.055 + C [131]αc

0.71 0.365 [140]γa

Ba

GS BCC 4.780 − 0 4.753 − 0 [226]αa† bulk 5.013 − [237]

SP
MIN 4.26 1.41 0.666 1.41 0.530 [140]γa†

MAX 4.35 1.33 0.681 1.31 0.530 [140]γa†

MIN 4.78 1.00 0 1 0 [140]γa†

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
† scalar-relativistic
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Figure 4.5: For the EBPs of Ca, Sr, and Ba: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.3. Lines guide the eye.
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the symmetry dictated value could be due to lacking numerical precision other
than the Brillouin zone integration mesh and the 3D-grid, because the position
of the minimum is stable with respect to an increase of these two parameters.
Among the elements studied in this thesis, it is rather an exceptional case, that
both minima of E(a) are at cubic structures. Two minima at cubic structures
were, however, found for the alkali metals Li, K, and Rb [206].

The LDA results of Ref. 131 for Sr agree very well with our findings (Ta-
ble 4.3). This is different to results of GGA calculations [140], which found two
energetically almost degenerate stationary points located at the BCC structure
and at c/a = 0.71. There are no published data on non-volume conserving
Bain paths employing LDA for Ca and Ba to the best of our knowledge. Total
energy calculations for Ca based on PBE96 reported a maximum at the BCC
structure and a minimum with c/a < 1, Ref. 140, contradictory to our results
(minimum at BCC structure, Table 4.3). However, there is an overall agreement
between our findings and the PBE96 results of Ref. 140 for Ba. The EBP of
Ba exhibits a small energy difference between the minimum coinciding with the
FCC structure and the adjacent maximum. In order to clearly determine this
energy difference, we used a denser sampling mesh for the numerical integrals
(3D-grid). This will be more elaborately discussed in the next paragraph.

The differences among the LDA results, as reported in Ref. 131 and this
work, and the GGA results from Ref. 140 can likely be traced back to the XC
functional, particularly for Sr, for which different XC functionals gave different
GSs (cf. discussion above).

The overbinding effect of PW92 is very pronounced for Ca, Sr, and Ba. The
calculated volume per atom in the experimentally determined GS crystal struc-
ture is in average 13% smaller than the measured one. We also computed the
CVBP of Ca for several volumes in the range between the LDA equilibrium
volume (≈ 0.87 · VEXP) and the experimental volume, VEXP, see Fig. 4.6. The
CVBP at 0.87 · VEXP resembles the extremum sequence of the EBP, i.e., two
minima at cubic structures and a maximum in between. With increasing vol-
ume, the extremum sequence of the CVBP alters. At 0.95 · VEXP and at VEXP,
BCC occupies the position of the maximum, and the secondary minimum has
c/a < 1. The same sequence of extrema was computed in Ref. 140 within GGA
(values from Ref. 140 are listed in Table 4.3).

Small energy barrier for local minimum of Ba The energy along the
EBP of Ba possesses a local minimum at the FCC structure, which is only
15µHartree/atom deeper in energy than the adjacent maximum at c/a = 1.33.
Since the energies of both stationary points are almost indistinguishable in
Fig. 4.5b, we present a more detailed picture in Fig. 4.7. We had to use the
enhanced 3D-grid in order to compute a clear extremum sequence. With de-
fault numerical settings, a maximum - minimum sequence in E(c/a) is hardly
seen (’plateau‘), Fig. 4.7. We found, that this plateau is stable with respect to
a denser Brillouin zone integration mesh (483 and 963 k-points were checked,
data are not shown). The 15µHartree/atom high energy barrier, as obtained
with the enhanced 3D-grid, is not affected by an increase of the k-points. Note
that the enhanced 3D-grid shifts the energies in the plotted range upwards by
approximately 0.06 mHartree/atom. Reference 140 found no evidence of a sec-
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Figure 4.6: Total energy along the CVBP for Ca for various volumes as stated in the
legend. VEXP is the experimentally determined volume of FCC Ca. The value
0.87 · VEXP is approximately the PW92 equilibrium volume. The total energy
is given with respect to the lowest energy value for each curve, EMIN. The
BCC state changes from being a maximum to being a minimum of the curve
with decreasing volume. The global minimum of all curves is unchanged, but
does not coincide with c/a =

√
2. The position of the third stationary point

relative to BCC is determined by the type of stationary point that BCC takes,
because the existence of a stationary point at BCC is symmetry dictated. Solid
lines are spline interpolation to the data (symbols) and guide the eye.
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Figure 4.7: Enlarged picture of the plateau-like region from Fig. 4.5b for Ba with
243 k-points with default (left hand ordinate) and enhanced 3D-grid (right
hand ordinate). The scaling of both ordinates is identical, the right hand one
was shifted by 0.06 mHartree/atom. The position of the extrema of the curve
with default 3D-grid is indicated by black vertical arrows. Lines guide the eye.

ond minimum at c/a =
√

2. The (possible) local minimum and the adjacent
maximum were reported to be degenerate in total energy.
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4.5.4 Group 3 elements: Sc, Y, La, and Lu

The elements Sc, Y, La, and Lu exist at RTP and below in hexagonal closed
packed structures. La is DHCP (ABAC stacking), the other three elements
are HCP (AB stacking). A high temperature BCC phase and a high pressure
FCC phase are known for Sc and Y, respectively. The phase diagram of La
features both structures at elevated temperatures [43, 256]. There are no cubic
or tetragonal phases verified for Lu, but a phase transition to FCC is predicted
to occur under pressure at approximately 100 GPa [144]. The atomic electron
configuration both of lanthanum and of lutetium is 5d16s2. The difference
between both elements is the empty and full 4f -shell for La and Lu, respectively.
By arguments of simple canonical band theory, Duthie and Pettifor, and Skriver
showed that the d-occupation number is the decisive parameter that controls the
crystal structures of the lanthanides [46,204]. Skriver substantiated this picture
by LMTO calculations including hybridisation. Reference 204 also found the
d-occupation number for Lu to be slightly smaller than for La, as calculated for
the experimentally observed equilibrium volume and structure.

Instability of the BCC structure of La and implications for the EBP
We discuss below the instability of the BCC structure of La with respect to a
small variation of the out-of-plane lattice parameter c. This instability effec-
tively causes the EBP, and all quantities plotted along the EBP as function of
c/a to be discontinuous. In case of La, one part of the EBP has c/a < 1, the
other part has c/a > 1. This discussion holds general meaning.

The theoretical equilibrium lattice constant of BCC La is aBCC = 4.051 Å (de-
termined in Im3̄m symmetry). The elastic constant cxxxx = czzzz ∝ ∂2E/∂c2

at aBCC is smaller than zero (see Table A.2 on Page 141), i.e., a small deforma-
tion of the cubic lattice into a tetragonal lattice lowers the total energy. (Only
one cubic axis is involved in the deformation.) Hence, E(a = aBCC, c = aBCC)
is a (local) maximum of E(aBCC, c) over all c, and the point (aBCC, aBCC) in
the tetragonal phase space does not belong to the EBP according to the Defi-
nition (3.7) on Page 13.

We sketch with the help of Fig. 4.8, how the EBP is modified by the unstable
BCC structure of La. Since BCC La is not a singular case among the elements
studied in this thesis, we discuss the effect more generally. Note that the curves
E(c) in Fig. 4.8 (top row) represent cuts through E(a, c) for constant a from
Fig. 3.6 on Page 19.

In what follows, (a′, c′) be an unstable point in the tetragonal phase space,
i.e, czzzz|c′ < 0. Hence E(c) is maximal at c′, assuming a′ is fixed, i.e., any
small change of the lattice parameter c away from c′ will result in a lowering
of the energy. The decrease of the total energy by a variation of c is certainly
counteracted by repulsive contributions to the total energy. Hence the overall
decrease of the total energy with respect to c is limited. A double well in E(c)
occurs, see the illustration in the middle figure in the top row in Fig. 4.8 for an
illustration. The double well at a = a′ has three stationary points (one is at
c = c′). Both minima of the double well need not be of equal depth (neither need
the curve be symmetric at all), since a deformation related to a lattice expansion
may have a different effect on the total energy than a lattice contraction. For
simplicity of the discussion, we assume a symmetric energy curve E(c) exactly
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a < a′ a = a′ a > a′
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Figure 4.8: On the general occurrence of a double well in E(c) and its effect on the
EBP. For a = a′ (middle column, top row), E(c) at c′ (black solid dot) is un-
stable towards a small change of c. The minimum positions of E(c) (red open
dots) are assumed equally deep, hence both coordinates fulfil the minimum
condition in Eq. (3.7) and are recorded for the EBP. The three subsequent
figures in the middle column sketch how both minima show up in typical di-
agrams associated with the EBP: c(a) (second row), E(a) (third row) and
E(c/a) (last row). Since both minima of E(c) have distinct c-coordinates, all
quantities plotted along the EBP as function of c or c/a exhibit a gap (dotted
lines) across the c or c/a values that are located in between both minima. If
a is smaller (larger) than a′, only a single deepest minimum occurs, with has
a minimum c-coordinate, c̃, larger (smaller) than c′. The position of the min-
imum c̃ in the associated diagrams is illustrated in the leftmost (rightmost)
column.

at a = a′. Moreover, there are double wells in E(c) for values of the lattice
parameter a 6= a′ with stationary points at slightly different positions (top row
in Fig. 4.8). Assuming that c(a) is monotonically decreasing along the EBP for
all considered metals, we note that for a < a′ (a > a′), the minimum of E(c)
over all c, referred to as c̃, is larger (smaller) than c′.

By construction of the EBP, the minimum of E(c) over all c for each a is
selected (cf. Eq. (3.7)). It is evident from Fig. 4.8, that the c-coordinate of
the deeper minimum as function of a abruptly ’jumps’ from one to the other
minimum at the point, at which both valleys are equally deep. In the discussion
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Table 4.4: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Sc, Y, La, and Lu in comparison to
computations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Sc

GS HCP 3.233 1.545 0 3.209 1.560 0 [201]δg bulk 3.308 1.593 [237]

SP
MIN 3.17 1.40 1.30

MAX 3.57 1.00 4.32

MIN 3.70 0.90 4.27

Y

GS HCP 3.547 1.557 0 3.528 1.567 0 [165]βd bulk 3.647 1.576 [237]

SP
MIN 3.47 1.41 0.38

MAX 3.92 1.00 4.71

MIN 4.07 0.88 4.17

La

GS DHCP 3.589 3.198 0 3.620 3.227 0 [159]δf† bulk 3.770 3.220 [237]

SP
MIN 3.57 1.41 1.52

MAX 4.04 0.90, 1.11 6.57

MIN 4.28 0.83 4.72

Lu

GS HCP 3.377 1.548 0 bulk 3.503 1.585 [237]

SP
MIN 3.30 1.41 0.69

MAX 3.73 1.00 5.60

MIN 3.88 0.87 5.14

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
δ L(S)DA [76] (HL71) f FP-LAPW [249]
† scalar-relativistic g APW [137]
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Figure 4.9: For the EBPs of Sc, Y, La and Lu: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.4. Lines guide the eye.
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given here, this happens at a = a′. As a consequence of the fact, that we only
record the position of the minimum of E(c), the EBP and all related curves will
either feature a kink or a gap (piece-wise graph). Representative quantities are
c(a) (or c(a)/a), E(a), and E(c/a), whose typical curve progression are sketched
in the lower three rows in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.10: Double wells in the total energy as function of the lattice parameter c,
E(c), for a set of in-plane lattice parameters a close to aBCC of La. The values
of a are stated in the legend. Total energies are given with respect to EBCC.
A horizontal dashed line indicates the zero-level. The lattice parameter of
BCC La is aBCC = cBCC = 4.051 Å. For a ≤ 4.042 Å, the deeper minimum
is located on the right hand side of the vertical dashed line, which indicates
cBCC. For a ≥ 4.044 Å, the deeper minimum is located on the left hand
side of this line. The minimum’s c-coordinate changes abruptly between
a = 4.042 Å and a = 4.044 Å. At aBCC, the position of the maximum of E(c)
must coincide with the intersection point of both dashed lines, but the curve
need not be symmetric (brown solid line). Solid lines are spline interpolation
to the data (symbols) and guide the eye. D(EF) as function of c for three
selected curves is depicted in Fig. 4.11.

As previously stated, we computed czzzz < 0 for the BCC structure of La
(aBCC = cBCC = 4.051 Å). For a set of parameters a close to aBCC, we plotted
E(c) − EBCC in Fig. 4.10. EBCC = E(cBCC) is the total energy of BCC La,
as determined in Im3̄m symmetry. The results of our calculations clearly show
a double well structure in E(c) and the transition from the minimum with
c̃ > cBCC to the minimum with c̃ < cBCC, when a is increased from 4.040 Å to
4.046 Å. The transition point between both minima is thus not at exactly aBCC.

Our calculations for further elements suggest, that the occurrence of such
double wells in E(c) is rather rare, but it is not a singular case. We found them
indeed for La, V, Nb, Fe, Ru, Os, and Ir. Our calculations also predict, that
such double wells only occur in small ranges of a around a′. The energetically
higher-lying minimum rapidly vanishes in a hump-like structure. This effect can
be best seen using the example of Ir, see Fig. 4.31 on Page 90.
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Possible reason for the BCC La instability The DOS at EF of BCC La
amounts to 4.1/(eV · atom) and is due to a singularity in the electronic DOS
(not shown). This value is considerable higher than any other value of BCT
La along the EBP within the given limits of c/a, see Fig. 4.9c. For aBCC and
two lattice parameters a close to aBCC, we plot the DOS at the Fermi energy as
function of c in Fig. 4.11. With the help of this figure, we can analyse D(EF)
for three double wells from Fig. 4.10. We notice at first, that the three DOS
curves are very similar to each other. We therefore concentrate on the curve be-
longing to aBCC = 4.051 Å. D(EF) as function of c peaks in the vicinity of cBCC

(the same c corresponds to the position of the maxima of E(c) in Fig. 4.10).
D(EF) is considerable smaller for both minima of E(c), i.e, a distortion from
BCC to BCT (increase or decrease of c, a fixed) significantly reduces the DOS
at the Fermi energy. Simultaneously to a reduction of D(EF), the total energy
decreases in response to this tetragonal deformation until E(c) reaches a mini-
mum value (Fig. 4.10). Thus, the high value of D(EF) helps to destabilise the
BCC structure of La [100]. A similar mechanism was suggested to occur in BCC
Co [124].

A possible FM state of BCC La was tested for. We found, that there is a
metamagnetic FM state of BCC La with a total moment of 0.16µB/atom, but
the FM state is not more stable than the NM state.
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Figure 4.11: DOS at the Fermi energy, D(EF), as function of the lattice parameter c
for aBCC = cBCC = 4.051 Å and two lattice parameters a close to aBCC of La.
The values of a are stated in the legend. The vertical dashed line indicates
cBCC. Two solid black lines indicate the DOS of the two minima of E(c) for
a = 4.044 Å. The positions of both minima are approximately the same for
the other two curves, see Fig. 4.10. Solid lines to the data guide the eye.

Discussion of EBPs The EBPs of the four elements from this group feature
strong similarities. Their complete data are presented in Table 4.4 and Fig. 4.9.
The global minimum at the FCC structure and a second, local minimum with
c/a < 1 is common to all four EBPs. The position and the energy barrier of the
BCT minimum varies with the element. The c/a-ratio of the second minimum
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of E(a) of La, 0.83, is very close to the ratio of BCT10. The maximum of E(a)
is at the BCC structure for Sc, Y and Lu.

There are no published data on any non-volume conserving Bain path for one
of the considered elements to the best of our knowledge. In agreement with our
findings, Refs. 159 reported EFCC − EBCC = 5 mHartree/atom for La (scalar-
relativistic, FP-LAPW [249], LDA by Hedin and Lundqvist [76]). We computed
5.49 mHartree/atom for the same energy difference in the full-relativistic mode.
Note that this particular energy difference cannot be extracted from the EBP
(because BCC La is not on the EBP).

4.5.5 Group 4 elements: Ti, Zr, and Hf

The TM elements Ti, Zr, and Hf occur at RTP and below in the HCP configura-
tion (α-phase), and all three elements transform to BCC at higher temperatures
and at RP (β-phase). The β-phase is denser than the α-phase [43, 256]. High
pressure at RT is an alternative route to induce a phase transition from HCP to
BCC in Zr and Hf (via a simple hexagonal structure). A new route of fabricating
BCC Zr was reported very recently by Ref. 176: simultaneously applied pres-
sure and torsion induces a HCP to BCC shear transformation at RT resulting
in stable BCC Zr at ambient conditions.

Discussion of EBPs The EBPs of Ti and Hf have many common features,
while Zr constitutes an exception, see Table 4.7 and Fig. 4.12 for the complete
data. The similarities of Ti and Hf are, that the global energy minimum is
exactly at the FCC structure for Hf, and with c/a = 1.39 close to the FCC
structure for Ti. The second minimum possesses an axial ratio slightly larger
than the one of BCT10 (≈ 0.816). The total energy along the EBP of Hf
scales approximately by a factor of three with the total energies of Ti. The
BCC configurations coincide with the maximum of E(a) for both elements.
Zirconium constitutes an exception, because E(a) exhibits three minima. The
global minimum at c/a = 0.82 is 0.03 mHartree/atom deeper in energy than the
minimum at c/a = 1.40. The third minimum of E(a) is at c/a = 1 (BCC).

There is good agreement between this work and Refs. 131,132 about the EBP
of Ti. Solely, the position of the maximum at c/a = 1.05, as reported by the
latter references, disagrees with our calculations. Earlier, Ref. 93 published an
EBP of Zr. The reported coordinates of stationary points (and thus the sequence
of extrema) along the EBP are consistent with our findings (complete data in
Table 4.7). There is, however, a striking disagreement on the energy differences
between stationary points of E(a) and E0. The most important discrepancy
comes from the fact, that E(c/a = 1.40) is lower than EBCC according to our
calculations, while Ref. 93 reported the opposite. This discrepancy changes
the shape of E(c/a): E(c/a) after Ref. 93 is reminiscent of the solid curve in
Fig. 4.3b on Page 38, while the dashed curve in the same figure resembles our
E(c/a). Other total energy calculations (LDA and GGA) generally underline
EFCC < EBCC for Zr, as well as for Ti and Hf [1,169]. These references thereby
support our findings. Note that the PBE96 results of Ref. 93 for Zr are not
compared to in this work. The calculated total energy along the EBP exhibits
several kinks and humps, whose presence may be doubted. We are not aware of
any published non-volume conserving Bain path for hafnium.
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Table 4.5: d-band occupation numbers for the elements Ti, Zr, and Hf in the FCC
and the BCC configuration. The number is the gross occupation number in
the (first) valence basis state with angular d-character (3d for Ti, 4d for Zr, 5d
for Hf).

element
d-occupation number

FCC BCC

Ti 2.69 2.66
Zr 2.90 2.89
Hf 2.65 2.65

Table 4.6: d-band occupation numbers for a ’virtual’ element in the FCC and in the
BCC structure at the theoretical FCC equilibrium volume of Zr. The statement
of the occupation numbers is identical to the one in Table 4.5.

charge
d-occupation number

FCC BCC

39.80 2.77 2.74
39.85 2.80 2.77
39.90 2.84 2.81
39.95 2.87 2.84
40.00 (Zr) 2.90 2.89

EBP of Zr We intend to gain more insight into the EBP of Zr, in particular
the question, why there are three minima in E(a). We notice at first, that
the d-valence electron occupation number of Zr is generally higher than the
one of Ti and of Hf. We selected the FCC structure and the BCC structure
as representative states of the EBP and tabulate their occupation numbers in
Table 4.5. The number of electrons in the (first) d-valence set is almost identical
in the FCC state and in the BCC state. In general, the occupation numbers
vary along the EBP.

We know from canonical band theory, that there is a crossover from close-
packed structures to the BCC structure for a d-occupation number between two
and three (Sec. 4.2). Self-consistent one-electron theory determined this tran-
sition point to lie between 2.5 and 3.5 [58, 165, 169, 204]. Evidently, there is
a change in sign of EBCC − EFCC as function of the d-band filling, since this
difference is positive for Ti, Zr, and Hf, and negative for V, Nb, and Ta, see also
results of Sec. 4.5.6. The absolute value of EBCC − EFCC is significantly larger
for V, Nb, and Ta than for Ti, Zr, and Hf. Hence, we can expect a sensible de-
pendence of EBCC−EFCC on the filling of the d-band for an occupation number
between the one of Ti (accordingly Zr and Hf) and the one of V (accordingly
Nb and Ta), respectively.

In the following, we study the effect of the d-band filling on the EBP of Zr.
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Table 4.7: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Ti, Zr, and Hf in comparison to compu-
tations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Ti

GS HCP 2.867 1.596 0 2.839 1.589 0 [165]βd bulk 2.951 1.588 [237]

SP
MIN 2.85 1.39 1.97 2.84 1.40 C [131,132]αc Al{001} ≈ 12 2.86 1.495 [101]

MAX 3.17 1.00 3.14 3.11 1.05 1.30 + C [131,132]αc

MIN 3.33 0.86 2.64 3.34 0.85 0.80 + C [131,132]αc

Zr

GS HCP 3.154 1.616 0 3.151 1.613 0 [165]βd bulk 3.233 1.592 [237]

SP

MIN 3.14 1.40 1.21 3.12 1.41 1.33 + C [93]αb W{001} ≈ 17 3.17 1.48± 0.04 [93]

MAX 3.32 1.17 1.95 3.24 1.24 1.55 + C [93]αb W{001} 50 3.17 1.46 [78]

MIN 3.49 1.00 1.71 3.47 1.00 0.80 + C [93]αb

MAX 3.56 0.94 1.72 3.57 0.92 0.85 + C [93]αb

MIN 3.74 0.82 1.18 3.73 0.81 C [93]αb

Hf

GS HCP 3.119 1.586 0 3.178 1.620 0 [201]δf† bulk 3.198 1.583 [237]

SP
MIN 3.09 1.41 2.28

MAX 3.44 1.00 5.27

MIN 3.64 0.85 4.24

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
δ L(S)DA [76] (HL71) f APW [137]
† scalar-relativistic
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Figure 4.12: For the EBPs of Ti, Zr, and Hf : (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.7. Lines guide the eye.
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There are two simple approaches primarily known from alloy theory. The first
way to invoke a change in the d-band filling is to use the rigid-band approxima-
tion, i.e., based on an initial self-consistent calculation, the Fermi energy in the
obtained band structure and in the DOS is simply shifted in accordance to the
electronic charge added or substracted to the system. An improved approach
is the virtual crystal approximation (VCA), see, e.g., Refs. 161, 234. Every
atom in the crystal (every potential) is replaced by an ’average’ atom (average
potential). The charge of each ’average’ or ’virtual’ atom is a concentration
weighted average of the charge of its constituents. Thus, a ’virtual’ atom may
have non-integer nuclear and electronic charge (charge neutrality is abided by).
The crystal is still perfectly ordered. The Kohn-Sham equations are solved self-
consistently in the VCA. The VCA for the description of disordered alloys is
justified, if the chemical species have nearly identical properties [234].

We performed VCA calculations for Zr (40 electrons/atom) and a ’virtual’
element with slightly smaller electron count. By doing so, we intend to effec-
tively reduce the d-band filling and investigate its effect in the EBP. We imply,
that the d-band filling mainly controls not only structural energy differences as
mentioned earlier in this thesis, but also the alteration of the EBP. In order to
reduce the effort, we calculated the CVBP at the theoretical FCC equilibrium
volume, VFCC, instead of the EBP. The volume along the EBP in the range
between the minima of E(a) varies only by few percent (Fig. 4.12d), so that
this CVBP is a fairly good approximation to the EBP of Zr. The energy along
the CVBP at VFCC in Fig. 4.13b (red line) indeed resembles remarkably well
E(a) in Fig. 4.12b.
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Figure 4.13: The CVBP of (a) Ti and of (b) Zr at the respective theoretical FCC
equilibrium volume, and their alteration in response to a charge variation
studied by means of the VCA. The virtual charge is stated in the legend.
The energy zero is set to the minimum total energy of each individual curve,
EMIN. Lines are spline interpolation to the data (symbols) and guide the eye.

On a lowering of the charge, the energy along the CVBP of Zr transforms
into a curve reminiscent on E(a) of Ti and of Hf, if one compares Figs. 4.12b
and 4.13b. The resemblance is best for a virtual charge of 39.85, because the
corresponding curve exhibits three stationary points, the BCC structure coin-
cides with the position of the maximum, and the position of the BCT minimum
with c/a < 1 shifts to a slightly larger ratio, thereby approaching the ratio of the
BCT minimum of Ti and Hf. Additionally, the energy difference between EBCC
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and the minimum at c/a = 1.40, and the difference between the second BCT
minimum with c/a < 1 and the minimum at c/a = 1.40 increase considerably.
We also calculated the CVBP of Ti at the theoretical FCC equilibrium volume
of Ti. The qualitative best agreement between the CVBP of Ti (black curve in
Fig. 4.13a) and the CVBP of Zr is again for 39.85 electrons.

How does the reduction of the virtual electronic charge affect the d-band fill-
ing? As expected, the d-band occupation number decreases in response to a
lowering of the amount of charge, see Table 4.6. If we reduce the number of
electrons from 40.00 to 39.85, the 4d-occupation number diminished by approx-
imately 0.1. In other words, the CVBP for 39.85 electrons with approximately
2.8 electrons in the 4d-band resembles qualitatively best the CVBP for Ti, which
possesses approximately 2.7 electrons in the 3d-band. There is a difference be-
tween the reduced virtual electronic charge and the number of electrons that are
removed from the 4d-band, because a fraction of the total number of electrons
are also removed from other valence states, mainly the free-electron like bands,
which contribute to the DOS in the region of EF.

In the above discussion of the CVBP, we neglected the effect of volume re-
laxation on the equilibrium volume of a virtual element. The theoretical FCC
equilibrium volume for a ’virtual element’ with 39.85 electrons is almost 4%
larger than for Zr. This is of the same order as the variation of the volume
between the two minima of the EBP of Zr (Fig. 4.12d). We checked whether
the 4% larger volume has an important effect on the shape of the CVBP curve
with 39.85 electrons from Fig. 4.13b, which may spoil the previously drawn con-
clusions. We found that the VCA CVBP curves are qualitatively identical for
both volumes. The extended volume increases the energy difference between
the maximum at the BCC structure and EMIN, and the energy difference be-
tween the second minimum at the BCT structure and EMIN. Simultaneously,
the number of electrons in the 4d-band reduces by 0.03 for FCC as well as for
BCC.

If the energy along the CVBP of Zr can be transformed into a shape approx-
imately identical to the energy along the CVBP of Ti and Hf by a reduction of
the d-band filling, the inverse approach to Ti or to Hf should work as well. We
calculated CVBPs for Ti (22 electrons/atom) up to a charge of 22.15 electrons.
Indeed, there is a conversion of the CVBP curve of Ti into a shape that is rem-
iniscent of the EBP curve and the CVBP curve of Zr (Fig. 4.13a), although the
agreement is less pronounced as the VCA curves generated from Zr.

4.5.6 Group 5 elements: V, Nb, and Ta

The experimental phase diagram of the refractory metals V, Nb, and Ta is sim-
ple. The only known solid phase is BCC, which is stable to highest applied pres-
sures in shock experiments [43, 256]. In accordance, calculations found a large
energy difference between BCC to closed packed structures [58, 165, 169, 204].
Donohue, Chopra, and Nnolim et al. alluded to two other forms of tantalum
(complex tetragonal and FCC) and an FCC modification of V and Nb as seen in
sputtering experiments [35,43,160]. These structures were most likely impurity
stabilised.
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Table 4.8: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements V, Nb, and Ta in comparison to compu-
tations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

V

GS BCC 2.929 − 0 2.932 − 0 [226]αa bulk 3.030 − [237]

SP

MIN 2.40 1.84 4.07 2.41 1.83 3.7 [4]αc

2.43 1.78 5.00 [131,225]αc

1.799 3.67 [140]γa

2.47 1.80 3.45 [160]γb

MAX 2.64 1.27, 1.52 11.68 2.65
√

2 10.7 [4]αc

2.64 1.43 10.4 [131]αc√
2 9.17 [140]γa√
2 9.0 [160]γb

MIN 2.93 1.00 0 2.93 1 0 [4]αc

2.93 1.00 0 [131]αc

1 0 [140]γa

3.00 1 0 [160]γb

Nb

GS BCC 3.258 − 0 3.250 − 0 [226]αa bulk 3.306 − [237]

SP

MIN 2.70 1.79 6.72 1.787 5.12 [140]γa

2.74 1.80 5.37 [160]γb

MAX 2.93 1.27, 1.50 14.55
√

2 12.09 [140]γa√
2 14.0 [160]γb

MIN 3.26 1.00 0 1 0 [140]γa

3.31 1 0 [160]γb

Ta

GS BCC 3.260 − 0 3.260 − 0 [226]αa bulk 3.302 − [237]

SP
MIN 2.75 1.71 7.22 2.79 1.72 5.95 [160]γb†

MAX 2.93 1.41 11.09
√

2 7 .5 [160]γb†

MIN 3.26 1.00 0 3.32 1 0 [160]γb†

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
† scalar-relativistic
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Figure 4.14: For the EBPs of V, Nb, and Ta: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.8. Lines guide the eye.
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Figure 4.15: Double wells in the total energy as function of the lattice parameter
c, E(c), for a set of in-plane lattice parameters a close to aFCC for (a) V

and (b) Nb. The values of a are stated in the legend. Total energies are
given with respect to EFCC. A horizontal dashed line indicates the zero-
level. The lattice parameters of FCC V and FCC Nb are cFCC = 3.738 Å
(aFCC = 2.643 Å) and cFCC = 4.156 Å (aFCC = 2.938 Å), respectively. For
a ≤ 2.635 Å (V) and a ≤ 2.930 Å (Nb), the deeper minimum is located on
the right hand side of the vertical dashed line, which indicates cFCC. For
a ≥ 2.640 Å (V) and a ≥ 2.935 Å (Nb), the minimum is located on the
left hand side of this line. The c-coordinate of the global minimum of E(c)
changes abruptly between 2.635 Å and 2.640 Å, and between 2.930 Å and
2.935 Å for V and Nb, respectively. At aFCC, the position of the maximum
of E(c) must coincide with the intersection point of both dashed lines. Solid
lines are spline interpolation to the data (symbols) and guide the eye.

Instability of the FCC structure of V and of Nb The FCC structures of
V and Nb violate the stability condition czzzz > 0 (Table A.3.2 on Page 142).
This situation resembles the instability of the BCC structure of La. The dis-
cussion for La can be straightforwardly applied to V and Nb.

The theoretical FCC lattice parameters, evaluated in Fm3̄m symmetry, are
cFCC = 3.738 Å (aFCC = cFCC/

√
2 = 2.643 Å) for V, and cFCC = 4.156 Å

(aFCC = 2.938 Å) for Nb. The related total energies are denoted by EFCC =
E(cFCC). We computed E(c) in the vicinity of aFCC, Fig. 4.15, which shows the
expected double wells. Two minima in E(c) can only be seen in a small range
around aFCC. Away from aFCC, the minimum higher in energy disappears in
a hump-like structure. In the case of La, a peak in the DOS at the Fermi
energy might contribute to the instability of its BCC structure, see discussion
of Fig. 4.11. We computed D(EF) = 1.58/(eV · atom) for FCC V and D(EF) =
1.54/(eV · atom) for FCC Nb. Both values are smaller than the value of D(EF)
at the discontinuity of the EBP (Fig. 4.14c). That is, there is no peak in the
DOS of neither V nor of Nb, that may contribute to the instability of their FCC
structure.

Discussion of EBPs The EBPs of all three elements exhibit many common
features, see Table 4.8 and Fig. 4.14 for the complete data. The position of the
global minima is at the BCC structure, which is the GS phase. The second
minima have somewhat different ratios c/a >

√
2. The FCC structure of Ta co-

incides with the position of the maximum of E(c/a). According to our previous
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thoughts, the FCC structures of V and of Nb do not belong to the EBP.
At a = 3.340 Å, we find a second, small discontinuity in the c(a)/a curve of

V due to the occurrence of another double well in E(c). We argue in the next
paragraph, that a van Hove singularity is likely to induce this discontinuity.

The agreement between the computed EBPs from this work and the ones
from the available literature is good in so far as the sequence and position of
stationary points, as well as energy differences between stationary points and
E0 are fairly identical, see Table 4.8 for a detailed comparison. This is true
for all results irrespective of the XC potential. However, none of the published
EBPs of V and Nb accounted for the instability of their FCC structures: the
FCC structure belongs to the EBP and its position coincides with the position
of the maximum of E(c/a) in Refs. 4, 131,133,225.

Origin of the discontinuity/shoulder in E(c/a) The EBPs of V, Nb, and
Ta consistently have a step-like feature in c(a)/a and a shoulder-like feature in
E(c/a) at approximately c/a = 0.75. The step in c(a)/a is more clearly seen
in the volume curve (Fig. 4.14c). There is also a prominent peak in D(EF) at
the same position. We are concerned with the origin of these features in the
following.

We firstly analysed the total energy curves E(c) in the vicinity of the shoul-
der. These curves exhibit a double well only for V. According to our previous
thoughts, this results in another discontinuity of E(c/a), due to a discontin-
uous change of the minimum of E(c) for neighbouring a’s. The discontinuity
happens between the lattice parameters a = 3.340 Å and a = 3.350 Å. The
change of the c-coordinate across the discontinuity is approximately ∆c = 0.2 Å
(distance between the two minima of E(c)). We notice a peaking D(EF) of
height 2.0/(eV · atom) at a = 3.340 Å (c/a = 0.76), however a considerable
smaller value of 1.5/(eV · atom) at a = 3.350 Å (c/a = 0.71) (Fig. 4.14c). This
likely hints at a distinguished singularity in the single particle DOS. The DOS,
calculated at a = 3.340 Å of the EBP, indeed reveals a broad peak situated at
the Fermi level, see Fig. 4.16 (black line). How does that peak alter when the
c-coordinate is intentionally decreased but the a-coordinate is kept fixed? Upon
decreasing the lattice parameter c by 0.1 Å, i.e., one half of the distance between
the two minima of E(c), this broad peak sharpens considerably and leads to an
increase of ≈ 0.3 /(eV · atom) in the DOS at EF. The corresponding DOS is
depicted in the inset of Fig. 4.16. This intentional decrease of c is accompanied
by an increase of E, i.e., a high electronic DOS at the Fermi energy may be one
reason, why this state is energetically not favourable. The point a = 3.350 Å
on the EBP has a lattice parameter c smaller than the one of a = 3.340 Å (c(a)
is monotonically decreasing). In order not to have the mentioned peak in the
DOS in coincidence with the Fermi level, the lattice parameter c may relax
considerably. In fact, we find such a pronounced relaxation to be energetically
favourable. The relaxation of c is accompanied by a band broadening and a
relative downshift of the prominent peak in the DOS, see Fig. 4.16 (red line).

Nb and Ta are partially different. For both metals, E(c) does not exhibit
double wells in the vicinity of the shoulder of E(c/a), although D(EF) also peaks
at the same c/a ratio (cf. Fig. 4.16). Instead, the energy landscape of E(c) is
very flat and has a single minimum. The shape of E(c) can be described as a
(more or less inclined) trough valley. The c-coordinate of the minimum of E(c)
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Figure 4.16: On the origin of the discontinuity in the EBP of V. The main figure
shows the total DOS for two adjacent states of the EBP: a = 3.340 Å with
c/a = 0.76 (black line), and a = 3.350 Å with c/a = 0.71 (red line). The
strong decrease of the lattice parameter c from a = 3.340 Å to 3.350 Å by
∆c = 0.2 Å leads to a band broadening, but also shifts a prominent peak
below EF (peak at 0.2 eV below EF, red line). Without this pronounced
relaxation, the peak would be situated at EF (inset), which is accompanied
by an increase of the total energy. Note the different scales of inset and main
figure.

changes significantly in the flat energy landscape for adjacent lattice parameters
a, while the total energy of the minima does not change significantly. This
correlation causes the shoulder in E(c/a). The DOS at the Fermi energy across
this trough valley exhibits a pronounced peak at approximately the position of
the minimum of E(c), i.e., in the centre of the valley.

Remark on experiments Vanadium was grown pseudomorphically on the
(001) surface of Fe [14] (aEXP = 2.87 Å) and Ni{001} [225] (aEXP = 2.49 Å).
Coherency was, however, only obtained to a thickness of 7 MLs and 8 MLs on
Fe and Ni, respectively, i.e, below the threshold defined by us (9 MLs). For this
reason, both experiments are not listed in Table 4.8. The vanadium overlayers
on Ni had an interlayer distance of (1.75± 0.02) Å and exhibited a high density
of defects.

4.5.7 Group 6 elements: Cr, Mo, and W

The TMs Cr, Mo, and W resemble in various ways the preceding elements
of the fifth group in the periodic table. At RTP, the elements appear in the
BCC crystal structure. The experimental temperature-pressure phase diagram
is simple, since it features no other than the BCC structure [43, 256]. Reports
on solid-solid phase transitions for Cr and W at high temperatures remained
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Figure 4.17: Total DOS of (a) BCC and (b) FCC Cr, which corresponds to the situa-
tion of a nearly half filled d-band. The number of electrons per atom in the
3d-states are 4.71 for BCC and 4.75 for FCC, respectively. Both DOS were
calculated with 483 k-points. The ordinates in the two subfigure have equal
range to simplify the comparison.

inconsistent [43]. Theory predicted a sequence of phase transitions from BCC→
HCP → FCC under pressures of the order of 1 TPa for all three elements [208].
Structural energy differences peak at a d-band filling of approximately five elec-
trons [58,165,169,204].

Cr exhibits an incommensurate AFM GS (spin density wave (SDW)), which
is not reproduced by LSDA [37]. The GS within LSDA is an NM one. For small
volume expansion (approximately 5%), LSDA found AF1 order more stable than
NM Cr [37, 135]. In contrast, GGA XC functionals gave an AFM GS, but also
failed to reproduce the SDW GS, see for example Ref. 37. The occurrence of
this rather unusual incommensurate AFM GS was attributed to Fermi surface
nesting [57]. Recently a ‘nodon model’ (hole excitations in an AFM background)
was suggested to reconcile theory and experiment [235]. Although LSDA failed
to reproduce the magnetism of Cr in the GS, states of the EBP might exhibit
magnetic order. Being aware of that, we calculated the EBP of Cr in due
consideration of FM and AFM order.

Is there a magnetic instability on the EBP of Cr? The Fermi energy
of BCC Cr (and of BCC Mo and W as well) falls in the pseudogap of the
characteristically bimodal electronic DOS of BCC TMs, see Fig. 4.17a for Cr
and the Handbook of band structures [167] for the other elements of this group.
The pseudogap separates the DOS into predominantly T2g bonding and Eg

antibonding states. For approximately half band filling, e.g., the case of Cr,
the DOS at the Fermi energy is comparatively low and does not favour FM
order according to Stoner’s criterion for band ferromagnetism [219]. The Stoner
criterion predicts spontaneous onset of ferromagnetism for a sufficiently high
NM DOS at EF. For the same amount of band filling, SDWs are however
possible [111]. In detail, Sandratksii et al. showed that the static, enhanced, q-
vector dependent susceptibility, χ(q), peaks around q = (0, 0, 2π/a)T for BCC
Cr, which corresponds to AF1 order [193]. Spontaneous onset of AFM order
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Table 4.9: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Cr, Mo, and W in comparison to

computations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Cr

GS BCC 2.791 − 0 2.794 − 0 [37]αb bulk 2.884 − [237]

SP
MIN 2.31 1.81 10.83 2.36 1.80 10.0 [160]γb

MAX 2.51 1.41 16.14
√

2 15.0 [160]γb

MIN 2.79 1.00 0 2.85 1 0 [160]γb

Mo

GS BCC 3.124 − 0 3.116 − 0 [226]αc bulk 3.145 − [237]

SP

MIN 2.61 1.75 14.03 1.765 11.73 [140]γa

2.64 1.75 12.0 [160]γb

MAX 2.80 1.41 17.28
√

2 15.15 [140]γa√
2 15.2 [160]γb

MIN 3.12 1.00 0 1 0 [140]γa

3.16 1 0 [160]γb

W

GS BCC 3.145 − 0 3.147 − 0 [226]αc bulk 3.163 − [237]

SP

MIN 2.68 1.66 14.80 1.678 14.60 [140]γa†

2.69 1.70 14.1 [160]γb†

MAX 2.82 1.41 17.68
√

2 18.24 [140]γa†√
2 18.0 [160]γb†

MIN 3.15 1.00 0 1 0 [140]γa†

3.19 1 0 [160]γb†

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
† scalar-relativistic
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Figure 4.18: For the EBPs of Cr, Mo, and W: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.9. Lines guide the eye.
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with a general q-vector is expected, if [111]

Iχ0(q) > 1, (4.9)

with the unenhanced susceptibility, χ0, and the intra-atomic Stoner exchange
integral, I, which is in general weakly structure dependent [89,201].6 For Cr, I
is also weakly q-dependent [193]. In the limit of q→ 0,

χ0(q = 0) ∝ D(EF). (4.10)

Thus the Stoner criterion, I · D(EF) > 1, for ferromagnetism is retained. We
infer from D(EF)(c/a) in Fig. 4.18c, that the DOS for some states of the EBP
of Cr is a factor of two to three higher compared to D(EF) of BCC Cr. This is
the case for FCC Cr, and states whose c/a ratio is slightly larger or smaller than√

2. Note that the DOS of the FCC structure is comparatively high, because
the Fermi energy for approximately half d-band filling coincides with the central
peak of the FCC DOS of Cr, see Fig. 4.17b. The peak originates from the
bands with T2g character. Following Stoner’s criterion (Eq. (4.10)), spontaneous
inset of FM order is expected at ≈ 2.6 /(eV · atom) – the parameter I of Cr is
0.35 . . . 0.38 eV [89, 201]. The highest DOS along the EBP is 2.22 /(eV · atom),
observed at a = 2.50 Å with c/a = 1.47, i.e., the Stoner criterion is not fulfilled.
However, this does not rule out the possibility of a metamagnetic state (see also
discussion in the next paragraph).

Discussion of EBPs Table 4.8 and Fig. 4.18 summarise our results for Cr,
Mo, and W. For all three elements in common, the sequence of extrema of
E(c/a) for increasing c/a ratio is: global minimum at the BCC structure -
maximum at the FCC structure - local minimum at a BCT structure – identical
to the elements in the fifth group. The shoulder in E(c/a) at very low c/a
ratios, now fairly coinciding with c/a of BCT10, is strongly reduced compared
to the elements in the vanadium group. A dip in the volume curve and a peak
in D(EF) is present at the same c/a ratio. The FCC structure has czzzz > 0 in
each case, the FCC structure is further exactly at the position of the maximum
of E(c/a). We found no double wells in E(c). Figure 3.4 on Page 17 shows a
contour plot of the total energy in the tetragonal parameter space, E(a, c), and
the EBP of Cr. The small shoulders in c(a)/a and in E(c/a) at a = 3.05 Å and
c/a = 0.85 (Figs. 4.18a and 4.18b) show up as buckling of the contour lines of
E(a, c) in Fig. 3.4.

We carefully investigated the EBP of Cr taking into account FM, AF1 and
AF2 order. We did not find any magnetic state on the EBP, i.e., all states of
the EBP of Cr are NM in PW92. Also, we did not find a meta-magnetic state
in Cr by FSM calculations.

There are no published EBPs of neither Cr, Mo, nor W. The published data
on stationary points of Mo and W from Ref. 140, and of Cr, Mo, and W from
Ref. 160 agree well with our findings. In addition, the energy differences are
fairly independent of the XC functional.

6The calculations from Sigalas et al. for various elements in the BCC, the FCC, and the
HCP structure showed, that I does not differ more than 10 % among the three structures [201].
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4.5.8 Group 7 elements: Mn, Tc, and Re

Mn adopts a complex crystal structure with 58 atoms in the unit cell at ambi-
ent conditions [43, 256]. It is paramagnetic at RTP, below 95 K it orders in a
non-collinear magnetic structure [83]. The transition is accompanied by a tiny
tetragonal distortion. Non-collinear magnetic structures cannot be calculated in
Fplo. In what follows, we consider an NM cubic structure (space group I 4̄3m)
as GS crystal structure (α-Mn). The Wyckoff positions are taken from Villars
and Calvert [237], and only the lattice parameter is optimised. There exist an
FCC (γ-Mn) and a BCC phase of Mn at elevated temperatures. The γ-Mn
phase transforms into a BCT structure with a = 2.673 Å and c/a = 1.325 as a
result of quenching [43] and exhibits AF1 order [48].7 Tc and Re exist in the
HCP structure and no further allotropes are known. Both elements maintain
the canonical pattern of GS crystal structures across the TM-series [169,204].

According to our calculations, the (NM) FCC phase of Mn is lower in total
energy than NM α-Mn by an amount of ≈ 3 mHartree/atom. This is most likely
due to the neglect of magnetic order in the GS and the rigid Wyckoff positions
(only the lattice parameter was optimised). Literature to compare this issue
with was not available.

Discussion of EBPs Consistently for all three elements, E(c/a) has a mini-
mum at the FCC structure, see Table 4.10 and Fig. 4.19 for the complete results.
E(c/a) of Tc and of Re has a maximum at the BCC structure and a shallow
minimum at c/a = 0.90. The order of the stationary points is different for Mn:
the BCC structure coincides with the position of the second, shallow minimum
of E. Hence, the local maximum in between both minima of E has c/a > 1. We
more clearly depict this shallow minimum in Fig. 4.20. The lattice constants
of the quenched BCT structure of Mn (a = 2.673 Å and c/a = 1.325) do not
coincide with the ones of any stationary point of the EBP of Mn.

We predict FM order for a part of the EBP of Mn and discuss this more
elaborately in the next paragraph.

Reference 133 reported on an EBP of Mn, for which only AF1 order was con-
sidered. However, neither figures, numerical data, nor the XC functional were
published. Stationary points of E(c/a) with increasing c/a were stated to be at
a non-cubic structure, at a cubic structure, and again at a non-cubic structure.
(According to our considerations in Sec. 3.4, only c/a = 1 is a symmetry dic-
tated stationary point in total energy on an EBP with presumed AF1 order.)
CVBP calculations at the experimentally determined volume of BCT Mn pre-
dicted predominant AF1 order for most states of this Bain path, irrespective of
the employed XC functional [184]. Reference 184 found two minima of E(c/a),
the energetically deeper one is located at c/a = 1.358, the second minimum is
at c/a = 0.849. The maximum between both minima is at the BCC structure.
Total energy calculations using gradient corrected functionals and the respective
theoretical equilibrium volume [47, 69] found AF2 order for the BCC structure
of Mn, and AF1 order for the FCC structure. Reference [70] predicted three
tetragonal configurations of Mn, whose energies are minima of E(a, c). These
states are located at a = 2.57 Å with c/a = 1.34 (AF1 order), at 2.48 Å with

7Lattice parameter values of the BCT structure are averaged over extrapolated data from
miscellaneous Mn-alloys.
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Table 4.10: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Mn, Tc, and Re in comparison to
computations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Mn

GS CUB 8.371 − 0 (NM) 8.532 − 0 (NM) [83]γe bulk 8.865 1.00 (PM) [255]

SP

MIN 2.43 1.41 -2.97 (NM) 2.48 1.48 C + 0.22 (AFM‡) [70]δe Co(001)Cu(001) 50 2.55 1.49± 0.01 [106]

MAX 2.69 1.03 0.81 (NM) 2.57 1.34 C (AF1) [70]δe Cu3Au{001} 16 2.65 1.34 [196]

MIN 2.72 1.00 0.73 (NM) 2.84 0.97 C + 2.98 (AFM‡) [70]δe Cu3Au{001} 35 2.65 1.35 [123]

Pd{001} 21 2.75 1.25± 0.03 [224]

Fe{001} 14 2.87 1.13± 0.02 [102]

Tc

GS HCP 2.722 1.597 0 2.689 1.604 0 [165]βd bulk 2.743 1.604 [237]

SP
MIN 2.71 1.41 3.19

MAX 3.05 1.00 10.74

MIN 3.14 0.90 10.55

Re

GS HCP 2.751 1.608 0 2.720 1.620 0 [165]βd† bulk 2.762 1.614 [237]

SP
MIN 2.74 1.41 3.48

MAX 3.08 1.00 14.14

MIN 3.18 0.90 13.99

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
δ GGA [173]
† scalar-relativistic ‡ (2× 2) AFM order in the (001) plane
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Figure 4.19: For the EBPs of Mn, Tc, and Re: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.10. Lines guide the eye.
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Figure 4.20: Enlarged picture of the plateau-like region of E(c/a) from Fig. 4.19b for
Mn (left hand ordinate). A part of the EBP exhibits FM order (solid sym-
bols). NM states of the EBP are depicted by open symbols. The energy
difference between FM states and NM states (in the range where ferromag-
netism occurs) equals the difference between the respective symbols. Due
to a relaxation of the lattice parameter c in response to the occurrence of
magnetic order, symbols representing FM order are displaced to different ra-
tios c/a compared to symbols which indicate no magnetic order. The spin
moment of the FM states of the EBP is plotted using the right hand ordinate.
Lines guide the eye.

c/a = 1.48 and at 2.84 Å with c/a = 0.97. The latter two states were found to
have a (2× 2) AFM order in the (001) plane.

Ferromagnetic states on the EBP of Mn We considered FM, AF1, and
AF2 order in the calculation of the EBP of Mn. We fixed the spin moment in
the unit cell by virtue of the FSM method following the discussion on Page 35.
FM states along the EBP of Mn occur in the limited range a = 2.65 . . . 2.68 Å
with c/a ≈ 1.09 . . . 1.05, see Fig. 4.19 for a global overview, and a more detailed
picture in Fig. 4.20. If we do not allow for finite spin polarisation, E(c/a) has
a maximum at c/a = 1.055. The presence of a finite spin polarisation reduces
the total energy of all FM states of the EBP. The position of the maximum
shifts to c/a = 1.034. The energy gain due to FM order amounts to at most
0.1 mHartree/atom, and the spin moment varies between 0.42 and 0.47 µB/atom
(Fig. 4.20). The position of FM states on the EBP coincides with the peak in
D(EF) along the EBP, see Fig. 4.19c. The total energy vs. the spin moment for
fixed lattice geometry, E(ms), reveals, that the onset of magnetism is sponta-
neous, i.e., d2E/dm2

s |ms=0 < 0.

We find the FCC and the BCC structure of Mn to be NM, which is in compli-
ance with previous LSDA calculations from Eder et al. [47] (PAW [110] (VASP),
XC functional proposed by Perdew and Zunger [175]). There is additionally
very good agreement in the calculated lattice parameters: we find 2.72 Å and
3.44 Å, Eder et al. 2.73 Å and 3.43 Å for BCC and FCC Mn, respectively.
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Remark on magnetic structure in Mn films Among the five experiments
listed in Table 4.10, three attempted to determine the magnetic structure in
these films [106,123,196]. For Mn on Cu3Au, Ref. [196] unequivocally excluded
FM order, however conjectured AFM order. An AFM state in films can directly
be measured by spin-polarised scanning tunnelling microscopy (SP-STM) [59],
but not directly by, e.g., neutron diffraction due to lacking sensitivity. How-
ever, exchange effects on AFM/FM surfaces can be exploited by means of neu-
tron diffraction [106]. Reference [123] substantiated AFM order for the Mn on
Cu3Au epitaxial system, by detecting an exchange biased hysteresis loop in Fe
capped Mn films. Similarly, Ref. [106] verified AFM order in Mn overlayers on
Co(001)Cu(001).

4.5.9 Group 8 elements: Fe, Ru, and Os

The phase diagram of Fe has three cubic allotropes. These have a BCC structure
(α-Fe and δ-Fe) and an FCC structure (γ-Fe) [43,256]. The Curie temperature
of α-Fe is lower than the phase transition temperature from α-Fe to γ-Fe at
RP, i.e., BCC α-Fe is the only magnetically ordered allotrope of Fe at RP. Non-
collinear spin arrangements were measured in FCC Fe precipitates and in thin
FCC Fe films [142, 228, 229]. Ru and Os crystallise in the HCP structure, no
other phases are known [43,256].

The possibility of non-collinear magnetic structures in BCC Fe was negated on
the basis of the calculations of the q-vector dependent static susceptibility [193]
and by spin spiral calculations [227]. FCC Fe is a more complicated case, because
of its non-collinear magnetic structure, which is sensitive to the volume per atom
and details of the method. For the ongoing discussion on the magnetic structure
of γ-Fe, see, for example, Refs. 112, 229, 230. LSDA gives an NM GS for FCC
Fe (at the theoretical equilibrium volume) [73, 134, 231]. Furthermore, LSDA
finds the NM HCP phase energetically lower than the FCC phase, and the FCC
phase lower in energy than the FM BCC phase of Fe [150,231].

Discussion of the EBP of Fe The EBP of Fe is characterised by two dis-
continuities in c(a)/a, see Fig. 4.21 and Table 4.11 for the complete data. Their
positions on the EBP are at c/a ≈ 1.18 and at c/a ≈ 0.82. Both the BCC
and the FCC structure minimise E(c/a). The discontinuity at c/a ≈ 1.18 is
due to a double well in Ems

(a, c), a fixed, which is shown for a = 2.575 Å in
Fig. 4.22. Ems

(a, c) was defined as the minimum of E(a, c,ms) with respect to
the spin moment ms with fixed lattice parameters a and c, see discussion at the
end of Sec. 4.4. The c-coordinate of the minimum of Ems

(a, c), a fixed, changes
discontinuously between a = 2.575 Å and a = 2.580 Å analogously to previ-
ous considerations, e.g., discussion for La in Sec. 4.5.4. The associated change
of c is ∆c = 0.1 Å. Simultaneously, the spin moment changes by 1µB/atom
(Fig. 4.22). Thus, the discontinuity is related to a transition between two dif-
ferent FM states.

The total energy as function of the spin moment for fixed lattice, E(ms), in
the vicinity of the discontinuity is depicted in Fig. 4.23. By means of this mag-
netisation curves, we elucidate the transition from a state with low spin moment
at a = 2.570 Å to a state with high spin moment at a = 2.580 Å. We find a
finite magnetic moment of 0.77µB/atom at a = 2.570 Å as the state of lowest
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Table 4.11: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Fe, Ru, and Os in comparison to
computations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Fe

GS BCC 2.752 − 0 (FM) 2.753 − 0 (FM) [226]αa bulk 2.867 − (FM) [237]

SP

MIN 2.39 1.41 −2.05 (NM) 2.47 1.55 3.21 (AF2) [185]γb Ni{001} 25 2.49 1.56 [126]

MAX 2.58 1.16, 1.21 3.15 (FM) 2.59 1.36 6.50 (FM) [185]γb Cu{001} 10 2.55 1.41± 0.02 [90]

MIN 2.75 1.00 0 (FM) 2.85 1.00 0 (FM) [185]γb Rh{001} 10 2.69 1.16 [12]

Pd{001} 53 2.75 1.09± 0.02 [186]

Ag{001} 25 2.89 1.00± 0.02 [118]

Ru

GS HCP 2.685 1.579 0 2.663 1.584 0 [165]βd bulk 2.705 1.583 [237]

SP
MIN 2.66 1.41 4.58 2.71

√
2 5 [247]γb

MAX 3.01 1.00 25.12 3.06 1 25 [247]γb

MIN 3.18 0.85 21.99 (FM) 3.25 0.83 21 (FM) [247]γb

Os

GS HCP 2.726 1.579 0 2.707 1.588 0 [165]βd† bulk 2.734 1.579 [237]

SP
MIN 2.70 1.41 4.98

MAX 3.06 0.99, 1.07 33.27

MIN 3.24 0.84 27.60

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
† scalar-relativistic
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Figure 4.21: For the EBPs of Fe, Ru, and Os: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.10. Lines guide the eye.
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energy over all spin moments. There is a metastable state with zero magnetic
moment, since d2E/dm2

s |ms=0 > 0 (inset of Fig. 4.23). The state at a = 2.580 Å
has a considerably smaller c-parameter and a considerably larger magnetic mo-
ment of 1.78µB/atom. The maximum gain in total energy due to a finite spin
polarisation, maxms

[E(ms = 0µB)− E(ms)], is about 0.2 mHartree/atom for
a = 2.570 Å, and already 3.1 mHartree/atom for a = 2.580 Å. The magnetisa-
tion curve for a = 2.560 Å reveals two energetically degenerate minima with zero
and finite spin moment, respectively. The second discontinuity at c/a ≈ 0.82
is again due to a shallow double well in Ems

(a, c), a fixed, with a difference
of 0.4µB/atom and ∆c = 0.14 Å between the two minima of Ems

(a, c) with a
fixed.

Magnetic properties of Fe along the EBP States on the EBP of Fe are
either NM or FM. We predict FM states on the EBP for a ≥ 2.57 Å (c/a ≤ 1.21).
All other states, including FCC Fe, are found to be NM, see Figs. 4.21b and 4.24.
Note that we depict E(a) in Fig. 4.24 in contrast to previous figures, for which
we used E(c/a). This is because the functional dependence of c(a) is different for
different magnetic order, and only the representation of the energies as function
of a unambiguously depicts the magnetic order with the lowest total energy for
a given a. AF1 and AF2 orders are never more stable than FM order on the
EBP, since states with AF1 or AF2 orders have higher energies than the FM
ones. The FCC structure coincides with the position of the global minimum of
E(a). The positions of the maximum and the second minimum of E(a) depend
on the imposed magnetic pattern. Assuming FM order, the second minimum is
situated at the BCC structure, but this structure coincides with the maximum
of E(a) for the NM EBP. States with finite spin moment in AF1 order do not
exist for BCC Fe (Fig. 4.24), hence the maxima of E(a) for NM states and AF1
order are at identical positions. AF2 order has no symmetry dictated stationary
points. The maximum and the minimum of E(a) in terms of the structural unit
cell are found at c/a = 1.07 and c/a = 0.88, respectively (the magnetic unit
cell has doubled c/a ratios). The secondary, tetragonal minimum along E(a)
assuming AF1 order is located at c/a = 0.86.

According to Fig. 4.24, the energy gain due to magnetic order is larger for the
AF2 arrangement than for the AF1 one with reference to the NM states. This
is understandable, if we take the predominance of FM order over AF1 order
for granted. AF1 order involves an anti-parallel orientation of the spin moment
between every (001) layer, AF2 only between every second layer. By that ar-
gument, lesser anti-parallel orientations of the spin moment in adjacent planes,
i.e., SDWs with shorter (commensurate) q-vectors, will possess an energy below
that of AF2 order but still above that of FM Fe (q = 0). This argument may be
oversimplified because it neglects any further details of the electronic structure,
and must be supported by additional calculations. Reference [193] found this
trend by means of spin spiral calculations for BCC Fe (theoretical equilibrium
volume, augmented spherical wave method, LSDA in the parameterisation of
Ref. 238). Finally, we show the modulus of the site resolved spin moments along
the EBP for FM, AF1, and AF2 orders in Fig. 4.25. The spin moment of FM
BCC Fe was determined to 2.01µB/atom compared to the experimental value
of (2.083± 0.023)µB/atom [187] (measured at 300 K).

To the best of our knowledge, there is no published EBP of Fe within the
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Figure 4.22: On the discontinuity of E(c/a): Ems (a, c) versus the lattice parameter c
of Fe for parameters a as stated in the legend. The value of the spin moment
ms for the extrema of Ems (a, c) are stated (values are in µB/atom). All
energies are shifted by an offset, Eof = −1270.579 Hartree/atom. Solid lines
are spline interpolation to the data (symbols) and guide the eye.
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The respective lattice parameters a and c are stated in the legend. There
are significant changes of the corresponding out-of-plane lattice parameter
and the spin moment between a = 2.570 Å and a = 2.580 Å, but the energy
difference between the minima of each associated curve is small (cf. Fig. 4.22).
All energies are shifted by an offset, Eof = −1270.579 Hartree/atom. Solid
lines are spline interpolation to the data (symbols) and guide the eye.
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framework of LSDA. It was, however, studied within GGA. Bain paths ob-
tained with constant volume exist for LSDA (Table 4.1). In the following, we
review these results. Reference 62 calculated CVBPs at various atomic volumes
to map the total energy in the tetragonal plane (for PW92 and for PBE96). The
minimum energy contour plot with respect to FM, AF1, and AF2 orders defined
magnetic phase boundaries between different magnetic states in the tetragonal
plane (NM states were not considered in the contour plots). The positions of bor-
derlines were found to be similar between both XC functionals, although phase
boundaries in PW92 occurred at higher volumes. Furthermore, the positions
of stationary points in the total energy along the CVBP at the experimental
atomic volume were at identical c/a ratios for PW92 and PBE96, concordantly
for NM, FM, AF1, and AF2 orders [62,184]. BCC Fe and FCC Fe were found to
order ferromagnetically and anti-ferromagnetically (AF2), respectively, at the
theoretical equilibrium volume of PBE96 [185] and at the experimental volume
for PW92 and PBE96 [62, 242]. Reference 242 included further AFM orders
with q-vectors (1/2, 1/2, 0)T and (0, 0, 1/3)T (in units of 2π(1/a, 1/a, 1/c)T )
in the study of the CVBP at the experimental volume and employing PW92.
According to this result, FCC Fe orders with AF2 arrangement, and AF1 order
does not occur on the CVBP. Spin spirals with various q-vectors were predicted
for a large part of the tetragonal parameter space around c/a =

√
2 and in the

range 0.85 ≤ V/VEXP ≤ 1.05, as studied by the LMTO method in ASA and
PBE96 [227].

Evident from Fig. 4.21d, the FCC volume per atom is 8 % smaller than the
BCC one. We find an NM FCC phase at its equilibrium volume in agreement
with Refs. 73, 134, 231. For a volume expansion of 3% with respect to the
equilibrium volume, AF1 order in FCC Fe was predicted [134,231].

Remark on experiments with Fe None of the five experiments but Ref. 90
(Fe on Cu{001}) in Table 4.11 attempted to determine the magnetic structure of
the epitaxial Fe films. FCC Fe on Cu{001} is an experimentally and theoretically
vigorously investigated bilayer system, since this system exhibits a rich variety
of structural and magnetic phases, e.g., Ref. 70,142,214,253. Early experiments
with Fe on Cu{001} determined a strained FCC Fe overlayer with c/a ≈ 1.40
(BCT) [40, 125], but later on, LEED pattern revealed thickness dependent su-
perstructures (x×1), typically x = 2, 4, 5, in thermally deposited Fe films [254].
Pseudomorphic Fe films in the FCC structure without any superstructures were
reported in Ref. 90, which were grown by pulsed-laser-deposition. For thick-
nesses greater than 10 MLs, the film transformed to BCC. The layer resolved
magnetic structure in FCC Fe films up to a thickness of 8 MLs [142] involves
noncollinearity, i.e., layers tend to form pairs (blocks) with an almost antiparal-
lel orientation of the spin moment in one block, and a noncollinear orientation
between two adjacent blocks.

Discussion of EBPs of Ru and Os The EBPs of Ru and Os are similar
to each other. The FCC structure coincides with the position of the global
minimum of E(c/a). The second, BCT minimum is at c/a = 0.85 and at 0.84
for Ru and Os, respectively, see Fig. 4.19 and Table 4.11 for the complete data.
The total energy along the EBP of Ru reaches a maximum at the BCC structure,
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but there is a discontinuity for c/a marginally larger than 1. In the case of Os,
the EBP is also discontinuous, but the BCC point does not belong to the EBP.

The PW92 lattice parameter of BCC Ru amounts to aBCC = 3.012 Å, and
we computed czzzz ≈ 80 GPa > 0 (cf. Sec. A.3.1). A plot of the function
E(c) at aBCC reveals a double well with the global minimum at cBCC = aBCC,
Fig. 4.26a, i.e., the BCC point belongs to the EBP. The transition to the second
minimum of E(c), which causes the discontinuous EBP, takes place between
a = 3.010 Å and a = 3.011 Å with c/a > 1. Figure 4.26b depicts D(EF) as
function of c in the vicinity of aBCC, from which we see a peak between the
cBCC and the minimum at approximately c = 3.25 Å. This peak may contribute
to the occurrence of double wells in E(c) for BCC Ru, similar to the case of BCC
La and of BCC Ir, see discussion in the text. For BCC Os, aBCC = 3.061 Å,
we computed czzzz ≈ 30 GPa > 0. The function E(c) at aBCC exhibits a local
minimum in energy at cBCC = aBCC, see Figs. 4.26c and 4.26d. The global
minimum is at c = 3.332 Å and its energy difference to the local minimum is
0.20 mHartree/atom. Although czzzz > 0, BCC Os is metastable with an energy
barrier of 4µHartree/atom (Fig. 4.26d). We found, that this energy difference
is stable with respect to an increase of the k-points from 243 to 483 and stable
with respect to the use of default or enhanced 3D-grid. In fact, the curves in
Fig. 4.26c were calculated with 243k-points, as determined from the convergence
procedure of the Brillouin integration mesh, while the curve in Fig. 4.26d was
obtained with 483k-points. The curvature of E(c) at aBCC is larger than zero
for |ǫzz| < 0.01 around the stationary point at ǫzz = 0. A fit with a harmonic
function following Eq. (A.7) on Page 138 to E(c) approximates E well only in
a narrow range of |ǫzz| < 0.005 around the stationary point (Fig. 4.26d). Since
the global minimum of E(c) for aBCC is not at cBCC = aBCC, BCC Os is not
a point of the EBP. The curves E(c) in the vicinity of aBCC have two minima,
the transition between both happens between a = 3.063 Å and a = 3.064 Å with
c/a > 1 (Fig. 4.26c). We do not find a prominent peak in the DOS at the Fermi
energy as function of c in the vicinity of the discontinuity.

We predict FM states on the EBP for both Ru and Os. Magnetic order
occurs for c/a ≤ 0.90 (a ≥ 3.1 Å) and c/a ≤ 0.80 (a ≥ 3.35 Å) for Ru and Os,
respectively. In particular, BCT Ru with a = 3.18 Å and c/a = 0.85, for which
E(c/a) is locally a minimum, orders ferromagnetically. The positions of the FM
states on the EBP coincide with the positions of the highest NM DOS at EF,
see Fig. 4.21c.

Magnetic properties of Ru along the EBP We predict, that Ru orders
ferromagnetically for states with a ≥ 3.100 Å. The onset of magnetic order is
accompanied with a reduction of the total energy of at most 340µHartree/atom
for the state at a = 3.250 Å, see Fig. 4.27. The spin moment amounts to 0.4−
0.5µB/atom depending on the in-plane lattice parameter. The local minimum of
E(c/a) at a = 3.18 Å and c/a = 0.85 possesses a spin moment of 0.43µB/atom.
AFM order is never more stable than FM order on the EBP. States that order
with AF2 arrangement are in fact lower in total energy than NM states, but
are energetically higher than states with FM order, Fig. 4.27. The decrease in
total energy due to AF2 order relative to the NM states amounts to at most
230µHartree/atom at a = 3.30 Å. The absolute value of the site resolved spin
moment for AF2 order is generally smaller than for FM order (Fig. 4.27). None
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Figure 4.26: On the discontinuities of the EBPs of Ru and Os. (a) depicts E(c) for
three parameters a. Their values are stated in the legend. E(c) at aBCC =
3.012 Å has the global minimum at aBCC = cBCC. A vertical dashed line
indicates cBCC. The transition from the minimum with high c/a to the
minimum with small c/a takes place between a = 3.010 Å and a = 3.011 Å.
(b) D(EF) as function of c for the same parameters a as in (a). A solid black
line indicates the DOS of the second minimum of E(c) for a = 3.011 Å. (c)
Similar plot for Os as for Ru in (a). E(c) at aBCC = 3.061 Å has a local
minimum at aBCC (red curve and inset), the global minimum is found at
3.332 Å. The transition from the minimum with high c/a to the minimum
with small c/a happens between a = 3.063 Å and a = 3.064 Å. (d) More
detailed figure of E(c) at a = 3.061 Å from (c). E is plotted as function
of strain, ǫzz. The black solid curve is a harmonic fit to five data points
within |ǫzz| ≤ 0.01. The curvature of the fit function is the elastic constant
czzzz. In subfigures (a), (c), and (d), the total energy is given with respect
to EBCC. A horizontal dashed line indicates the zero-level. Solid lines are
spline interpolation to the data (symbols) and guide the eye.

of the calculations with assumed AF1 order converged into a solution with a
finite spin moment on each site, i.e., the self-consistency cycle resulted in NM
states. The onset of ferromagnetism in Ru happens spontaneously, since the
curvature of E(ms) at ms = 0µB, as studied by FSM calculations, is negative
(curves are not shown). Thus, the Stoner criterion is fulfilled.

Reference 247 calculated the CSBP for Ru and found a local energy minimum
of E(a, c) at c/a ≃ 0.83. This state was predicted to order ferromagnetically
with a spin moment equal to 0.4µB/atom [247] (FP-LAPW [16], PBE96). It
was further predicted, that Ru orders ferromagnetically along the CSBP for
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Figure 4.27: Total energy difference between NM states and magnetically ordered
states along the EBP of Ru, ∆E = Enon-spin-polarised − Espin-polarised, as-
suming FM and AF2 order (left hand ordinate and solid lines). The modulus
of the site resolved spin moment is plotted with dashed lines using the right
hand ordinate. A grey vertical line indicates the position of the BCT struc-
ture which minimises E(a) at a = 3.18 Å (c/a = 0.85). Lines guide the
eye.

c/a < 1. This work and Ref. 247 thus consistently predict an FM BCT state of
Ru, whose energy corresponds to a local minimum of E(a, c).

Remark on experiments with Ru Shiiki and Hio reported on BCT Ru as
sputtered on a (110) oriented single-crystalline Mo substrate (lattice constant
3.147 Å) [200]. Lattice parameters of the ’single crystal like’ Ru film, as deter-
mined by electron beam diffraction, were measured to a = 3.24 Å and c = 2.69 Å
(c/a = 0.83). Possible magnetic order was not investigated. The epitaxial re-
lationship between BCT Ru and BCC Mo, Ru(110) (1× 1) Mo(110), indicates
that the EBP model does not apply to this epitaxial system, because the in-
plane directions of the Ru film on Mo are [110] and [001], and the out-of-plane
direction of the Ru film is [11̄0] (for the EBP, in-plane directions are [100] and
[010], and the out-of-plane direction is [001]).

Magnetic properties of Os along the EBP We predict ferromagnetism
of Os on the EBP for states with a ≥ 3.35 Å. The onset of magnetic order is
accompanied by a reduction of the total energy. The largest energy difference
between an NM and an FM state of the EBP amounts to 21µHartree/atom
at a = 3.40 Å, see Fig. 4.28. All values in Fig. 4.28 were obtained with 483 k-
points to verify the stability of the magnetic solution. 243 k-points stabilised
the total energy at a level lower than 10µHartree/atom as determined from the
convergence procedure of the Brillouin zone integration mesh. Because Os was
calculated in the full-relativistic mode, we can analyse the spin, orbital, and total
moments. The total moment is the sum of spin moment and orbital moment.
In case of Os, the latter two couple parallel (Fig. 4.28). The quantisation axis
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Figure 4.28: Total energy difference between NM and FM states along the EBP of Os,
∆E = ENM − EFM, assuming FM order (left hand ordinate and solid line).
The total, spin, and orbital moments are plotted with dashed lines using the
right hand ordinate. Lines guide the eye.

was assumed parallel to the tetragonal axis ([001]). The largest total moment
among all FM states is 0.37µB/atom at 3.45 Å (Fig. 4.28). The Stoner criterion
for ferromagnetism is not fulfilled. The Stoner parameter for Os is 0.28 eV
[201]. Evident from Fig. 4.21c, the DOS at EF is at most 2.6/(eV · atom) (at
c/a = 0.76).

None of the states on the EBP exhibits neither AF1 nor AF2 order. In
fact, all calculations with assumed AFM order converged into a solution with
zero site-projected total moment, i.e., the self-consistency cycle resulted in NM
states.

4.5.10 Group 9 elements: Co, Rh, and Ir

At RTP and below, Co is HCP. A martensitic transformation to FCC occurs at
696 K [43,256]. Both phases are FM below the critical temperature of 1388 K [7].
Rh and Ir are FCC; there are no further phases known.

Discussion of the EBP of Co Stationary points of E(c/a) with decreasing
axial ratio are: global minimum at the FCC structure, maximum at the BCC
structure, and a second minimum at c/a = 0.92. All states on the EBP order
ferromagnetically, see Fig. 4.29 and Table 4.12 for the complete data.

An earlier total energy calculation excluded the possibility of AF1 and AF2
orders in the range 0.8 ≤ c/a ≤ 1.5 and 0.8 ≤ V/VEXP ≤ 1.1 of the tetragonal
parameter space [258] (calculation were done with FP-LAPW [16] and PBE96).
VEXP is the experimentally determined volume per atom of HCP Co. There is
no publication on a similar calculation employing an LSDA functional to the
best of our knowledge. From calculations of the q-dependent susceptibility for
FCC Co (assumed lattice constant cFCC = 3.412 Å), Sandratskii and Kübler
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Table 4.12: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Co, Rh, and Ir in comparison to
computations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Co

GS HCP 2.433 1.612 0 (FM) 2.433 1.615 0 (FM) [216]δf bulk 2.506 1.624 (FM) [237]

SP

MIN 2.42 1.41 0.92 (FM) 2.48
√

2 0.6 (FM) [258]γa Ni{001} 30 2.48 1.45 [32]

2.50
√

2 C (NM) [4]αc Cu{001} 10 2.55 1.36 [31]

MAX 2.74 1.00 5.30 (FM) 1 3.5 (FM) [258]γa Rh{001} 10 2.69 1.19± 0.02 [13]

2.83 1 2.65 + C (NM) [4]αc Pd{001} 30 2.75 1.13± 0.04 [67]

MIN 2.81 0.92 5.05 (FM) 0.92 3.0 (FM) [258]γa Pt{001} 20 2.77 1.07 [233]

2.91 0.92 (NM) [4]αc

Rh

GS FCC 3.769 − 0 3.759 − 0 [226]αa bulk 3.803 − [237]

SP
MIN 2.67 1.41 0

√
2 0 [140]γa

MAX 3.02 1.00 14.41 1 13.24 [140]γa

MIN 3.22 0.82 9.26 0.814 7 .81 [140]γa

Ir

GS FCC 3.820 − 0 3.834 − 0 [226]αa bulk 3.839 − [237]

SP
MIN 2.70 1.41 0

√
2 0 [140]γa†

MAX 3.08 0.94, 1.05 25.10 1 24.50 [140]γa†

MIN 3.30 0.80 13.88 0.80 12.66 [140]γa†

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
δ L(S)DA [76] (HL71) f FP-LAPW [202]
† scalar-relativistic
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Figure 4.29: For the EBPs of Co, Rh, and Ir: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.12. Lines guide the eye.
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reported the absence of local moments for q ≥ 0.6 in terms of the q-vector,
(2π/cFCC)(0, 0, q)T [193]. This includes AF1 order with q = 1. Band structure
calculations with LSDA and GGA XC functionals consistently found, that an
FM state of Co is always lower in energy than an NM one in the whole part of
the aforementioned phase space [60,258]. Based on the results of Refs. 193,258,
we limited ourselves to the investigation of NM and FM states along the EBP
of Co. A possible AF1 or AF2 order was tested for as precaution at selected
points on the EBP, but we found, that both orders are never more stable than
FM order.

Table 4.13: Spin moment of Co in various structures as calculated in this work, and
in comparison to theoretical and experimental references. All literature cal-
culations were done for bulk in LSDA in the parameterisation of Ref. 238.
Experimental values were determined at RT. Moments are per atom in units
of µB.

system method spin moment Ref.

bulk HCP

FP-LCLO 1.51 this work
FP-LAPW 1.45 [60]

LMTO 1.63 [144]
LMTO 1.57 [209]
EXP 1.52 [21]

bulk FCC

FP-LCLO 1.54 this work
FP-LAPW 1.51 [60]

LMTO 1.64 [144]
EXP 1.523± 0.015 [187]

bulk BCC

FP-LCLO 1.65 this work
FP-LAPW 1.62 [60]

LMTO 1.74 [144]
LCAO 1.64 [8]

250 MLs Co/GaAs
(c/a = 1.00)

EXP 1.38± 0.01
a

[182]

EXP 1.35
b

[99]

bulk BCT (c/a = 0.92) FP-LCLO 1.63 this work
a estimated value; total moment measured: (1.53 ± 0.01)µB/atom; esti-

mated orbital moment from HCP/FCC Co: 0.15µB/atom [21,187]
b estimated value (see table note a); total moment measured: 1.50µB per

atom

Magnetic properties of Co along the EBP The variation of the spin
moment of Co along the EBP is depicted in Fig. 4.30. There is a trend to
higher spin moments for small c/a ratio compared to lower spin moments for
large c/a ratio. We computed a spin moment of 1.51µB/atom for Co in the HCP
structure at the theoretical equilibrium volume. This value is marginally smaller
than the spin moment of FCC Co, 1.54µB/atom. Both theoretical values are
in reasonable agreement with experimentally determined spin moments in both
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Figure 4.30: Calculated spin moment of Co along the EBP, and in comparison to
experiments. Experimental data were taken from references as listed in Ta-
ble 4.13. Lines guide the eye.

Co phases at RT, see Table 4.13. We also contrast our calculated spin moments
with values from other band structure calculations. The agreement is best for
the results of Fox et al. [60].

BCC Co was grown by means of epitaxial growth on GaAs [99, 182]. The
measured total moment in a 250 MLs thick film was determined to (1.53 ±
0.01)µB/atom [182] and 1.50µB/atom [99]. In order to estimate the contribu-
tion of the spin moment to the total moment, we assume the orbital moment
in BCC Co to be identical to the orbital moment in bulk HCP Co or bulk
FCC Co. The orbital moments of FCC and HCP Co, which are aligned par-
allel to the spin moments, were obtained to (0.147 ± 0.003)µB/atom [187] and
0.147 µB/atom [21], respectively. Hence, the experimental spin moment in BCC
Co is estimated to ≈ 1.35 − 1.38µB/atom, which is considerably smaller than
our calculated value, 1.65µB/atom, and values from comparable calculations
(see Table 4.13). The significantly smaller experimental value of the spin mo-
ment of BCC Co may be due to structural defects or impurities in the Co
film [99, 124, 153] (also see comments in the experiment below). Note that, for
HCP and FCC Co, the calculated spin moments are in good agreement with
experiments.

HCP Co is a strong ferromagnet, i.e., the majority d-band spin channel is fully
occupied. In a good approximation, majority and minority spin projected DOS
are identical, however rigidly shifted by an exchange splitting, which is propor-
tional to the magnetisation [20,219]. The spin moment of HCP Co amounts to
1.51µB/atom in our calculation. According to Fig. 4.30, the spin moments in
the FCC and BCC structures, as well as the spin moment of the second BCT
minimum are of the same size or even larger than in HCP Co.

The calculated number of electrons per atom in 3d-states is in a good ap-
proximation almost constant along the EBP, and almost the same as that of
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Figure 4.31: Double wells in the total energy as function of the lattice parameter c,
E(c), for a set of in-plane lattice parameters a close to aBCC for Ir. The values
of a are stated in the legend. Total energies are given with respect to EBCC.
A horizontal dashed line indicates the zero level. The lattice parameter of
BCC Ir is cBCC = 3.077 Å. For a ≤ 3.075 Å, the deeper minimum is located
on the right hand side of the vertical dashed line, which indicates cBCC.
For a ≥ 3.077 Å, the minimum is located on the left hand side of this line.
The c-coordinate of the global minimum of E(c) changes abruptly between
3.075 Å, and 3.077 Å. At aBCC, the position of the maximum of E(c) must
coincide with the intersection point of both dashed lines. Solid lines are spline
interpolation to the data (symbols) and guide the eye.

HCP Co. In fact, the number of d-electrons varies by 0.05 along the EBP in
the limits 2.15 Å ≤ a ≤ 3.00 Å. Based on the calculated DOS, we conclude that
BCC and FCC Co, as well as BCT Co with c/a = 0.92, are strong ferromagnets.
For BCT structures with small in-plane lattice parameter, hence large axial ra-
tios, the spin moment gets considerable smaller compared to that of HCP Co
(Fig. 4.30). The spin moment of BCT Co with c/a = 1.80 is approximately
1.3µB/atom. For this state we find that the majority spin d-band is not fully
occupied anymore (weak ferromagnetism).

There is no published EBP of Co to the best of our knowledge, for which mag-
netic order was incorporated and for which an LSDA functional was employed.
There is qualitative agreement between our findings and the EBP published by
Ref. 258, which employed PBE96. In particular, the positions of the stationary
points of E(c/a) are identical. The spin moments along the EBP from Ref. 258
are throughout approximately 0.2µB/atom larger than the values obtained in
this work. Alippi et al. calculated the EBP of Co using PW92 but neglected
spin-polarisation [4]. Their reported a-coordinates of the stationary points of
E(a, c) are systematically larger than our values, although there is an agreement
in the c/a ratio (all values are listed for comparison in Table 4.12).

Remark on experiments with Co Among the experiments listed in Ta-
ble 4.12, only Ref. 233 proved an FM state of the Co overlayer. The magnetic
moment was, however, not published. The structure and magnetic properties of
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thick (250 MLs) films of BCC Co on GaAs{110}, grown by means of molecular
beam epitaxy, were studied in Refs. 99,182. The epitaxial relationship between
BCC Co and GaAs, Co(110) (1× 1) GaAs(110), indicates that the EBP model
does not apply to this epitaxial system, because the in-plane directions of the
Co film on GaAs are [110] and [001], and the out-of-plane direction of the Co
film is [11̄0] (for the EBP, in-plane directions are [100] and [010], and the out-
of-plane direction is [001]). Further, coherent epitaxial growth was not proven
in Refs. 99,182.
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Figure 4.32: DOS at the Fermi energy, D(EF), as function of the lattice parameter c
for aBCC = cBCC = 3.077 Å and two lattice parameters a close to aBCC of
Ir. The vertical dashed line indicates cBCC. Two solid black lines indicate
the DOS of the two minima of E(c) for a = 3.077 Å. The positions of both
minima for the other two curves can be seen from Fig. 4.31. Solid lines to
the data guide the eye.

Discussion of EBPs of Ru and Ir The global minimum of E(c/a) is the
FCC configuration, the second, local minimum resides at c/a = 0.82 and 0.80 for
Rh and Ir, respectively, i.e., their ratios are close to that of BCT10, see Fig. 4.29
and Table 4.12 for the complete data. The BCC structure of Rh coincides with
the maximum of E(c/a). The BCC configuration of Ir has an elastic constant
czzzz < 0 (Section A.3.2) and is therefore not a point of the EBP. The lattice
parameter of BCC Ir, evaluated in Im3̄m symmetry, is cBCC = 3.077 Å. The
function E(c) in the vicinity of aBCC = aBCC shows double wells, see Fig. 4.31.
The transition from the minimum with large c-lattice parameter to the minimum
with small c-lattice parameter is between a = 3.075 Å and a = 3.077 Å. The
change of c across the discontinuity amounts to ∆c = 0.30 Å. We computed
for BCC Ir D(EF) = 2.80 /(eV · atom). This value is higher than D(EF) at the
discontinuity of the EBP, see Fig. 4.29c. From Fig. 4.32 we see, that D(EF)
as function of c peaks in the vicinity of cBCC, and that D(EF) is significantly
smaller than the peak value for both minima of E(c) around aBCC. That is,
similar to La, a distortion from BCC to BCT (increase or decrease of c, a fixed)
reduces the DOS at the Fermi energy, and thus, the high value of D(EF) may
help to destabilise the BCC structure of Ir.
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There are no published EBPs of Rh and Ir to the best of our knowledge.
Published data on stationary points of E(a, c) within PBE96 agree with our
results—in particular the position of the local BCT minimum—and there is
agreement in the energy differences between the stationary points and E0 [140],
see Table 4.12 for complete data. The instability of FCC Ir was not a point of
discussion in Ref. 140.

4.5.11 Group 10 elements: Ni, Pd, and Pt

Ni is FCC at RTP, and FM below the Curie temperature of 627 K [7, 43]. Pd
and Pt are FCC as well. The phase diagrams do not exhibit any further solid
phase with different crystal structure. The FCC phase of Pt was found stable
in shock compression experiments up to 660 GPa. The stability is attributed to
a weak d→ s electron transfer inhibiting phase transitions [86].

Discussion of the EBPs The EBPs of Ni, Pd, and Pt consistently locate the
FCC structure and the BCC structure at the position of the global minimum
and the global maximum of E(c/a), respectively, see Table 4.15 and Figs. 4.34
for the elaborate results. The positions of the local minimum of Ni and Pd
are found at c/a = 0.87 and c/a = 0.88, respectively. The depth of the local
minimum in energy relative to the BCC–FCC energy barrier is similar for both
elements. The EBP of Pt is different, because the BCT minimum is located
at a position with smaller axial ratio, c/a = 0.81, and the depth of the local
minimum in energy is larger than in the other two cases.

Magnetic properties of Ni along the EBP The magnetic properties of
BCT Ni in a large part of the tetragonal parameter space, 0.8 ≤ c/a ≤ 1.5
and 0.7 ≤ V/VEXP ≤ 1.5, were recently studied within PBE96 [258]. VEXP is
the experimentally determined equilibrium volume of FCC Ni. The dominant
magnetic order in this part of the phase space is FM one. NM states occur for
V/VEXP < 0.85 in a for this work not interesting part of the phase space. Ni with
assumed AF1 and AF2 orders had throughout higher energies in the whole part
of the studied phase space. From calculations of the q-dependent susceptibility
for FCC Ni (assumed lattice constant cFCC = 3.466 Å), Sandratskii and Kübler
reported the absence of local moments for q ≥ 0.5 in terms of the q-vector,
(2π/cFCC)(0, 0, q)T [193]. This includes AF1 order with q = 1 and AF2 order
with q = 0.5. Based on the results of Refs. 193,258, we limited ourselves to the
investigation of NM and FM states along the EBP of Ni. A possible AF1 or
AF2 order was tested for as precaution for selected points of the EBP, but we
found, that both orders are never more stable than FM order.

All states on the EBP of Ni are FM. The maximum spin moment is 0.60µB

per atom for the state with c/a = 1.38, see Fig. 4.33. The calculated spin
moment of FCC Ni is only slightly smaller, 0.59µB/atom. This value is larger
than the experimental value at RT, 0.510 ± 0.006µB/atom [187], but agrees
with a previous calculations [50]. The spin moment of BCC Ni, 0.44µB/atom,
is smaller than the one of FCC Ni. We note a characteristic dip in the spin
moment along the EBP, which is centred around BCC Ni (Fig. 4.33). The spin
moment of the BCT minimum at c/a = 0.87, 0.55µB/atom, is almost as large as
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Table 4.14: Spin moment of Ni in various structures as calculated in this work, in
comparison to theoretical and experimental references. References 50 and 150
used the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair [239] and the von Barth-Hedin [238] parameteri-
sation (LSDA), respectively. Experimental values were determined at RT [187]
and at 5 K [222,223]. Moments are per atom in units of µB.

system method spin moment Ref.

bulk FCC
FP-LCLO 0.59 this work

LMTO 0.59 [50]
EXP 0.518± 0.006 [187]

bulk BCC
FP-LCLO 0.44 this work

PAW 0.5 [150]

25 ML Ni/GaAs (c/a = 1.00) EXP 0.48± 0.08
a

[222,223]

bulk BCT (c/a = 0.87) FP-LCLO 0.55 this work
a estimated value; total moment measured: (0.53± 0.08)µB/atom, es-

timated orbital moment from FCC Ni: ≈ 0.05µB/atom [187]
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Figure 4.33: Calculated spin moment of Ni along the EBP, and in comparison to
experiments. Experimental data were taken from references as listed in Ta-
ble 4.14. Lines guide the eye.

in the FCC structure. In Table 4.14 we compiled experimental and theoretical
references.

References 222, 223 reported a total moment of (0.53 ± 0.08)µB/atom mea-
sured in 25 MLs thick films with BCC structure epitaxially grown on GaAs(001).
We estimated the experimental spin moment by substracting the experimen-
tal bulk orbital moment value of FCC Ni, (0.0508 ± 0.0012)µB/atom [187].
The measured orbital moment of BCC Ni was not available. The error bar of
the experimentally determined total moment of Ni films in the BCC structure
(0.08µB/atom) is larger than the estimated orbital moment.

The EBP of Ni was considered in Ref. 258 using PBE96. These findings
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Table 4.15: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Ni, Pd, and Pt in comparison to
computations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Ni

GS FCC 3.428 − 0 (FM) 3.423 − 0 (FM) [226]αa bulk 3.535 − (FM) [237]

SP
MIN 2.42 1.41 0 (FM) 2.49

√
2 0 (FM) [258]γa Pd{001} 12 2.75 1.11± 0.04 [180]

MAX 2.73 1.00 3.80 (FM) 2.80 1 3.7 (FM) [258]γa GaAs{001} 25 2.82 1.00 [222,223]

MIN 2.86 0.87 3.19 (FM) 2.95 0.87 3.1 (FM) [258]γa

Pd

GS FCC 3.852 − 0 3.848 − 0 [226]αa bulk 3.890 − [237]

SP

MIN 2.72 1.41 0 2.77 1.41 0 [96]αb W{001} ≈ 13 3.17 (0.92 or 0.95)±0.03 [94]

2.80 1.41 0 [96]γb

MAX 3.07 1.00 2.36 3.07 1.00 1.85 [96]αb

3.12 1.00 2.05 [96]γb

MIN 3.20 0.88 2.17 3.20 0.92 1.75 [96]αb

3.29 0.88 1.85 [96]γb

Pt

GS FCC 3.913 − 0 3.923 − 0 [226]αa bulk 3.923 − [237]

SP
MIN 2.77 1.41 0

MAX 3.11 1.00 4.48

MIN 3.34 0.81 1.47

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
† scalar-relativistic
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4.5. EPITAXIAL BAIN PATH OF TRANSITION METALS, SELECTED
ALKALINE EARTH METALS AND LANTHANIDES
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Figure 4.34: For the EBPs of Ni, Pd, and Pt: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.15. Lines guide the eye.
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are in reasonable agreement with our results, see Table 4.15 for the numerical
comparison. The spin moments are throughout larger than our values, but the
characteristic dip in the spin moment along the EBP at c/a = 1 was also found.
The a-lattice parameter of the stationary points of E(a, c), as reported in the
latter reference, are throughout larger than our computed values, which can be
attributed to the stronger overbinding effect of PW92. Jona et al. computed
the EBP of Pd with PW92 and with PBE96 [96] (Table 4.15). They predicted
a local minimum in E(c/a) at c/a = 0.92 and c/a = 0.88 for PW92 and PBE96,
respectively (our value is 0.88). The Fermi energy of FCC Pd is directly located
above a distinctive van Hove singularity in the DOS. If the lattice parameter
of palladium is expanded by 5 %, it is predicted to order ferromagnetically [34].
Reference 197 ruled out the possibility of FM order in bulk Pd for the tetragonal
states of the EBP. Haftel and Gall computed the UBP of Pt in Ref. 72, in which
we did not find published numerical data on stationary points of E(a, c), nor
allowed the presented graphical material to extract such data.

Remark on experiments with Pd An approximately 25 MLs thick Pd film
was pseudomorphically grown on W{001} (lattice constant 3.16 Å) [94]. The Pd
overlayer was highly defective. On the basis of the LEED data, the interlayer
distance could not be unambiguously determined (c/a ≈ 0.92 or 0.95). The
authors of Ref. 94 concluded, that the overlayer structure is ‘probably a strained
state of the BCT phase’ which was prior predicted in Ref. 96.

4.5.12 Group 11 elements: Cu, Ag, and Au

The noble metals Cu, Ag, and Au are FCC at RTP, and there are no further
reported solid phases [43,256]. Although the copper-group’s nominal electronic
configuration states a filled d-shell, namely s1d10, thus suggesting a nearly-free
electron metal, it was shown, that the d-band has an important effect on the
bonding by s−d hybridisation [204]. Theory predicts a stable FCC phase under
pressure due to d→ s electron transfer [148], similar to Pt [86].

Discussion of EBPs The EBPs of all three elements exhibit many common
features, for example, small energy differences between the stationary points of
E(c/a) and E0, see Figs. 4.36 and Table 4.16 for the complete data. The global
minimum of E is at the FCC structure, which is the GS crystal structure.
The maximum of E(c/a) coincides with the BCC structure, whose energy is
typically ≈ 1 mHartree/atom higher than E0. The second BCT minimum is
at c/a < 1, the exact position varies with the element. The energy differences
between the maximum and the second minimum of Ag and Au amount to about
0.1 mHartree/atom. The related value for Cu is 0.01 mHartree/atom, shown
more clearly in an enlarged picture in Fig. 4.35.

Inspired by an earlier experimental success on the epitaxial growth of a ‘some-
what distorted’ metastable BCC configuration of Cu [245], pseudopotential to-
tal energy calculations of E(a, c) predicted a new, non-cubic BCT equilibrium
structure for Cu (a = 2.76 Å, c/a = 1.2) [151], which is referred to as α-BCT.
This prediction attracted interest, both experimental [119, 121] and theoreti-
cal [108,127]. The all-electron calculations from Refs. 108,127 consistently dis-
proved the existence of the α-BCT phase, and suggested computational errors
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Figure 4.35: Enlarged picture detail of Fig. 4.36b for Cu highlighting the local BCT
minimum at c/a = 0.95 and the adjacent maximum at the BCC structure.
Lines guide the eye.

in Ref. 151. In fact, a BCT minimum at c/a = 1.2 was not confirmed in recent
calculations of stationary points in the tetragonal parameter space [4, 95, 140].
Experiments [119,121], initially aimed at pseudomorphic epitaxial growth of the
predicted α-BCT metastable phase, identified the structures in the BCT films
with c/a = 1.17 and c/a = 1.18 as strained from FCC (complete data are in
Table 4.16).

We can compare our own findings with available literature (see Table 4.16).
Reference 95 published two EBPs of Cu, one calculated with PW92 and one
with PBE96. There is no striking difference between both EBPs, only the lat-
tice parameters of stationary points obtained with PW92 are smaller than the
ones obtained with PBE96, which is attributed to the known LSDA overbind-
ing. We find good agreement in the position of stationary points and in the
energy differences of all stationary points with respect to E0 with the PW92
results from Ref. 95. For Ag and Au, there are only literature results from total
energy calculations employing the PBE96 parameterisation [95, 140]. The c/a-
coordinates of the second minima of Ag and Au from the latter references agree
with our findings. We confirm the small energy difference between the BCC
configuration and the local minimum of E(c/a) of Cu, which was earlier men-
tioned in Refs. 95,140. In contrast, Ref. 4 reported two energetically degenerate
states. Haftel and Gall performed UBP calculations for all three elements [72],
but we did not find published numerical data on stationary points in E(a, c),
nor allowed the presented graphical material to extract such data.

4.5.13 Group 12 elements: Zn, Cd, and Hg

Zn and Cd are HCP at RTP with unusually large c/a ratios compared to early
TMs or elements past the middle of the TM series. No other solid phases are
known [43,256]. The GS of Hg is BCT with c/a = 0.707 (known as β-Hg) [43].
At 79 K at RP, there is a phase transition to rhombohedral Hg, known as α-Hg.
The PW92 parameterisation of the XC functional was recently shown to yield
the correct lattice structure of α-Hg (with moderate overbinding), in contrast to
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Table 4.16: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Cu, Ag, and Au in comparison to

computations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Cu

GS FCC 3.523 − 0 3.522 − 0 [226]αa bulk 3.613 − [237]

SP

MIN 2.49 1.41 0 2.53
√

2 0 [4]αb Pd{001} 10 2.75 1.18 [119]

2.51 1.42 0 [95]αc Pt{001} 15 2.78 1.17 ± 0.02 [121]

2.57 1.42 0 [95]γc√
2 0 [140]γa

MAX 2.80 1.00 1.42 2.80 1 1.65 [95]αc

2.91 1 1.48 [95]γa

1 1.35 [140]γa

MIN 2.85 0.95 1.41 2.89 0.94 1.6 [95]αc

2.97 0.93 1.43 [95]γa

0.95 1.34 [140]γa

Ag

GS FCC 4.016 − 0 4.007 − 0 [226]αa bulk 4.060 − [237]

SP
MIN 2.84 1.41 0

√
2 0 [140]γa

MAX 3.20 1.00 1.39 1 1.20 [140]γa

MIN 3.31 0.90 1.33 0.89 1.12 [140]γa

Au

GS FCC 4.052 − 0 4.066 − 0 [226]αa bulk 4.072 − [237]

SP

MIN 2.87 1.41 0
√

2 0 [140]γa†

MAX 3.22 1.00 1.05 1 0.89 [140]γa†

MIN 3.39 0.86 0.92 3.42 0.84 0.66 [64, 72]γe†

0.85 0.74 [140]γa†

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
† scalar-relativistic
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Figure 4.36: For the EBPs of Cu, Ag, and Au: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.16. Lines guide the eye.
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Table 4.17: Overview of calculated GS properties and numerical data of stationary points for the elements Zn, Cd, and Hg in comparison to
computations and experiments from the literature, if available. General remarks on this Table are given in Sec. 4.5.1.

literature
this work

theory experiment
element

structure E − E0 structure E − E0 Ref.
structure

Ref.
type a [Å] c/a [mHa] a [Å] c/a [mHa] setup [ML] a [Å] c/a

Zn

GS HCP 2.574 1.842 0 2.56 1.91 0 [248]βf bulk 2.665 1.856 [237]

SP
MIN 2.68 1.41 0.99

MAX 3.02 1.00 3.61

MIN 3.30 0.77 1.08

Cd

GS HCP 2.926 1.852 0 2.93 1.78 0 [248]βf bulk 2.979 1.886 [237]

SP
MIN 3.05 1.41 0.52

MAX 3.44 1.00 2.97

MIN 3.78 0.76 0.44

Hg

GS BCT 3.928 0.728 0 0 bulk 3.995 0.707 [43]

SP

MIN 2.98 1.69 0.249

MAX 3.07 1.51, 1.53 0.436

MIN 3.14 1.41 0.401

MAX 3.55 1.00 0.492

MIN 3.93 0.73 0

legend
α L(S)DA [174] (PW92) abc FP-LAPW [16] (aWIEN2K, bWIEN97, cWIEN95)
β L(S)DA [30,239] d FP-LMTO [141]
γ GGA [172] (PBE96) e PAW [110] (VASP)
† scalar-relativistic f LCAO [195] (CRYSTAL03)
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Figure 4.37: For the EBPs of Zn, Cd, and Hg: (a) c/a, (b) E − EMIN, (c) D(EF), and (d) V/V0.
Numerical data in Table 4.17. Lines guide the eye.
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gradient corrected functionals (such as PBE96), which predicted FCC to be the
minimum energy structure accompanied by strongly underbound lattice param-
eters [65] (the β-phase was not considered in this reference). Moreover, relativis-
tic effects on the level of the scalar-relativistic approximation were shown to be
essential to yield a stable BCT structure of Hg [149]. In a purely non-relativistic
treatment, LDA predicted otherwise a HCP GS [65,149].

Discussion of the EBPs of Zn and of Cd Common for both elements is
the maximum of E(c/a), which coincides with the BCC structure. The FCC
structure is at the minimum of the energy along the EBP. In the case of Zn it
is the global minimum. In the case of Cd, FCC is the local minimum with an
energy 0.06 mHartree/atom above the energy of the global BCT minimum at
c/a = 0.76. At c/a = 0.77, we find the local minimum of Zn with an energy
0.09 mHartree/atom above the energy of the FCC structure, see Fig. 4.37 and
numerical data in Table 4.17. There are no published data on non-volume
conserving Bain paths for Zn and Cd to the best of our knowledge.

Discussion of the EBP of Hg The experimental GS of Hg is BCT with
a = 3.995 Å and c/a = 0.707 [43]. We calculated a = 3.928 Å in good agreement
with the experiment. We overestimate the c/a ratio of the GS by 3 %, since our
calculated value is c/a = 0.728. This tetragonal state is the global minimum of
E(c/a), see Fig. 4.37 and numerical data in Table 4.17. The energy along the
EBP has two additional local minima, one coincides with the FCC structure
and one is located at c/a = 1.69. One maximum of E(c/a) is found at the BCC
structure. In the vicinity of a = 3.069 Å, the function E(c) exhibits a double
well with ∆c = 0.06 Å between both minima. The transition from the minimum
with higher c/a to the minimum with lower c/a takes place between a = 3.069 Å
and a = 3.070 Å. E(a) peaks at this position. We found a small shoulder in the
total energy curve at c/a ≈ 0.80. Both features are also apparent as shoulders
in the plots of c(a)/a and V/V0 in Figs. 4.37a and 4.37d, respectively.

To the best of our knowledge, there are neither a published EBP of Hg nor
any data of stationary points from any other non-volume conserving Bain path
calculation. In an earlier work using pseudopotentials, assuming a filled d-band,
and including scalar-relativistic effects, Moriarty calculated a CVBP of Hg at
V/Vβ−Hg = 0.824 [149]. Vβ−Hg is the experimentally determined equilibrium
volume of β-Hg. This CVBP did not possess a minimum in E at c/a = 1.69,
however another minimum with 1 ≤ c/a ≤

√
2 appeared (FCC was situated at

a saddle point). The computed energy differences as function of the volume in
Ref. 149 suggest, that the new minimum disappears for volumes V/Vβ−Hg >
0.824.

4.6 Trends and regularities in epitaxial Bain paths

We conclude from the results in Sec. 4.5, that there are at least two minima
in E(a, c) for each of the 34 considered elements. Special cases are Zr and Hg,
which have three minima each. If we trace the total energy along the EBP
(E(a)), it is clear that, there is a (finite) energy barrier between each adjacent
pair of minima. The related energy maximum can either be found at a stationary
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point or at a discontinuity of the EBP. One may ask, if there are regularities
among the 34 elements. Those could be, for example,

• the energy differences among stationary points of E(a),

• the symmetry and position of stationary points in the tetragonal param-
eter space,

• the (in)stability of minima in terms of elastic constants.

Regularities are in principle expected to occur for elements of the same group
and among the three periods of elements, if we keep in mind, that many prop-
erties of the TM series are related to the filling of the d-band (see discussion in
Sec. 4.2). Concerning the symmetry of stationary points, we know from con-
siderations in Secs. 3.3 and 3.4, that the energy of the BCC structure and the
one of the FCC structure are stationary points of E(a) (provided they belong
to the EBP).

We study possible trends in the following three sections.

4.6.1 Structural energy differences

In Sec. 4.2 we elucidated energy differences among common crystal structures of
TMs (FCC, BCC, HCP) as function of the d-electron occupation. Figure 4.2 on
Page 29 is, through derived from a canonical model, a characteristic depiction
of trends in energy differences in NM TM series, which to a large extent agrees
with results from one-electron theory [58, 165,169,204]. If we presume for each
element, that one extremal point of E(a) is at the BCC structure and that
another extremal point of E(a) is the FCC structure, then the third extremum
of E(a) (and each additional one) has BCT symmetry. In that case, we can
investigate the total energy difference between the BCC state and the FCC
state and between the extremal points with BCT symmetry and the FCC state
for all elements, that belong to the same series, say, as functions of the number
of electrons in the d-valence basis states (band filling).

This consideration is hampered by the fact that, first of all, the BCC lattice
is not a point of the EBPs of La, Os, and Ir, as well as the FCC lattice is not a
point of the EBPs of V and Nb, due to the instability of these cubic structures
with respect to a deformation associated with czzzz = cxxxx < 0. Also, the
maximum of the EBP of Fe, which is BCT, is unstable. Secondly, we computed
minima of E(c/a), which possess c/a ratios that deviate from the exact ratios
c/a =

√
2 for FCC and c/a = 1 for BCC. These ratios were determined from

E(c/a) with two digits precision. Within the two digits precision, the ’ideal’
ratios are 1.41 for FCC and 1.00 for BCC. The complete list of elements with
deviating c/a ratio, stated in parentheses, is: Ca (1.39), Sr (1.39), Sc (1.40), Ti
(1.39), and Zr (1.40). The deviation from the ’ideal’ ratio is at most |0.02|, and
may be related to lacking numerical accuracy.

In the course of this section, structural energy differences were obtained with
the following arrangements. The reference structure is FCC, i.e., all energy dif-
ferences are given with respect to the total energy in the FCC configuration.
If the FCC structure of a particular element is unstable with respect to a de-
formation associated with czzzz, (i.e., FCC would not be a point of the EBP)
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Figure 4.38: Total energy differences for elements in the (a) fourth, (b) fifth, (c) and
sixth period of the periodic table of elements as function of 3d, 4d, and
5d-band filling, respectively. Each figure depicts the BCC – FCC energy
differences, as well as the difference of the third extremum, ‘BCT’, on the
EBP with respect to FCC. These differences are plotted for two cases: firstly,
all states are assumed to be NM, and secondly, FM order is taken into account
(if present). Treatment of special cases with more than one BCT extremum
on the EBP (Zr, Hg) is discussed in the text. Lines guide the eye. Continued
on Page 105.
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Figure 4.38: Continued figure from Page 104.

then the reference total energy is derived from the equilibrium FCC structure
evaluated with cubic symmetry, i.e., in the space group Fm3̄m. BCC unstable
points are subject to the same procedure (space group is Im3̄m). If the c/a ratio
of a particular extremum does not coincide with the ’ideal’ ratio of a symmetry
dictated extremum, i.e., c/a is not equal to 1.41 for FCC or c/a is not equal to
1.00 for BCC (see discussion above, largest error is |0.02|), then we nevertheless
refer to that extremum as FCC or as BCC. We read off the total energy of that
particular extremum from the curve E(c/a) (taking the actual c/a-ratio).

These arrangements are justified, because they do not introduce significant
sources of errors, especially when trends are object of investigation. This is, on
the one hand, for EBPs with an unstable cubic point, due to the smallness of
the energy difference between the maximum of E(a) (which is not exactly at
the cubic point) and the energy derived from the equilibrium cubic structure
evaluated with cubic symmetry compared to typical energy differences of sta-
tionary points of E(a). To make this point more clear, let us have a look on
the curves E(c) of La in Fig. 4.10 on Page 54 again. The maximum of E(a) is
at a′, i.e., at the position at which both minima of the double well in E(c) are
degenerate in energy. For La, a′ ≈ 4.043 Å. Due to the double wells in E(c),
the BCC structure of La is not a point of the EBP. From Fig. 4.10 we infer,
that the energy of the equilibrium BCC structure evaluated with cubic sym-
metry, EBCC, is approximately 0.4 mHartree/atom higher than E(a′). Energy
differences between extremal points of E(a) are much larger than EBCC−E(a′),
e.g., E(a′) − E(a = 4.28 Å) = 5.05 mHartree/atom (see Table 4.4). Thus, this
arrangement does not spoil our conclusion on trends.8 On the other hand,
the energy difference between extrema with non-ideal c/a-ratio, as read off the

8Similar conclusions to La can be drawn for the other EBPs, which feature a discontinuity
in c(a), see Fig. 4.15 on Page 64 (V and Nb), Figs. 4.22 and 4.23 on Page 79 (Fe), Fig. 4.26
on Page 83 (Os), and Fig. 4.31 on Page 90 (Ir), and by comparison to the energy differences
of extremal points of E(a) in the respective tables.
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EBP, and the energy derived from the equilibrium cubic structure evaluated
with cubic symmetry is small compared to typical energy differences of station-
ary points of E(a). The total energy along the EBP can be expanded around
any extremal point in terms of the deviation (strain). The first, non-vanishing
term is of second order in the strain. The expansion coefficient is the curvature
at the stationary point (Eq. (4.15)). For a deviation of |∆(c/a)| = 0.02 from
the ideal ratio, the energy difference is in the order of 10µHartree/atom and
hence negligible compared to typical structural energy differences.9

Within these assumptions, we computed total energy differences between pairs
of extrema of the EBP for each element. These energy differences are then
plotted for all elements that are counted to the same period. The independent
variable is the gross occupation number in the first set of valence states with
d-orbital character, nd (cf. definition of the basis in Sec. 4.4). For elements of
the fourth period in the periodic table of elements, these are the 3d-orbitals.
For elements of the fifth and sixth periods these are the 4d and 5d-orbitals,
respectively. In general, the value of nd is not the same for the FCC structure, for
the BCC structure, and the extremum/extrema with BCT symmetry, because
the occupation number is not constant for the states of the EBP. The variation
of nd is greatest for refractory metals—elements, for which we also computed the
largest variation of V/V0 along the EBP. nd varies by at most 0.1 states/atom
along the EBP in the range between the minima of E(a). This variation is
considerable smaller than the difference in the d-occupation number for two
adjacent elements of the same period (we expect ∆nd ≈ 1 electron/atom for
TMs). Without loss of generality, we chose the occupation number of the FCC
structure for the presentation.

The EBPs of Zr and Hg have three minima with BCT symmetry each. We
took the BCT minimum that is lowest in total energy in order to calculate its
energy difference with respect to the energy of the FCC structure. The choice
of that particular extremum does not spoil statements about the trend, because
the energy differences of all BCT extrema with respect to the FCC structure
are of the same order for Zr as well as for Hg (few 0.1 mHartree/atom).

States of some elements (Fe, Co, Ni, and Ru), that correspond to stationary
points of E(a), order ferromagnetically. Structural energy difference were first
of all determined from stationary points that exhibit FM order. Since we also
gained the EBPs for purely NM states in the course of this work—not allow-
ing for FM order on the EBP—we also calculated structural energy differences
from stationary points, which are exclusively NM states. By doing so, we can
study trends across a period of NM elements, as well as modifications due to
magnetism.

We denote the total energy of an extremal point of E(a) by EFCC, EBCC,
and EBCT if the symmetry of the state is FCC, BCC, and BCT, respectively.
Structural energy differences as function of the d-occupation number are denoted

9Without loss of generality, we estimate this energy for Ti. We may expand the total
energy along the EBP (, defined per volume of the primitive unit cell,) around the stationary
point, a0, E0 = E(a0), and c0/a0 = 1.39, up to second order in ǫxx to obtain with the help
of Eq. (4.14): E(a) − E0 = Y ǫ2xx + o(ǫ3xx), with ǫxx = (a − a0)/a0. Assume, that the point
(ã, c̃) has c̃/ã =

√
2. For Ti, |∆(c/a)| = |c̃/ã − c0/a0| = 0.02, ã = 2.831 Å, → ǫxx ≈ 0.014.

With the elastic constants of Ti (Table A.4), E(ã)− E0 = 6µHartree/atom.
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by (EBCC −EFCC)(nd) and (EBCT − EFCC)(nd), or in short

∆EBCC ≡ (EBCC − EFCC)(nd),

∆EBCT ≡ (EBCT − EFCC)(nd).

The modulus, (|EBCC − EFCC|)(nd), is denoted by |∆EBCC| etc. We plotted
structural energy differences for elements across the fourth, the fifth, and the
sixth period in three Figs. 4.38a – 4.38c.

The trend in ∆EBCC for NM states, Fig. 4.38 (black lines), resembles curves
for all three periods from published total energy calculations [58, 165, 169, 204].
That is, ∆EBCC > 0 for low band fillings with a maximum corresponding to the
band fillings of the elements Sc, Y, and Lu, and ∆EBCC < 0 for nearly half band
fillings with minimum values for the elements Cr, Mo, and W. ∆EBCC reaches its
largest values for nd approximately 6.5 electrons/atom. These are the elements
of the eighth group, Fe, Ru, and Os. The modulus of ∆EBCC is the smallest
for low band fillings (second group) and high band fillings (eleventh and twelfth
group), as well as for elements whose d-occupancy is close to zero-crossings of
∆EBCC (fourth group). ∆EBCC reduces by several mHartree/atom for the FM
states of Fe and Co, however increases by approximately 2 mHartree/atom for
Ni (Fig. 4.38a). ∆EBCC for FM order has its largest value for Co.

∆EBCT for NM states, Fig. 4.38 (red lines), has a similar trend as ∆EBCC,
but the peak positions shift to different groups. The largest negative values of
∆EBCT appear throughout for elements of the fifth group, in contrast to the
minima of ∆EBCC which occurred for the elements of the sixth group.

At first sight, |∆EBCT| is always smaller than |∆EBCC|, i.e., the red curve
is always closer to the zero line than the black curve. Indeed, this holds for
all elements but Ca, Sr, Ba, Mn, and Hg. Hence, for elements except the
previous five, the BCC structure and the FCC structure occupy the position
of the maximum and minimum of E(a), respectively, or vice versa. In a good
approximation, also (EBCT − EBCC)(nd) (the difference between the red and
the black curve) is subject to the same trend for all three depicted periods.
Further, ∆EBCT for FM states is again by several mHartree/atom smaller than
∆EBCT for the NM states in case of Fe and Co, however larger for Ni. In
case of Fe, the extremum at the BCC structure and the extremum at the BCT
structure swap their positions on the EBP, hence their types of stationary point:
the BCC structure coincides with the position of the maximum and with the
position of the minimum on the purely NM EBP and on the EBP with FM
states, respectively. The BCT structure behaves vice versa. The gain in total
energy due to FM order for the Ru BCT state is comparatively small and does
not alter the curve progression significantly.

To conclude, the structural energy differences associated with the extrema
of the EBP, ∆EBCC and ∆EBCT, follow a similar trend in all three periods as
function of the number of electrons in the d-band. Our previous observation,
that the global minimum and the maximum on the EBP almost always coincide
with either the FCC structure or the BCC structure, is looked at in more detail
in the following section.
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Figure 4.39: Mapping of types of EBPs on the elements in the periodic table. Green
and blue colouring represent Type I and Type II EBP, respectively, which are
standard EBPs with two minima of E(a) of which the global minimum, and
the maximum of E(a) are at cubic symmetry. Type III EBPs are coloured in
red and indicate standard EBPs which do not belong to Type I nor Type II.
Type IV, coloured in grey, comprise non-regular EBPs (E(a) has more than
two minima). General organisation of this table as in Table 4.1 on Page 26.

4.6.2 Classification of epitaxial Bain paths

If not stated otherwise we use the results obtained in the previous section,
particularly total energies of the BCC, the FCC, and the BCT structures and
FM order.

FCC and BCC structures are frequently occurring GS crystal structures for
the 34 elements considered in this chapter, see Fig. 4.1 on Page 26. The most
frequently (11 times) occurring crystal structure is HCP. The amplitude of the
HCP – FCC structural energy difference, ∆EHCP ≡ (EHCP − EFCC)(nd), is in
general smaller than the amplitude of ∆EBCC. This is true for the three periods
considered here, see the canonical structure difference in Fig 4.2 on Page 29
as well as more accurate results in Refs. 169, 204. In a good approximation,
∆EHCP is anti-cyclical to ∆EBCC, if we neglect FM order, i.e., if ∆EBCC > 0
then ∆EHCP < 0 and vice versa. In other words, an element with an HCP GS
has ∆EBCC > 0.

We noticed in the previous section, that the global minimum and the max-
imum on the EBP almost always coincide with either the FCC or the BCC
structure. E(a) possesses three extrema for the majority of all EBPs; we refer
to such an EBP as a standard EBP. Without loss of generality, we define four
types of EBPs:

Type I: standard; E(a) with global minimum at the FCC structure,
maximum at the BCC structure;

Type II: standard; E(a) with global minimum at the BCC structure,
maximum at the FCC structure;

Type III: standard, but neither Type I nor Type II;

Type IV: non-standard.

It is clear, that a Type I EBP and a Type II EBP have a local BCT minimum
with c/a < 1 and c/a >

√
2, respectively. Type I and Type II are referred
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to as being regular. Type III comprises all other standard EBPs, for example
the case when both minima have cubic symmetry. Type IV comprises all other
EBPs, which are referred to as non-standard, i.e., E(a) possesses more than two
minima.

Figure 4.39 summarises the distribution of Type I–IV EBPs in the set of
elements which are considered in this Chapter. Evidently, Type II is present for
elements in the fifth and sixth group, which all possess a BCC GS. The majority
of the remaining elements, which in most cases have FCC or HCP GSs, are of
Type I. Type III EBPs are located in the second group (one minimum has cubic
symmetry, maximum has BCT symmetry), and in the twelfth group, of which
Cd has a BCT global minimum. The EBPs of Fe and Mn are also Type III
with both minima coinciding with cubic symmetry. The EBP of purely NM Fe,
Co, Ni, and Ru are of Type I. Zr and Hg do not fit the standard EBP model,
because there are more than two minima of E(a).

4.7 Stability of extremal points: prediction of meta-
stable phases

So far nothing has been said about the (meta) stability of cubic or tetragonal
structures whose energies minimise E(a). Structures are metastable if there is no
small deformation that can further decrease their total energy. The underlying
theory, the computation, and detailed results of this analysis are given in App. A
of this thesis. Here we elucidate, if there are metastable cubic or tetragonal
phases; if unstable, which are the violated stability conditions that cause the
instability and which are common to certain elements (which even may show
a trend), and possible trends of elastic constants. For several elements, these
considerations will allow us to predict metastable phases not yet observed in
experiment.

4.7.1 Connection between structural stability and curva-

ture of E(a)

In the following we derive an expression for the curvature of E(a) at extremal
points [133].

The coordinates of a stationary point of E(a, c) be (a0, c0), its energy is
E0 = E(a0, c0) ≡ 0. E(a) has an extremum at a0. We expand the total energy
E(a, c) up to second order in terms of normal strains, ǫii, i = {x, y, z}, around
the stationary point, i.e., tetragonal symmetry is conserved. The strain energy
in Eq. (A.3) for this deformation reads:

E = (cxxxx + cxxyy)ǫ2xx +
1
2
czzzzǫ

2
zz + 2cxxzzǫxxǫzz. (4.11)

For every state of the EBP holds by definition: czzzz > 0. The stress for every
state of the EBP in out-of-plane direction, σzz, must be identical zero. Using
Hook’s law, Eq. (A.2), we obtain for the same tetragonal deformation,

σzz = 2cxxzzǫxx + czzzzǫzz
!
= 0. (4.12)
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Eliminating ǫzz in Eq. (4.11) by the previous relation and differentiating E with
respect to ǫxx leads to

dE
d ǫxx

= 2Y ǫxx

Y = cxxxx + cxxyy −
2c2
xxzz

czzzz
(4.13)

d2E

d ǫ2xx
= 2Y. (4.14)

The curvature of E(a) at an extremal point is 2Y . Y · czzzz > 0 is identi-
cal to a particular stability condition (SC) for tetragonal lattices, Eq. (A.6),
czzzz(cxxxx + cxxyy) − 2c2

xxzz > 0. Since czzzz > 0 for all points of the EBP,
Inequality (A.6) is fulfilled (not fulfilled), if the curvature of E(a) is positive
(negative). In case of cubic symmetry, Y in Eq. (4.13) simplifies to Y ′,

Y ′ =
(cxxxx − cxxyy) (cxxxx + 2cxxyy)

cxxxx
(4.15)

(A.11)
=

3B
cxxxx

(cxxxx − cxxyy) . (4.16)

The latter relation made use of the definition of the bulk modulus, B, in Sec. A.2.
The curvature of E(a) at an extremal point with cubic symmetry is 2Y ′. Y ′ is
the product of a positive prefactor, 3B/cxxxx > 0,10 and the value of cxxxx −
cxxyy, which is related to another SC for cubic lattices, cxxxx − cxxyy > 0
(SC (III) in Sec. A.3.1). If cxxxx − cxxyy > 0 then SC (III) is fulfilled and Y ′ is
positive, if cxxxx − cxxyy < 0 then SC (III) is violated and Y ′ is negative [38].

The above analysis leads to interesting consequences for extremal points with
cubic symmetry. There are four SCs for cubic lattices, see Sec. A.3.1. SC (I)
and SC (IV) are always fulfilled. SC (III) is always fulfilled for minima because
Y ′ > 0. Hence, the violation of SC (II), cxyxy > 0, is the only SC, that causes
the elastic instability of a cubic structure, whose total energy is a minimum
in the tetragonal phase space, with respect to a deformation that breaks cubic
symmetry. For a maximum, SC (III) is never fulfilled because Y ′ < 0. SC (II)
may or may not be violated. This analysis can not be straightforwardly applied
to extremal points of E(a) with BCT symmetry, because there are in total five
SCs (Sec. A.3.3).

We checked all SCs for all stationary points of E(a) for all elements in Sec. A.3.
The results underline the above statement, that SC (III) is fulfilled (not fulfilled)
for all minima of E(a) (for all maxima of E(a)).

4.7.2 Elastic properties of cubic structures

The bulk moduli and elastic constants of various elements, and trends based
on those data are often calculated only for the true GS crystal structure [152,

10cxxxx is positive for cubic structures according to the definition of the EBP (cxxxx = czzzz
for cubic structures). B is positive for constrained (=cubic) geometries at equilibrium, because
the energy is minimised.
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211, 251]. A trend across a TM series for example, then comprises different
crystal structures, which allows for a comparison with experiments, but does
not allow to study the progression of elastic properties for a fixed structure
across the series. In the course of this work, we computed the bulk modulus
and the three elastic constants of the BCC structure and the FCC structure
for every element. Both structures regularly occupy the position of a minimum
of E(a). By evaluating the elastic constants of cubic structures, we can then
directly check the stability conditions of minima of E(a) for a large number of
elements.

The sum of our results are depicted in eight subfigures of Fig. 4.40. The
bulk moduli for BCC and FCC structures across each series have a parabolic
but slightly skewed shape, which reach their peak values for elements of the
seventh and eighth groups. These trends are interrupted by the presence of
ferromagnetism, which is most prominently seen for BCC Fe, but also for FCC
Co. In all cases, structures with FM order have lower bulk moduli than the NM
counterparts.

The elastic constants cxxxx, cxxyy, and cxyxy are different between the BCC
structure and the FCC structure, but follow the same principal trend among the
three periods for the same structure. FM configurations for 3d-TMs alter the
trends. cxxxx and cxxyy are the largest for elements of the sixth group and of the
eighth/ninth group for NM states in the BCC structure, respectively. This is vice
versa for the FCC structure., i.e., cxxxx and cxxyy are the largest for elements of
the eighth/ninth group and of the sixth group, respectively. Consistent for both
structures, cxyxy is the largest for the eighth group without magnetic order. The
signs of cxxxx, cxxxx − cxxyy, and cxyxy define the stability of the structure, see
Sec. A.3.11 The structure is stable or metastable, if all three values are positive.
If a cubic structure has cxxxx < 0, it is unstable with respect to a tetragonal
deformation, and not a point of the EBP. This is true for BCC La, BCC Ir,
FCC V and FCC Nb (second row in Fig. 4.40). If a cubic structure on the EBP
has cxxxx − cxxyy < 0, it is unstable towards an orthorhombic deformation,
and the structure is a maximum of E(a) since Y ′ < 0 (fourth row in Fig. 4.40).
cxyxy involves a change of the angle between two adjacent sides of the cubic unit
cell, but the highest symmetry is still orthorhombic, i.e., cxyxy < 0 also signals
an instability towards an orthorhombic distortion. Evidently from Fig. 4.40,
elements from the fifth and sixth group with a BCC GS have an unstable FCC
phase, and elements with an FCC or HCP GS phase from the eighth or ninth
group possess an unstable BCC phase. In all these cases, cxxxx − cxxyy > 0 is
not fulfilled.

We predict, that the following elements with an (D)HCP GS may have a
metastable FCC phase: Sc, Ti, Zr, Tc, Ru, Lu, Hf, Re, and Os. Up to now, an
FCC phase of these metals is not known from their phase diagram to the best
of our knowledge. According to our calculations, the FCC phases of Zn and
Cd are unstable. This is in agreement with Ref. 133, and both phases have not
been observed either [43, 256]. We find, that the FCC phases of Y and La are
metastable. Both phases were observed [43, 256]. We also find the possibility
of a metastable BCC phase of Ca, Sr, Zr, and of Mn, and a metastable FCC
phase of Mn and of Ba, of which all but FCC Ba are known from their phase

11The fourth stability condition is always fulfilled, because it is related to the bulk modulus,
which is always greater than zero (Sec. A.3).
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Figure 4.40: Bulk moduli and elastic constants of BCC and FCC structures for el-
ements of the fourth (Ca–Zn), the fifth (Sr–Cd), and the sixth (Ba–Hg)
period and the second to twelfth group of the period table. cxxxx − cxxyy
defines SC (III). The structures are unstable if cxxxx < 0, cxyxy < 0, or
cxxxx− cxxyy < 0. The elastic properties are plotted for two cases: firstly, all
states are assumed to be NM, and secondly, FM order is taken into account
(if present). The two columns of each row show the same quantity and have
identically scaled ordinates. All values are in GPa. Horizontal grey dashed
lines indicate the zero level.
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diagrams. In the case of Fe, ferromagnetism stabilises the BCC phase, i.e.,
cxxxx − cxxyy > 0, which is not the case for NM BCC Fe.
cxxxx−cxxyy across each series has zero-crossings at approximately the fourth

group and the seventh group for the BCC structure, and between the fourth
and fifth group and between the sixth and seventh group for the FCC structure
(fourth row in Fig. 4.40). If we assume that the trend of cxxxx−cxxyy across each
TM series is again determined by the d-electron number, this difference may be
tuned to vanishingly small values by changing the average number of d-electrons
per atom, i.e., by alloying. This is indeed used in so-called gum metals, which are
high strength, ductile alloys. Gum metals are multicomponent solid solutions
based on the binary alloys Ti-V and Ti-Nb in the BCC structure [120,191], and
alloys with similar properties were proposed for binary alloys of few group 6
and group 7 elements (Mo, Tc, W, Re) [213]. For a certain alloy composition in
gum metals, Young’s modulus in the [100] direction and shear moduli in various
directions on various crystal planes in the BCC crystal simultaneously approach
zero (these specific moduli are proportional to cxxxx − cxxyy) [120,191].

4.7.3 Elastic stability of minima of E(a)

The minima of E(a) are (meta)stable in the constraint tetragonal phase space.
Some minima could correspond to (meta)stable phases. The global minimum of
E(a) is stable, if the underlying structure is identical to the (LSDA) GS crystal
structure, i.e., if the GS crystal structures is either FCC, BCC, or BCT. The
global minimum of E(a) and each additional one is metastable, if the underlying
structure is locally stable, but not identical to the GS.

We analyse the elastic constants and SCs separately for the global minimum
of E(a) and the local minimum (local minima) of E(a). The analysis benefits
from the fact that most elements have a standard EBP, that elements from the
same group in most cases have the same type of EBP, and that the c/a-ratio
of the local minimum of E(a) of standard EBPs from the same group is similar
(Sec. 4.6.2). Also, structural energy difference curves, if divided by the modulus
of the largest energy difference, lie fairly on top of each other (Sec. 4.6.1). We
therefore expect to find similarities in the elastic properties of the states that
minimise E(a) as we found them for the FCC and the BCC structure.

The highest lattice symmetry underlying each minimum of E(a) changes
across each series, i.e., cubic structures and tetragonal structures alternate along
a series and, thus, the type and the number of elastic constants and SCs. In
order to have a consistent view on trends, we depict the elastic constants in the
BCT reference frame, i.e., cxxxx, cxxyy, and cxyxy are back-transformed from
the FCC reference frame to the BCT reference frame according to Eqs. (A.12)
in Sec. A.2.

The final results for the global minimum of E(a) and the local minimum of
E(a) are depicted in Fig. 4.41 and Fig. 4.42, respectively. Each figure shows
five of a total of six elastic constants for BCT lattices and allows to analyse
four of a total of five SCs for BCT lattices. We forwent to plot the elastic
constant cxxyy and preferred to show the difference cxxxx−|cxxyy| instead. The
SC czzzz(cxxxx − cxxyy)− 2c2

xxzz > 0 is always fulfilled for minima of E(a) and
is therefore not depicted, see discussion in Sec. 4.7.1. Note that, for Zr and Hg,
which possess two local minima of E(a), we only depict the data of the local
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Figure 4.41: Elastic constants of the structure globally minimising E(a) in the BCT reference frame for elements of the fourth (Ca–Zn), the fifth
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minimum, which is deepest in total energy. The other, energetically higher-
lying local minimum is at BCC and at FCC for Zr and Hg, respectively. BCC
Zr is metastable, while FCC Hg is unstable due to cxxxx < cxxyy (see previous
subsection).

Considering only NM states, there is an identical global trend for each of the
three series of elements for every elastic constant. That is, prominent kinks,
peaks, and valleys for each of the three series appear in many cases at the
same position (for the same group). But there are also ’missing features’, e.g.,
cxyxy and cxzxz of the global minimum have a dip for V and Nb, but not for
Ta. The presence of ferromagnetism for the global minimum (Co and Ni) and
for the local minimum (Fe, Co, Ni, and Ru) clearly changes the trend set by
NM states. Magnetic order stabilises the structure locally minimal in E(a) of
Fe (BCC Fe), see topmost charts in Fig. 4.42. The local minimum of Ru has
cxxxx < 0 and cxxxx > 0 if the state is NM and FM, respectively. The shear,
cxxxx − |cxxyy|, is always negative for this state, i.e., the local minimum of Ru
is not stabilised by magnetic order.

We predict, that the following tetragonal states may be metastable:

• BCT Ti with a = 3.33 Å and c/a = 0.86

• BCT Zr with a = 3.74 Å and c/a = 0.82

• BCT Hf with a = 3.64 Å and c/a = 0.85

The three elements from the fourth group (Ti, Zr, and Hf) are thus exceptional,
because we predict for each element a metastable BCT state according to the
previous list, but also a metastable FCC state (see previous subsection). Refer-
ence 133 finds, that the BCT minimum on the EBP of Ti with lattice parameter
a = 3.34 Å and c/a = 0.85 is unstable due to cxxxx − |cxxyy| < 0. The BCT
minimum on the EBP of Zr with a = 3.73 Å and c/a = 0.81 from Ref. 93
was predicted to be metastable in agreement with our findings. Our predicted
metastable BCT phase of Hf has not been reported before.

Elements with a Type II EBP (fifth and sixth group) consistently have a local
minimum in E(a), which is unstable, since cxyxy < 0. Elements with a Type
I EBP and an FCC GS (groups 9–11 but not Co) have a local minimum in
E(a), which is unstable, since cxxxx − |cxxyy| < 0. This correlation was earlier
disclosed in Ref. 140, which we confirm by our calculations and extend to a
larger set of elements. Elements with a Type I EBP and an (D)HCP GS from
the groups 3, 7, and 8 have a local minimum in E(a), which is also unstable due
to a violation of cxxxx − |cxxyy| > 0.

4.8 Summary of main results

We obtained the EBPs of 34 elements of the periodic table of elements by means
of density functional calculations employing the PW92 parameterisation of the
XC potential. We allowed for FM and two types of AFM order to study the
magnetic structure of the FM elements Fe, Co, and Ni on the EBP, but we
also investigated the possibility of a magnetic instability for several, normally
NM metals. Most of the elements under consideration are TMs and many GS
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properties of TMs (and particularly common features among the TM series) are
attributed to the filling of the d-band. We were interested in whether there are
features of the EBP that can be explained on the basis of a filling of the d-band
as well.

Our findings show, that each investigated element except Zr and Hg possesses
two minima of the total energy in the tetragonal parameter space, i.e., at least
one minimum does not correspond to the GS. Only the elements Zr and Hg have
three minima each. The exceptional number of minima for Zr in comparison
to the isoelectronic elements Ti and Hf was attributed to a higher d-electron
occupation in bulk Zr compared to bulk Ti and Hf. FM states with tetragonal
symmetry on the EBP were found for Fe, Co, Ni, Ru, and Os. AF1 order and
AF2 order are never more stable than FM order on the EBP for none of the
considered elements. In case of Fe, Co, Ni, and Ru, FM order is found at the
energetically higher lying minimum of the EBP. The occurrence of FM order
for Ru and Os is due to an increase of the DOS at the Fermi energy in the NM
state for certain c/a ratios, which is seen in the isoelectronic Fe as well. FM
order on the EBPs of Ru and Os has not been reported before, but FM order
was predicted to occur on the CSBP of Ru in Ref. 247.

The BCC structures of La, Os, Ir and the FCC structures of V and Nb have
an elastic constant czzzz < 0 and belong therefore not to their EBPs, i.e, these
structures can never be stabilised on a quadratic interface. Associated with these
particular unstable structures are kinks and discontinuities in quantities which
are plotted as function of a and as function of c/a along the EBP, respectively.
This has not been taken into account in any published EBP so far. By evaluating
SCs based on elastic constants, we conclude that 13 FCC, four BCC, and three
BCT structures may be metastable. From this set of structures, ten FCC and
all three BCT structures are not known from the respective phase diagrams.

We classified the EBPs into four types according to the number of minima
of E(a) and the lattice symmetry of stationary point of E(a). There are two
regular EBP types which frequently occur in the set of considered elements (the
types were referred to as Type I and Type II). For both types, E(a) has two
minima and only one minimum of E(a) coincides with either the FCC or the
BCC structure. There is an almost identical distribution of regular EBPs types
across each of the three TM series. Irregular EBPs, i.e., Type III and Type IV,
occur in the set of TMs for Zr (three minima), Mn (both cubic structures at
minima), and Fe (both cubic structures at minima, due to presence of magnetic
order). Irregular EBPs also occur for alkaline earth metals and post-TMs of the
second and twelfth group of the periodic table, respectively.

We analysed structural energy differences among extremal points of E(a).
∆EBCT follows hereby the same trend as ∆EBCC as function of the d-band
filling for each series. Clear similarities among the three periods of elements
are reflected in the bulk moduli and in the elastic constants of the cubic and
tetragonal structures that define the minima of E(a).

❦
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5
Uranium

Ferromagnetism is a rare GS among the elements in the periodic table. There
are six stable elements known to show FM order in their GSs: Fe, Co, and Ni
from the 3d TM series, and Gd, Dy, and Tb from the 4f series. At ambient
conditions, only the three TM elements and Gd remain FM [91]. Uranium has a
paramagnetic GS [114]. Magnetism among uranium compounds is, however, not
unusual [194]. Indeed, uranium compounds exhibit different types of magnetic
order ranging from FM order in, e.g., in UNi2 and US, over AF1 order in, e.g.,
the mononitride UN, to canted order in U3X4, X = {P, As} [194]. All these
magnetic phenomena reflect the active role of uranium 5f -electrons in forming
a broken-symmetry GS [147,194].

The majority of single-crystalline, metallic overlayers manufactured so far by
means of epitaxial growth belong to the TM series and the rare-earth-metal
series. The growth and study of single crystal uranium films in the GS crystal
structure and the stabilisation of in a new HCP structure offers new research
opportunities. The properties of the charge density wave in thick uranium films
(5000 Å) are different compared to its properties in bulk; the HCP structure
was predicted to be FM [215,246].

The purpose of the present chapter is to calculate the EBP of uranium, to
identify possible metastable BCT states, and to investigate the possibility of an
FM state in bulk-like uranium films.

5.1 Introduction

Bulk elemental uranium has an orthorhombic low temperature crystal structure
with four atoms in the conventional unit cell (α-uranium), see Fig. 5.1 for a
sketch. The α-phase is stable up to temperatures of 940 K at ambient pres-
sure [11], and stable up to pressures of 100 GPa at ambient temperature [3,116].
Apart from a complex tetragonal high temperature phase, experiments revealed
a BCC phase stable above 1045 K, which has an extrapolated RT-value of the
lattice parameter of 3.474 Å [43]. At temperatures below 43 K, α-uranium un-
dergoes three successive structural phase transitions manifesting themselves in
charge density waves (CDW), as seen in X-ray and neutron diffraction experi-
ments [114, 136, 147]. The structural transition locking in at the highest tem-
perature has a commensurate wave vector and corresponds to a doubling of
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Figure 5.1: Conventional unit cell of α-uranium corresponding to the arrangement of
atoms at 50 K. The experimentally determined lattice parameters at 50 K
are: a = 2.836 Å, b = 5.867 Å, c = 4.936 Å (V = 20.535 Å

3
/atom), and

y = 0.1018 Å [11]. The shift of the centre plane with respect to the basal
plane by an amount 2y is not drawn to scale.

the unit cell in a-direction [114].1 This transition and the doubled unit cell is
referred to as α1 and α1-uranium, respectively. Neutron scattering experiments
found a softening of an optical phonon branch associated with the occurrence
of α1, see, e.g., Ref. 114. Recent experimental progress has been achieved in
the field of epitaxial growth of uranium films, including the manufacture of
HCP films [15, 146, 215]. An HCP structure is notably not known from the
conventional pressure-temperature phase diagram of uranium [43].

The picture that has evolved for elemental uranium by comparison of ex-
perimental data with DFT supports itinerant 5f -electrons in a dominant va-
lence band of width approximately 3 eV, which is pinned at the Fermi en-
ergy [114, 147, 166]. In turn, the low-symmetric, open crystal structure of α-
uranium was attributed to the narrow f -band, which is considerable smaller
than the d-bandwidth in a TM [207, 210, 251]. The mechanism that stabilises
such open structures in systems with narrow bands is considered to be similar
to a Peierls distortion. That is, there can be an energy gain for metals with
narrow bands and degenerate energy levels close to the Fermi energy due to a
crystal structure distortion from high symmetric structures (cubic ones) towards
low symmetric crystal structures. Such a distortion can lift degeneracies in the
band structure and effectively lower one-electron energy contributions to the to-
tal energy (there are counteracting contributions, like electrostatic interactions,
which prefer high symmetry structures).

Density functional calculations confirmed the magnitude of the α1 lattice dis-
tortion (0.028 Å) in agreement with the experimental value (0.027 Å) [56]. The
occurrence of the α1 structural distortion was attributed to nesting features
of the Fermi surface [56]. Recent full-relativistic DFT calculations employing
the PBE96 parameterisation of the XC functional predicted, that surface atoms
of bulk α-uranium are FM [115, 217]. The size of the total magnetic moment

1lock-in = the CDW wave vector gets temperature independent with decreasing tempera-
ture
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was reported to be 0.54µB/atom (Ref. 115) and 0.65µB/atom (Ref. 217). The
occurrence of magnetism was traced back to a fulfilled Stoner criterion caused
by band narrowing and the increased DOS at the surface compared to the bulk
counterpart. DFT calculations for bulk HCP-uranium predicted the possibil-
ity of ferromagnetism [215]. These predictions of magnetism in HCP-uranium
and surface magnetism in α-uranium have not been confirmed hitherto. We
investigate HCP-uranium in Sec. 5.3.2.

The success of LDA and GGA in describing bulk uranium was recently argued
to be due to its low 5f -occupation (about three electrons per atom) [33]. In
their quasi particle GW calculations for α-uranium, Chantis et al. show that
correlations mainly predominate the unoccupied part of the band structure.
Within GW, the uranium f -bands shift up by 0.5 eV relative to s − d bands,
and the f -band width in GW is narrower than in LDA. Properties of the GS
and the occupied part of the band structure around the Fermi level are not
significantly different between the GW calculation and the LDA calculation.

5.2 Computational details

The band-structure calculations in this chapter were done throughout in the
full-relativistic implementation of the Fplo program package, version 9.00 −
34. In version 9, the GGA XC potential in the parameterisation of PBE96 is
available and was used in all cases. Details of the band structure code and
principal numerical settings were reported in Sec. 4.4 on Page 32 et. seqq.
Here we only state settings specific to the calculation of the EBP of uranium.
The orthorhombic lattice of α-uranium, and uranium in the BCT and HCP
structures were calculated with a Brillouin zone integration mesh (k-mesh) of
243 points. This mesh was found sufficient to stabilise the total energy at a level
of 50µeV/atom and 180µeV/atom for BCT and HCP, respectively, compared
to a mesh with 483 k-points. The reported DOS and magnetic moments, were
obtained using a mesh with 483 k-points. We checked the completeness of the
valence basis with the procedure described in Sec. 4.4.2 on Page 35. The default
basis is sufficient and comprised 5df , 6spdf , 7spd, and 8s states. All calculations
were done with spin-polarisation allowed for. The quantisation axis was chosen
along [001] (parallel to the tetragonal axis).

Orthorhombic GS of uranium We considered the orthorhombic crystal
structure, as present for temperatures between 43 K and 940 K, as GS crystal
structure of uranium (Fig. 5.1). We did not take into account the lattice dis-
tortions due to the low temperature structural phase transitions, because of
their tiny energy scale (< 1 meV/atom) compared to typical structural energy
differences, e.g., the energy differences between BCC uranium and α-uranium
(200 meV/atom). Reference 56 calculated in fact a total energy decrease of
0.6 meV/atom with respect to the energy of α-uranium, which is accompanied
by the onset of α1. The absolute atomic displacement of α1 is one order of mag-
nitude larger than the one of the other two structural phase transitions [114].
The temperature, at which the CDWs lock in, is further the highest for α1.
Thus, the energy scale of the other two CDWs is certainly less than or at most
in the order of 1 meV/atom.
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Table 5.1: Structural and energetic details of all stationary points of E along the
EBP of uranium ordered by increasing a (decreasing c/a). The points are
referred to as their highest symmetry indicates, BCT structures are consecu-
tively numbered. Type defines the type of stationary point of the total energy
(MIN=minimum and MAX=maximum). Differences in energy with respect to
the GS are given per atom, and compared to values available in the literature.

label type a [Å] c/a E − Eα [meV]

BCT(1) MIN 2.80 1.89 142
FCC MAX 3.16 1.41 300, 259

a

BCT(2) MIN 3.38 1.07 197
BCC MAX 3.45, 3.46

a
1.00 200, 223

a

BCT(3) MIN 3.70 0.82 106, 92.5
ab

a PBE96 values from Ref. 166 (FP-LMTO)
b with fixed c/a = 0.825

The space group of the orthorhombic GS is CMCM . The only Wyckoff
position is (0 y 0.25) [237]. This structure has four independent parameters,
which must be optimised (three lattice parameters, one internal parameter, cf.
Fig. 5.1). The parameter ratios b/a and c/a, and the parameter y were earlier
reported to be moderately volume dependent in the range of the theoretical
equilibrium volume [3]. Starting from the fixed lattice parameter ratios b/a and
c/a, and the parameter y as determined in experiments, we optimised the volume
in a first step. Then we subsequently optimised one of the ratios or y, keeping the
volume in the unit cell constant (keeping the volume constant during the lattice
parameter optimisation decreased the total energy generally stronger than with
fixed parameter ratios and variable volume). We always chose to adjust the
parameter, that lowered the total energy the most during the optimisation, and
continued the total energy optimisation with respect to the other parameters.
Each of the four parameters was optimised at least once during the procedure.
We found for the completely relaxed orthorhombic structure (deviation from
experimental value is stated in parentheses) a = 2.840 Å (0.14% too large),
b = 5.829 Å (0.53% too small), c = 4.962 Å (0.53% too large), and y = 0.1008 Å
(0.99% too small). These value agree well with the experimental ones which
were stated in the caption of Fig. 5.1. The theoretical equilibrium volume, Vα,
is 20.537 Å

3
/atom. The total energy per atom of α-uranium in the theoretical

equilibrium configuration is referred to as Eα.

5.3 Results and discussion

5.3.1 The epitaxial Bain path of uranium

We calculated the EBP of uranium and found three minima and two maxima
in the total energy along the EBP (E(a)). Thus, the EBP of uranium can be
classified as non-standard according to the scheme proposed in Sec. 4.6.2 on
Page 108. The extrema are labelled according to the symmetry of the under-
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lying lattice and are consecutively numbered, cf. Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1 for the
complete data. The positions of both maxima in total energy coincide with
structures of cubic symmetry. The FCC structure has the higher energy. There
is a shallow, local minimum (BCT(2)) between the maxima of the cubic geome-
tries. The extrapolated room temperature lattice parameter of BCC uranium,
3.474 Å [43], agrees well with our calculated value, 3.45 Å. The tetragonal state
BCT(3), which is lowest in total energy, possesses an axial ratio c/a = 0.82.
This ratio is close to the value of BCT10 (

√

2/3 ≈ 0.816). The second lowest
minimum in total energy is BCT(1) at 2.80 Å (c/a = 1.89). The structural en-
ergy differences of the five distinguished states with respect to the GS are given
in Table 5.1. Our values fairly agree with published energy differences from Ref.
166, which are stated in the table as well.

The observed GS crystal structure of protactinium is BCT with c/a = 0.825.
Protactinium precedes uranium in the periodic table of elements. A predicted
transformation of α-uranium under pressure is α-U → BCT-U (c/a = 0.82) →
BCC-U [207], but has not been confirmed hitherto [116].

We calculated the EBP of uranium in due consideration of magnetic order,
whereat we focused on FM and AF1 order only. A possible relaxation of c due
to presence of magnetism was accounted for. The FSM method is not available
in the full-relativistic calculation method. All spin-polarised calculations were
therefore done with an ISS. At first we note, that α-uranium did not show a
stable FM or AFM GS (calculations with assumed FM and AFM order con-
verged into a solution with zero total moment on each site). However, the EBP
reveals surprisingly states that order ferromagnetically. These states are high-
lighted by filled red triangles in Fig. 5.2. According to that picture, there are
two ranges of states with FM order to be distinguished: a first range is limited
to a = 2.875 . . . 3.18 Å, hereafter called ‘R1’. The second range ‘R2’ begins at
a = 4.05 Å and extends beyond the limit of the present calculation, 4.10 Å. FCC
uranium orders ferromagnetically and is situated in R1.

We plotted the total energy differences between NM and FM states of R1
in Fig. 5.3. The magnitude of the energy difference of at most 13 meV/atom
suggests, that an FM state might be stable at temperatures of several 10 K. Fig-
ure 5.3 also gives a detailed picture of total, spin, and orbital magnetic moments
for the FM states of R1. Both spin and orbital moments are of considerabe size,
but couple anti-parallel and almost cancel their values to a surviving total mag-
netic moment of about 0.17 to 0.33µB/atom depending on a. Approximate
cancellation of spin and orbital magnetic moments at the uranium site is, for
example, known from the itinerant uranium compound UNi2 [199]. The large
orbital moment originates from the strong spin-orbit coupling in the narrow
5f -band of uranium [24]. FCC uranium has a total moment of 0.34µB/atom
(spin moment: 0.94µB/atom, orbital moment: −0.60µB/atom).

In Fig. 5.4, we plotted total, spin, and orbital moments, as well as the total
energy difference between NM and FM states of the EBP for R2. In what
follows, we neglect the discussion of R2, since states in that region are high in
energy compared to the GS (cf. Fig. 5.2), and also exhibit much larger in-plane
stresses than states in R1. The in-plane stress along the EBP, σ = σ(a), is given
by [133,163]

σ(a) =
2
ac

∂E

∂a
(5.1)
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σ is larger in R2 than in R1, mainly due to the steeper slope of E(a) (the
product of the prefactors a and c has nearly the same weight, due to their
reciprocal ratio, see Fig. 5.5 for the functional dependence of c upon a). From
the experimental point of view, the feasibility of epitaxial growth depends on
the size of both parameters, E −Eα and σ, whereat high feasibility is achieved
for low energies and small stresses [253]. Thus from an experimental point of
view, R1 is to be preferred over R2.

We also checked the possibility of a layerwise AFM order (AF1) exemplarily
for a = 3.00, 3.10, 3.15, 4.10 Å. The AF1 energy is in all cases well above
the FM energy (by about 5 meV/atom) but also below the energy of the NM
state. Since AFM order is not the ruling magnetic GS order we neglect it in the
ongoing discussion.

A closer look on the structural properties of the tetragonal states constituting
the EBP is worthwhile. In Fig. 5.5 we plotted c(a)/a, from which we realise a
monotonic decrease with increasing a, and two pronounced drops in the curve
progression. The larger drop approximately coincides with the position of the
FCC structure on the EBP, which is an instable maximum. The second drop
is a discontinuity in c, and occurs between a = 3.523 Å and 3.534 Å. This
case is identical to the discontinuity that we found for, e.g., La and V in the
previous chapter of this thesis, and was discussed on more general grounds in
Sec. 4.5.4. The change of c across the discontinuity is ∆c = 0.08 Å accompanied
by a pronounced decrease of the DOS at EF by 0.7 /(eV · atom) (Fig. 5.6).

Both drops are clearly seen in the volume curve along the EBP, V (a), see
Figure 5.5, where we depict the unit volume relative to the volume per atom
of α-uranium, Vα. Magnetism occurs in a range where the relative volume is
slightly to moderately larger (3 to 12% in R1) or considerably larger (> 15% in
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R2) than the one of α-uranium.

The nearest distance between two uranium atoms along the EBP can be
derived with the help of Fig. 3.7 on Page 20 and Fig. 5.5. The former states
the nearest neighbour pair in reduced lattice parameters, and the latter relates
c to a according to the EBP of uranium. It turns out, that the largest distance,
dmax, between two nearest neighbours along the EBP is dmax = aFCC = 3.16 Å,
hence well below the Hill distance of uranium (≈ 3.5 Å) [79,147].

To answer the question what drives the onset of magnetism in certain tetrag-
onal states, we evaluated the DOS, using a non-polarised calculation method,
but took the geometry that was optimised in the spin-polarised calculations.
Figure 5.6 shows the total DOS at the Fermi level and contributions from the
5f -orbitals along the EBP. The difference between the two curves can be almost
exclusively attributed to 6d-states. The DOS at EF shows great volatility along
the EBP with peak values more than twice as large as the DOS at EF in the GS,
Dα(EF), for which we evaluated Dα(EF) = 2.49 /(eV · atom). The 5f -fraction
to the total DOS, Dα, 5f (EF), is 2.08 /(eV · atom). Both values are indicated in
Fig. 5.6. A similar value for Dα was reported from Ref. 166: 2.5 /(eV · atom) at
the theoretical equilibrium volume, calculated within PBE96 and FP-LMTO. A
slightly higher value, 2.75 /(eV ·atom), was found in Ref. 33 at the experimental
atomic volume with PBE96 and FP-LAPW. We note from Fig. 5.6, that the
5f -contribution to the total DOS at the Fermi level in the FM regions R1 and
R2 is larger than about 3.5 /(eV · atom). The Stoner criterion for the onset of
FM, introduced in Eq. (4.10) on Page 70, with the Stoner exchange integral
I ≈ 0.2 eV [115,188] for uranium 5f -states is not fulfilled in the FM regions, but
only in the centre of R1, where Dα, 5f (EF) > 5 /(eV · atom). In the other parts
of the FM region, a non-trivial situation with a metastable NM and a stable
FM state is obviously present.

It is instructive to compare the total DOS of α-uranium with that of BCT-
uranium, Fig. 5.7. Without loss of generality, we chose the tetragonal state at
a = 3.00 Å (with c/a = 1.67). The predominant contributions to the presented
DOS originate from 5f -states. The bandwidth of uranium in the BCT structure
is narrower than in α-uranium, an effect that can be understood from the 10 %
larger atomic volume of the BCT structure compared to Vα. Clearly, the DOS
of BCT-U has sharper features, particularly in the unoccupied part, than the
DOS of α-U. This was shown to be generally the case for the 5f -partial DOS of
uranium in higher symmetric structures, such as the FCC and the Pa structure,
than in the lower symmetric orthorhombic structure, despite the bandwidth
being approximately the same in those structures [251]. As mentioned in the
introduction, Sec. 5.1, a crystal structure distortion from high symmetric struc-
tures to low symmetric structures can avoid a high degeneracy of energy levels
around the Fermi energy in narrow band systems. We suggest, that a converse
argument is valid in the present case. We impose a higher symmetry than or-
thorhombic on uranium, by modelling BCT films clamped to a substrate. This
brings along a DOS with generally sharper features (Ref. 251), and particularly
high DOS in BCT lattices for certain values of the (substrate) lattice parameter
a (Fig. 5.6). A likely energy lowering mechanism in such cases is the onset of
ferromagnetism, since the lattice symmetry is constrained.

We are not aware of any published non-volume conserving Bain path of U,
especially there is no published EBP of uranium to the best of our knowledge.
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Figure 5.7: Total DOS for α-uranium, and uranium in the BCT and HCP structure.
The BCT state corresponds to a = 3.00 Å on the EBP and was calculated
without spin-polarisation. The Fermi energy is indicated by a vertical line.
The 5f -occupation per atom for α-uranium is 3.00 states, for the BCT and
HCP structure 2.90 states and 2.92 states, respectively.

We feel however bound to mention a CVBP for uranium, where the unit volume
per atom along the transformation path was fixed to VCVBP = 20.75 Å

3
[207].

This value is slightly larger than the experimental volume per atom of α-uranium
(20.535 Å

3
). The CVBP, as depicted in Ref. 207, has qualitatively the same

structure as our EBP, i.e., an identical sequence of extrema with increasing c/a,
whereat the FCC and the BCC structure are points of maxima of the energy,
and the global minimum of E has c/a = 0.82. Reference 207 did not report on
any magnetic order.

We calculated the properties along the CVBP at the experimentally deter-
mined equilibrium volume of α-uranium (at 50 K), Vα,EXP. The CVBP is close
to the EBP whenever V/Vα ≃ Vα,EXP/Vα ≈ 1. According to Fig. 5.5, this is
the case for the BCC structure and all three BCT extrema. We also calcu-
lated the properties along the CVBP at the theoretical equilibrium volume of
uranium in the FCC structure, VFCC = 22.37 Å

3
(per atom). The results are

summarised in Fig. 5.8. Both CVBPs must have total energies equal or above
those of the EBP, due to the relaxation of the out-of-plane lattice parameter,
which is only done for the EBP (Fig. 5.8a). The a-coordinate of the extrema
between the CVBPs and the EBP differs the more, the larger the volume differ-
ence between the CVBPs and the EBP is. CVBPs also have stationary points
in total energy at cubic structures [38, 133]. Large volume differences go along
with large energy differences. The CVBP at VFCC adapts the EBP in R1 and at
a = 3.90 Å, when V = VFCC. Similarly, the CVBP at Vα,EXP adapts the EBP
in aFCC < a < aBCT(3) and at a = 2.78 Å, when V = Vα,EXP (cf. volume along
the EBP in Fig. 5.5).
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of the EBP with the CVBP at the experimental volume of α-
uranium, Vα,EXP, and the CVBP at the theoretical volume of FCC uranium,
VFCC. The total energy, in (a), and the total magnetic moment, in (b), along
the Bain paths are plotted versus the lattice parameter a, while the DOS at the
Fermi energy, in (c), is depicted as function of c/a. The DOS was computed
without spin-polarisation. In order not to overload the figures, FM states on
the Bain paths are not distinguished from NM states. The grey bar in (a)
indicates R1 for the EBP. Solid lines guide the eye. The total energy data
were interpolated by splines.

The total moment, mt, along the EBP and the CVBPs exhibits a similar trend
for all three curves in the region identical to R1, 2.875 Å < a < 3.180 Å, despite
the different atomic volumes, see Fig. 5.8b. Ferromagnetism for the CVBP with
VFCC persists up to a = 3.65 Å. In order to study the influence of the volume
and the symmetry, we plot the DOS at the Fermi level, evaluated without spin-
polarisation, in Fig. 5.8c. Note that the DOS is plotted as function of c/a.
Although the three curves differ in their absolute height, there are evidently
similar characteristics for all curves. At first, there is the pronounced, broad
peak in the DOS centred around c/a = 1.6 adjacent to a dip at approximately
the position of FCC. There is a strong decrease of the DOS for c/a > 1.75.
Further, there are minor peaks at approximately c/a = 0.9 and 1.35, which are
visible in all three curves. The occurrence of the aforementioned features at
identical c/a ratios, in particular the major peak at c/a = 1.6, suggest that the
general structure (but not the absolute height) of the DOS along the CVBPs
and the EBP is mainly determined by the axial ratio alone. The absolute
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height, however, is mainly determined by the volume. In favour of this argument
is the fact, that the DOS for the CVBP at VFCC is always larger than the
corresponding DOS of the CVBP at Vα,EXP, and VFCC > Vα,EXP. The volume
along the EBP curve is strongly varying. Accordingly, the DOS along the EBP
relative to the DOS along the CVBPs scales inversely with the volume along
the EBP relative to the fixed volume of the CVBPs.

Itinerant magnetic uranium compounds like UFe2, UNi2, and UN exhibit a
substantial orbital and spin magnetic moment [24,199,252]. A close agreement
of DFT calculations and experiments in UNi2 could only be achieved [199],
if an orbital polarisation correction (OPC) [51, 162] was employed. OPC is a
way to incorporate Hund’s second rule in weakly correlated systems, and or-
bital polarisation in solids originates from spin-orbit coupling, but is exchange-
enhanced [55]. The use of OPC in total energy calculations can be considered
to give an upper estimate on orbital moments, while full-relativistic calculations
without OPC supply a lower estimate to it [157]. The presence of a large or-
bital magnetic moment in the aforementioned compounds was conducted from
‘anomalous’ f -magnetic form factors [147], as measured in neutron scattering
experiments. The form factors were called anomalous, since the measured total
moment were small, but an analysis of the q-vector (scattering vector) indicated
a large orbital contribution to the total moments [199]. This is explained by
an antiparallel orientation of spin and orbital moment, which compensate each
other at the uranium site (Hund’s third rule) [24]. In contrast, the field induced
magnetic form factor of α-uranium showed a rather ‘normal’ behaviour [130].
Normal, because the q-dependence of the measured scattering amplitude in an
external field indicated a small orbital moment, as it does for 3d magnetic ele-
ments. References 81,82 provided an explanation of the ‘normal’ magnetic form
factor of α-uranium by incorporating a Zeeman term in the electronic structure
calculations, which coupled to the spin and the orbital moment. The external
field destroys the Hund’s rule GS, i.e, in a field induced state, orbital moment
and spin moment are parallel. The best agreement with the experimentally
determined, induced total magnetic moment and the magnetic form factor was
achieved, if OPC was employed. The modulus of the calculated ratio of orbital
and spin moment, |mo/ms|, for bulk uranium in an external magnetic field of 7 T
is 3.5 and 1.3 with OPC and without OPC, respectively, i.e., |mo| > |ms| [81].
This ratio for the magnetic states of the EBP is at most 0.67 without OPC (at
3.10 Å, this ratio can be inferred from the values in Fig. 5.8b). We employed
spin dependent OPC according to Ref. 162 for 5f -states, as implemented in
Fplo. The application of OPC leads to increased orbital and spin moments,
Fig. 5.9. The range R1 with applied OPC, 2.85 Å ≤ a ≤ 3.18 Å, is slightly larger
than without OPC (lower boundary was 2.875 Å, upper boundary is identical).
While for the range a ≥ 2.95 Å, the orbital moment exceeds the spin moment
in its absolute value, the cancellation of both contribution to the total moment
is almost perfect in the range 2.85Å ≤ a ≤ 2.95 Å. The largest ratio |mo/ms|
with OPC amounts to 1.24 at a = 3.13 Å.

5.3.2 Bulk-like uranium overlayer with HCP structure

Originally, our interest in uranium arose from recent epitaxy experiments with
uranium in a new HCP structure [15, 146, 215]. The lattice parameters, as
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Figure 5.9: Total, spin, and orbital moment for the magnetic states in R1 along the
EBP, calculated with OPC. Lines guide the eye.

determined in 50 nm thick HCP films, are a = 2.96 Å and c/a = 1.90±0.01 [215].
Moreover, FP-LMTO calculations predicted FM order in bulk HCP uranium
[215], although uranium in the GS crystal structure does not order magnetically.
The predicted total magnetic moment in the HCP structure is 0.12µB/atom at
the theoretical equilibrium volume.

We argue in what follows, that bulk HCP-uranium should not order mag-
netically. Furthermore, we investigate a strained HCP structure of uranium
to simulate a lattice mismatch between a hexagonal (0001) oriented substrate
and a pseudomorphic bulk-like HCP film. Also strained HCP-uranium does not
favour an FM state for in-plane strains smaller than |0.045| .

All calculations were done with spin-polarisation, and initially started with a
finite ISS of 2µB/atom. We denote the theoretical lattice constants of the HCP
structure with aHCP and cHCP. The space group is P63/mmc. We obtained
for both in equilibrium: aHCP = 3.009 Å and cHCP/aHCP = 1.820. The corre-
sponding total energy, EHCP, with respect to the GS energy is EHCP − Eα =
192 meV/atom. We find, that HCP-uranium with the mentioned lattice param-
eters does not exhibit a finite magnetic moment. Our calculated lattice parame-
ters and the energy difference agree with respective values from Ref. 215, which
reported aHCP = 2.98 Å, cHCP/aHCP = 1.84, and EHCP −Eα = 210 meV/atom.

The experimentally determined in-plane lattice parameter of HCP-uranium,
a = 2.96 Å, is smaller than our calculated value, aHCP = 3.009 Å. Also, the
measured c/a-ratio (c/a = 1.90± 0.01) is larger than our calculated ratio. This
could point to small negative in-plane strain of the uranium film which was
deposited on a gadolinium substrate. We expect, that the out-of-plane lattice
parameter c increases in response to a decrease of a away from the equilibrium
state. We relaxed the c/a ratio for a fixed to a = 2.96 Å, and obtained c/a =
1.864 closer to the measured value.
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In order to compare the HCP equilibrium state with the stationary states of
the EBP, we indicated the energy difference EHCP −Eα in Fig. 5.2 (Page 124).
The total energy of HCP-uranium is comparable with that of uranium in the
BCC structure, while the energies of BCT(1) and BCT(3) are well below EHCP.
The total DOS at the Fermi level and contribution from 5f -states to the to-
tal DOS at the Fermi level of HCP-uranium are 2.75 /(eV · atom) and 2.29 /eV
per atom, respectively. Both values are indicated in Fig. 5.6 (Page 126). Ev-
ident from Fig. 5.6, the DOS at EF in HCP-uranium is considerably smaller
than the DOS of all BCT states of the EBP which support ferromagnetism
(> 3.5 /(eV · atom)).

The DOS of HCP uranium exhibits a significant peak centred approximately
0.2 eV above EF, see Fig. 5.7, which could become crucial for a strained HCP
structure. The Fermi level may then coincide with the position of the peak,
which may lead to an increase of the DOS in the vicinity of the Fermi level, and
possibly render uranium FM. We therefore modelled strained HCP structures
pseudomorphically grown on a (0001) oriented hexagonal substrate. The con-
cept and the calculation is analogous to the EBP for tetragonal structures. We
minimised the total energy by relaxing the out-of-plane lattice parameter c for
each selected in-plane lattice parameter a. Hence, c is a function of a. In fact,
the procedure allows for a straightforward definition of a hexagonal EBP [97].
We applied an in-plane strain, ǫ = (a − aHCP)/aHCP, up to |ǫ| = 0.045 on the
relaxed HCP structure in the described manner. The applied strain was both
compressive and tensile, and all calculations allowed for FM order.

Within the strain limits given, we did not find an FM state of HCP uranium,
although the DOS at the Fermi level exhibits a pronounced increase for tensile
in-plane strain, see Fig. 5.10. The DOS at EF reaches 3.36 /(eV · atom) at
ǫ = 0.045. An inspection of the DOS for that state signals a broadening and
a height diminution of the aforementioned peak in the DOS. An FM state for
even larger strains could be possible, but requires further calculations. Such
a state would require to stabilise a film at the cost of a higher energy and a
further increase of the in-plane stress σ ∝ ∂E/∂a (cf. Eq. (5.1)).
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5.4 Summary of main results

The purpose of the density functional calculations in this chapter was to study
structural and magnetic properties of bulk-like uranium overlayers in the BCT
structure. The EBP provides a model therefor. We determined three prominent
tetragonal structures (BCT(1), BCT(2), BCT(3)), whose energies in the tetrago-
nal parameter space are locally minimised, i.e., these states exhibit no in-plane
stresses. All three states are NM. The energies of the FCC and the BCC struc-
ture are maxima of E(a).
We predict, that some BCT states on the EBP order ferromagnetically. Those
states have a lattice parameter a in the range of 2.875 ≤ a ≤ 3.180 Å or in the
range of a ≥ 4.050 Å. They exhibit a finite in-plane stress with the exception
of the FCC state. All other BCT states are NM. The orbital moment couples
antiparallel to the spin moment in the FM states. The largest predicted total
moments amount to 0.2µB/atom and 0.3µB/atom without and with OPC, re-
spectively. The occurrence of FM order in itinerant BCT uranium is due to a
high 5f -DOS in the vicinity of the Fermi level, which is not present in the GS.
We argue, that the increase of the DOS is mainly due to particular, imposed
c/a ratios of the BCT structure.
Concerning the possibility of FM order in unstrained HCP-uranium, our results
disagree with an earlier literature work. We predict, that FM order in HCP
uranium does not occur in epitaxially strained HCP-structures in the range
|ǫ| ≤ 0.045.

❦
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6
Summary and outlook

Epitaxial growth is an important technique for the fabrication of film struc-
tures with good crystalline quality, e.g., monoatomic overlayers, multilayers,
compound materials, and ordered alloys. Such epitaxially grown films are tech-
nologically important materials with, e.g., adjustable electronic, magnetic, and
optical properties. Epitaxial growth makes it possible to study fundamental
aspects of low-dimensional structures and interfacial effects, and it can stabilise
strained structures that are unstable in the bulk.

This thesis was concerned with a theoretical prediction of bulk-like properties
in thick overlayers, which adopt the BCT crystal structure and grow coherently
on a suitable substrate with quadratic surface symmetry. The employed model
of the EBP provides a description of all possible, coherently grown bulk-like
overlayers in the BCT structure, and the knowledge of the EBP therefore al-
lows to study properties of the overlayer as function of the substrate lattice
parameter. In particular, strain effects on the film material, magnetic order in
the overlayer, and the existence of possible metastable states were investigated
by means of DFT in the LSDA, and in the singular case of uranium, employ-
ing GGA. The knowledge of the EBP of a material may replace the procedure
known as strain analysis, which is based on the assumption of a linear elastic re-
sponse of the film material due to strain, since the EBP relates the out-of-plane
lattice parameter of the film to the in-plane lattice parameter of the substrate
without any such approximation.

Our definition of the EBP (Eq. (3.7)) has two, previously not considered
consequences for EBPs in general: an EBP can be discontinuous, and the high
symmetry cubic structures (FCC and BCC) need not be points on the EBP.
Both cases occurred for several elements considered in this thesis. If, however,
a cubic structure is a point on the EBP, then a symmetry property guarantees
that E(a) is stationary at this cubic structure.

In Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis, we computed the EBPs of all TMs, the
post TMs Zn, Cd, and Hg, the alkaline earth metals Ca, Sr, and Ba, the lan-
thanides La and Lu, and the actinide U (35 elements were treated in total).
For each element but Zr, Hg, and U, there are exactly two structures whose
energies are minima on the EBP, and which exhibit neither in-plane nor out-
of-plane stresses; for Zr, Hg, and U there are three minima each. All other
states on the EBP exhibit in-plane stresses because they are a strained form of
the stress-free structures. The possibility of metastability of these particular,
stress-free structures, i.e., stabilisation of these structures without bonding to
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the substrate, was investigated by stability conditions based on linear elastic-
ity theory (except for U). We predict, that ten FCC structures and three BCT
structures not known from the respective phase diagrams may be metastable.

We studied the properties of FM states on the EBP for the elements Fe, Co,
and Ni, and moreover predict, that Mn, Ru, Os, and U order ferromagnetically
for certain states of the EBP. The latter three elements are paramagnetic in
the GS. The onset of ferromagnetism in Os and U is not accompanied by a
simultaneously fulfilled Stoner criterion. According to our results, AF1 and
AF2 orders are never more stable than FM order on any EBP for any element
investigated.

On the basis of our comprehensive results for all TMs, we analysed trends
across each of the three TM series and similarities among the three series. We
demonstrated, that the type of the EBP (a classification of extrema of E(a) by
symmetry into types) follows a characteristic trend across each of the three TM
series. We discussed exceptions (Mn, Fe, and Zr) to this trend. Another trend,
identical for the three series, is seen in the function ∆EBCT, which follows a
similar trend as the well studied function ∆EBCC. Clear similarities among
the three periods of elements are also reflected in the bulk moduli and in the
elastic constants of the cubic or tetragonal structures, that define the global and
local minima of E(a). The mentioned similarities suggest, that many properties
which are associated with the EBPs of TMs, can be attributed to the occupation
of the d-band, which is the most dominant feature of the electronic structure of
TMs.

A direct extension of this work could be to study the predictive character of
a simple canonical d-band model for BCT lattices (with all relevant c/a-ratios)
for the following quantities as function of the d-occupation number, i.e., across
the TM series: firstly, the c/a-ratio of all extrema of E(a), in particular the one
of the secondary minimum, secondly, the trend ∆EBCT, and based on the latter
two, the evolution of E(c/a). Results of such a model may provide a simple
picture of some of the trends that we found in this thesis. First attempts in
this direction exist [211]. Using the example of Ti and Zr, we demonstrated
the alteration of E(a) (number of extrema and general shape) in response to a
change of the number of d-electrons per atom, thereby showing that the irregular
number of extrema on the EBP of Zr is not a particular feature of the fourth
period. The averaged electron number per atom can be influenced by alloying,
i.e., it may be of interest to study the EBP and its energy landscape for alloys
in general and as function of the alloy composition in particular. First results
in this direction exist for Fe70Pd30 [29] and for Fe-Co alloys [158].

❦
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A
Elastic constants

The total energy, E, is defined per volume of the primitive unit cell, V . Note
the conversion of units: 1 ·Hartree ·Å−3

= 4 378.311 ·GPa.

A.1 Theoretical considerations

We consider the harmonic long wavelength limit of acoustical phonons to eval-
uate the elastic constants of crystals [22, 52]. Without the presence of external
forces, the total energy has a stationary value at equilibrium. The total energy
is a quadratic form of the components of the strain tensor (strain energy), ǫij ,

E =
1
2

∑

ijkl

cijklǫijǫkl i, j, k, l = {x, y, z}, (A.1)

and elastic constants, cijkl, which are independent of ǫ in the harmonic approx-
imation. For the lattice to be (meta)stable, the total energy must be positive
definite for any small strain. Hook’s law relates stress σ and strain ǫ by

σij =
∑

kl

cijklǫkl. (A.2)

We consider the tetragonal crystal class I4/mmm, the z-axis be the tetragonal
axis (for the orientation of the BCT lattice, see Sec. 3.2). This lattice symmetry
reduces the number of independent elastic constants to six: cxxxx, czzzz, cxxyy,
cxxzz, cxyxy, and cxzxz [113,163]. Thus, Eq. (A.1) becomes

E =
1
2
cxxxx(ǫ2xx + ǫ2yy) +

1
2
czzzzǫ

2
zz + cxxzz(ǫxxǫzz + ǫyyǫzz)

+cxxyyǫxxǫyy + 2cxyxyǫ2xy + 2cxzxz(ǫ2xz + ǫ2yz), (A.3)

since cxxxx = cyyyy, cxxzz = cyyzz, cxzxz = cyzyz due to crystal symmetry and
further general symmetry properties of (cijkl) [113]. The quadratic form (A.3)
(and (A.1) in general) is positive definite, if all principal minors of (cijkl) are
positive (Sylvester’s criterion) [87]. For the considered crystal class, the criterion
leads to five stability conditions (SCs) in terms of the elastic constants [163,197],

cxxxx, cxyxy, cxzxz > 0 (A.4)

cxxxx > |cxxyy| (A.5)

czzzz (cxxxx + cxxyy) > 2c2
xxzz. (A.6)
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The remaining task is to calculate the six elastic constants for stationary points
of the EBP and check the above stability conditions. The number of elastic
constants reduces to three for cubic (FCC, BCC) structures: cxxxx, cxxyy and
cxyxy. Also, the SCs (A.4) – (A.6) simplify.

A.2 Technical considerations

The approach pursued in this work is to directly calculate the total energy
change with respect to the stationary reference state for small strains according
to Eq. (A.3). The BCT unit cell is distorted in such a way, that the deformations
correspond to a single applied strain or two simultaneously applied strains. This
procedure simplifies Eq. (A.3). For example, if all strains but ǫzz are defined
zero, then

E =
1
2
czzzzǫ

2
zz

and

czzzz =
d2 E

d ǫ2zz
. (A.7)

Similar expressions hold for the other elastic constants. Values of elastic con-
stants can also be gained from combined strains. Let ǫxx and ǫyy be the only
non-vanishing components of the strain tensor. Without loss of generality, we
set in case ‘1’ (subscript ‘1’) ǫxx = ǫyy = ǫ/

√
2 and in the second case (subscript

‘2’) ǫxx = −ǫyy = ǫ/
√

2 (the choice of the strains comes from the side condition
ǫ2 = ǫ2xx + ǫ2yy), and obtain

E1 =
1
2
cxxxx

(

ǫ2

2
+
ǫ2

2

)

+ cxxyy
ǫ2

2

E1 =
cxxxx + cxxyy

2
ǫ2

and

d2E1

dǫ2
= cxxxx + cxxyy.

Similarly for E2 we get

d2E2

dǫ2
= cxxxx − cxxyy.

It is straightforward to see, that the superposition of both equations gives

cxxxx =
1
2

(

d2E1

dǫ2
+

d2E2

dǫ2

)

(A.8)

cxxyy =
1
2

(

d2E1

dǫ2
− d2E2

dǫ2

)

. (A.9)
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The bulk modulus, B, of a stationary structure can be derived from a differ-
entiation of the total energy with respect to the volume [113],

B = V 2
0

d2E

dV 2

∣

∣

∣

∣

V0

, (A.10)

whereat V0 is the volume at the stationary point. Alternatively, we set ǫxx =
ǫyy = ǫzz = ǫ/

√
3, and ǫik = 0 for i 6= k, in Eq. (A.3), discard higher order than

linear terms in V = V (ǫ) with V (ǫ) = V0

(

1 + ǫ/
√

3
)3 ≈ V0(1 +

√
3ǫ) and use

d2E
dǫ2 = d2E

dV 2

(

dV
dǫ

)2
to obtain

B =
cxxxx + 2cxxyy

3
. (A.11)

We used both ways to compute B in order to check the consistency of our
calculations.

The evaluation of each elastic constant requires different settings (space group,
lattice parameters, angles, Wyckoff positions). For our specific problem, namely
the distortion of a BCT Bravais lattice (I4/mmm, one Wyckoff position at 0 0 0),
we list the space groups and Wyckoff position in Table A.1.

Table A.1: Setups appropriate for the calculation of elastic constants of BCT
cells with I4/mmm symmetry.

elastic constant space group (no.) (symmetry) Wyckoff position

cxxxx Immm (71) (orthorhombic) 0 0 0
czzzz I4/mmm (139) (tetragonal) 0 0 0
cxxyy Immm (71) (orthorhombic) 0 0 0
cxxzz Immm (71) (orthorhombic) 0 0 0
cxyxy Fmmm (69)a (orthorhombic) 0 0 0
cxzxz C2/m (12)b (monoclinic) 0 0 0

a quadratic reference plane
b rectangular reference plane

cxyxy and cxzxz involve a change of the included angle between two adjacent
sides. If the lengths of both sides are identical (as for the basal plane of the BCT
lattice), the space group is face-centred orthorhombic, otherwise monoclinic.

Remark on cubic structures The Bulk modulus according to Eq. (A.10)
for the FCC structure and the BCC structure is evaluated in the space group
Fm3̄m and Im3̄m, respectively. Relation (A.11) requires the knowledge of elas-
tic constants, which in general are calculated based on the tetragonal delineation
(cf. Fig. 3.1 on Page 9). That is, we impose deformations on the tetragonal lat-
tice (using tetragonal axes) in order to calculate the elastic constants of BCC
and FCC. However, the elastic constants of the FCC phase are defined with re-
spect to the cubic axes. Both coordinate systems are rotated against each other
by |π/4|. Thus, the elastic constants, obtained in the tetragonal setup, must
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be transformed from the BCT reference system to the FCC reference system
according to tensor transformation rules [95,190]. Accordingly,

ǫFCC
ij = QimQjnǫ

BCT
mn

cFCC
ijkl = QimQjnQkqQlpc

BCT
mnqp, (A.12)

with the transformation matrix, Qij , which for a rotation around [001] by π/4
takes the form

Qij =
1√
2











1 −1 0

1 1 0

0 0
√

2











.

Above Eqs. (A.12) simplify to

cFCC
xxxx =

1
2

(

cBCT
xxxx + cBCT

xxyy + 2cBCT
xyxy

)

(A.13)

cFCC
xxyy =

1
2

(

cBCT
xxxx + cBCT

xxyy − 2cBCT
xyxy

)

(A.14)

cFCC
xyxy =

1
2

(

cBCT
xxxx − cBCT

xxyy

)

. (A.15)

The back transformation is the same with superscript indices interchanged. All
other elastic constants are equal in the FCC and the BCT reference frame for
this particular transformation.

For an actual calculation, it is necessary to keep the distortion small enough,
such that the harmonic form of the strain energy, Eq. (A.3), is valid. How-
ever, distortions should be accompanied by a large enough change in total
energy, such that a reliable precision is guaranteed. A typical strain in the
order of ǫ = 0.005 . . . 0.010 causes an energy change per atom in the order of
10 . . . 100µHartree. A converged Brillouin zone integration mesh ensures stabil-
ity of the total energies in the aforementioned range. The k-mesh was converged
in space groups of low symmetry. We found that the values as obtained in
Sec. 4.4 are sufficient to guarantee the stability of the total energy. We checked
the stability of the computed elastic constants with respect to a doubling of the
strain (ǫ = 0.010 . . . 0.020) and found that elastic constants did not change by
more than 5%.

A.3 Tables

A.3.1 BCC structures

Table A.2 lists the theoretical equilibrium lattice parameter, c, and the bulk
modulus, B, obtained via Eq. (A.10). Both values were calculated in Im3̄m
symmetry. We tabulate further cxxxx and cxxyy, which were evaluated by com-
bining strains (following Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9)). The value of cxxxx was checked
for consistency with the one obtained from a single strain according to Eq. (A.7)
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(cxxxx = czzzz). We also computed the bulk modulus from the values of cxxxx
and cxxyy (Eq. (A.11)) to check the consistency of our data. We also list cxyxy,
which was calculated both in the orthorhombic and the monoclinic symmetry
to check its consistency (cxyxy = cxzxz, cf. Table A.1). The largest applied
strains for the different distortions were (modulus values given): ǫ(B) = 0.005,
ǫ(cxxxx) = 0.005 = ǫ(cxxyy), and ǫ(cxyxy) = 0.750◦. All computed elastic con-
stant were consistent. Data from consistency checks are not listed in Table A.2.

The SCs for cubic lattices can be deduced from Inequalities (A.4) to (A.6) by
symmetry arguments [163]. They read1

SC (I) cxxxx > 0

SC (II) cxyxy > 0

SC (III) cxxxx > cxxyy

SC (IV) cxxxx + 2cxxyy > 0.

We indicate by ’+’ and ’−’ if the SCs are fulfilled and violated, respectively.
Note that, with Eq. (A.11), SC (IV) reads 3B = cxxxx + 2cxxyy > 0. Since the
bulk modulus is obtained for equilibrium geometries in the parameter space of
cubic lattices, B is always positive and SC (IV) is always fulfilled. We forwent
to show it in Table A.2.

Table A.2: Elastic constants and bulk moduli of various elements in the BCC con-
figuration. Symbols and SCs as explained in the text (’+’ fulfilled, ’−’ not
fulfilled). SC (IV) is always fulfilled. Elements are sorted according to their
atomic numbers. FM order is indicated.

element c B cxxxx cxxyy cxyxy SC

[Å] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] (I) (II) (III)

Ca 4.214 20 24 17 21 + + +

Sc 3.570 60 50 64 34 + + −
Ti 3.167 120 115 121 39 + + −
V 2.929 211 328 154 19 + + +

Cr 2.791 303 589 161 115 + + +

Mn 2.728 343 345 333 147 + + +

Fe (FM) 2.752 255 372 195 165 + + +

Co (FM) 2.736 274 217 298 172 + + −
Ni (FM) 2.725 238 194 261 195 + + −

Cu 2.800 187 180 191 131 + + −
Zn 3.016 96 62 114 13 + + −
Sr 4.571 14 18 12 17 + + +

Y 3.917 44 10 61 25 + + −
Zr 3.490 99 110 92 35 + + +

Nb 3.258 191 289 144 20 + + +

Mo 3.124 292 528 173 120 + + +

Tc 3.045 334 313 346 152 + + −
continued on next page

1Note that the statement of inequalities based on cxxxx and cxxyy , SC (I), SC (III) and
SC (IV), can be combined to two SCs: cxxxx > |cxxyy | and SC (IV). We express the conditions
for stability of cubic structures in four inequalities, because the sign of cxxxx−cxxyy determines
the sign of the curvature of E(a) at stationary points with cubic symmetry, see Sec. 4.7.
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continued from previous page

element c B cxxxx cxxyy cxyxy SC

[Å] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] (I) (II) (III)

Ru 3.012 331 81 457 228 + + −
Rh 3.019 299 37 413 160 + + −
Pd 3.066 220 204 230 141 + + −
Ag 3.195 135 126 138 80 + + −
Cd 3.443 63 45 74 −6 + − −
Ba 4.780 11 15 9 13 + + +

La 4.051 32 −10 50 0.9 − + −
Lu 3.725 52 26 64 30 + + −
Hf 3.444 112 102 115 55 + + −
Ta 3.259 216 308 171 86 + + +

W 3.145 331 567 212 172 + + +

Re 3.081 388 372 395 205 + + −
Os2 3.061 389 33 565 283 + + −
Ir 3.077 347 −121 570 178 − + −
Pt 3.117 286 218 321 186 + + −
Au 3.220 195 190 198 91 + + −
Hg 3.549 54 53 54 3.3 + + −

A.3.2 FCC structures

Table A.3 lists data for FCC structures. SC (IV) is always fulfilled as explained
in the previous section. We forwent to show it in Table A.3. The theoreti-
cal equilibrium constants and bulk moduli were calculated in Fm3̄m symme-
try, the other quantities according to the explanations in the previous section.
The applied strains in the BCT reference systems were (modulus values given):
ǫ(B) = 0.005, ǫBCT(cxxxx) = 0.005 = ǫBCT(cxxyy), and ǫBCT(cxyxy) = 0.750◦.

Table A.3: Elastic constants and bulk moduli of various elements in the FCC con-
figuration. Symbols and SCs as explained in the text (’+’ fulfilled, ’−’ not
fulfilled). SC (IV) is always fulfilled. Elements are sorted according to their
atomic numbers. FM order is indicated.

element c B cxxxx cxxyy cxyxy SC

[Å] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] (I) (II) (III)

Ca 5.336 18 22 16 4.1 + + +

Sc 4.477 59 81 47 42 + + +

Ti 4.006 123 147 109 60 + + +

V 3.738 200 −48 326 −46 − − −
Cr 3.549 277 54 390 −62 + − −
Mn 3.434 332 465 261 201 + + +

Fe 3.378 328 510 267 289 + + +

Co (FM) 3.429 273 382 216 194 + + +

Ni (FM) 3.428 256 353 205 169 + + +

continued on next page

2unstable for ǫ > 0.015, cf. Fig. 4.26 and discussion
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continued from previous page

element c B cxxxx cxxyy cxyxy SC

[Å] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] (I) (II) (III)

Cu 3.523 190 233 167 109 + + +

Zn 3.787 100 151 74 −3.1 + − +

Sr 5.790 15 18 12 17 + + +

Y 4.912 46 67 35 40 + + +

Zr 4.429 103 124 91 46 + + +

Nb 4.156 182 −51 297 −83 − − −
Mo 3.956 268 123 329 21 + + −
Tc 3.828 338 495 261 213 + + +

Ru 3.762 360 560 261 304 + + +

Rh 3.769 315 501 222 240 + + +

Pd 3.852 226 277 197 86 + + +

Ag 4.016 138 167 123 66 + + +

Cd 4.314 70 96 55 −3.4 + − +

Ba 6.019 10 12 7.7 13 + + +

La 5.046 30 49 19 26 + + +

Lu 4.661 53 84 38 48 + + +

Hf 4.363 119 158 95 70 + + +

Ta 4.151 206 78 275 31 + + −
W 3.990 309 139 387 −62 + − −
Re 3.875 395 610 286 252 + + +

Os 3.817 432 685 291 367 + + +

Ir 3.830 392 654 260 301 + + +

Pt 3.913 297 374 258 99 + + +

Au 4.052 198 225 184 51 + + +

Hg 4.429 58 63 57 −0.5 + − +

A.3.3 BCT structures

All stationary points in energy on the EBP, that possess tetragonal symmetry,
are listed in Table A.4. Both pairs cxxxx and cxxyy, and czzzz and cxxzz were
determined by combined strains following Eqs. (A.8) and (A.9). The applied
strains were (modulus values given): ǫ(cxxxx) = ǫ(czzzz) = 0.005 = ǫ(cxxyy) =
ǫ(cxxzz), and ǫ(cxyxy) = 0.750◦ = ǫ(cxzxz).

The following five SCs (already mentioned in Eqs. (A.4) – (A.6)) are checked
for and the results are also tabulated in Table A.4:

SC (I) cxxxx > 0

SC (II) cxyxy > 0

SC (III) cxzxz > 0

SC (IV) cxxxx > |cxxyy|
SC (V) czzzz(cxxxx + cxxyy) > 2c2

xxzz.
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Table A.4: Elastic constants and bulk moduli of various elements in the BCT con-
figuration. Symbols and SCs as explained in the text (’+’ fulfilled, ’−’ not
fulfilled). Elements are sorted according to their atomic numbers and in-plane
lattice parameters a. FM order is indicated.

element a cxxxx cxxyy cxyxy czzzz cxxzz cxzxz SC

[Å] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] [GPa] (I) (II) (III) (IV) (V)

Ca 3.79 23 15 3.6 23 18 6.8 + + + + +

Ca 4.09 23 16 15 16 19 16 + + + + −
Sc 3.17 108 23 18 94 50 44 + + + + +

Sc 3.70 16 110 37 44 49 29 + + + − +

Ti 2.85 185 73 23 162 111 58 + + + + +

Ti 3.33 137 126 32 151 98 40 + + + + +

V 2.40 286 206 −91 325 130 66 + − + + +

Cr 2.31 477 203 −174 463 180 75 + − + + +

Mn 2.69 369 331 164 336 367 156 + + + + −
Co (FM) 2.81 230 330 215 235 288 168 + + + − −
Ni (FM) 2.86 215 310 231 207 296 175 + + + − −

Cu 2.85 172 198 141 185 183 122 + + + − +

Zn 3.30 94 97 7.3 174 72 70 + + + + +

Sr 4.12 31 −0.5 3.6 24 13 18 + + + + +

Sr 4.32 23 5.9 8.3 16 16 18 + + + + −
Y 4.07 20 85 35 47 29 23 + + + − +

Zr 3.14 152 64 17 138 93 52 + + + + +

Zr 3.32 82 135 24 73 102 43 + + + − −
Zr 3.56 103 77 35 100 109 35 + + + + −
Zr 3.74 130 92 24 134 78 40 + + + + +

Nb 2.70 323 149 −100 323 114 26 + − + + +

Mo 2.61 386 279 −166 378 192 40 + − + + +

Tc 3.14 298 382 209 372 279 172 + + + − +

Ru (FM) 3.18 88 634 227 232 348 154 + + + − −
Rh 3.22 231 424 259 419 193 183 + + + − +

Pd 3.20 197 243 154 227 210 112 + + + − +

Ag 3.31 124 145 96 143 129 69 + + + − +

Cd 3.78 64 65 12 117 52 37 + + + − +

Ba 4.35 20 −1.9 4.2 14 12 13 + + + + −
La 4.28 31 52 20 45 14 21 + + + − +

Lu 3.88 10 108 39 51 34 33 + + + − +

Hf 3.64 131 123 54 153 88 62 + + + + +

Ta 2.75 289 183 −88 315 143 38 + − + + +

W 2.68 445 258 −170 431 230 45 + − + + +

Re 3.18 339 472 285 453 333 248 + + + − +

Os 3.24 −67 918 248 349 290 146 − + + − +

Ir 3.30 337 492 319 599 219 203 + + + − +

Pt 3.34 316 317 209 440 215 137 + + + − +

Au 3.39 182 190 98 211 190 66 + + + − +

Hg 2.98 82 56 0.7 65 46 −3.7 + + − + +

Hg 3.93 60 53 23 86 53 7.2 + + + + +
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